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Foreword of the Editor
Gyrotrons are vacuum tubes based on the electron cyclotron maser instabil-
ity. They are the only microwave sources that are capable of efficiently gen-
erating continuous-wave (CW) power at megawatt levels. As such, gyrotron
oscillators will be used for electron cyclotron heating, current drive, and
stabilization of the magnetically confined plasma in future nuclear fusion
power plants, including the first demonstration power plant (DEMO).
Already today, gyrotrons are used for the same purpose in plasma experi-
ments such as ASDEX-Upgrade andWendelstein 7-X, and they will be used
in the ITER experiment accordingly. These state-of-the-art gyrotrons deliver
up to 1 MW CW output power at single frequencies of up to 170 GHz.
However, gyrotrons for DEMO shall deliver an output power of 2 MW at
frequencies of up to 240 GHz. Additionally, possible operation at multiples
of the RF window’s resonance frequency is required. Nonetheless, today’s
technical limitations for emitter current density and thermal loading of the
cavity wall still have to be considered. The latter implies a highly oversized
gyrotron cavity, hence operation at very high order modes. This, in turn, re-
quires methods to reduce mode competition. One method is to use a coaxial
insert that extends from the magnetron injection gun (MIG) into the cav-
ity; its introduction also reduces space-charge effects of the electron beam.
All these conditions combined question the possibility to obtain a realistic
design. A design process that answers this would encompass systematic se-
lection of the operating modes and proper design of cavity (including coax-
ial insert) and MIG, followed by tolerance studies with regards to electron
beam misalignment and to the coaxial insert.
Foreword of the Editor
In his work, Dr.-Ing. Joachim Franck proposes the physical design of the
two key components – MIG and cavity – for a coaxial-cavity 2 MW CW
gyrotron with a main operating frequency of 238 GHz and auxiliary fre-
quencies at 204 GHz and 170 GHz. The design is based on present-day
technical boundary conditions. He derives and implements a holistic design
process and selects the operating modes according to a novel systematic
multi-frequency mode selection approach. The advanced triode-MIG he
develops corresponds to a realistic 10.5 T magnet design, obtained in the
frame of this work. Multi-frequency behavior of MIG and cavity is inves-
tigated in detail. Dr.-Ing. Joachim Franck analyses the most severe effects
of a too small number of corrugations and of possible insert misalignment:
Mode deterioration and voltage depression variation. The study of mode
deterioration due to insert misalignment is based on an expansion of the
electromagnetic field into eigenmodes, and the effect of voltage depression
due to insert misalignment is simulated using an efficient method.
Dr.-Ing. Joachim Franck provides the gyrotron community with a solid
starting point for more detailed design activities for high-power coaxial-
cavity gyrotrons. The general design concepts and tools he developed are
very valuable for future studies to maximize the possible gyrotron perfor-
mance.
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Kurzfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird das physikalische Design der Kernkom-
ponenten – Wechselwirkungsraum und Elektronenquelle (MIG) – eines
koaxialen 238-GHz-, 2-MW-Dauerstrichgyrotrons, welches für zukünftige
Fusionskraftwerke geeignet ist, erarbeitet. Für beide Komponenten wird
das Mehrfrequenzverhalten untersucht. Die Arbeit beinhaltet neue systema-
tische Ansätze für Modenauswahl, Magnetspezifikation und MIG-Design
um die hohen Frequenz- und Leistungsanforderungen, die an das Gyrotron
gestellt werden, zu erfüllen. Obwohl eine ambitionierte Arbeitsmode sehr
hoher Ordnung untersucht wird, werden die Grenzen des heute technisch
Machbaren während des Designs berücksichtigt.
Gemeinsam mit dem Vorteil der höheren möglichen Ausgangsleistung
haben koaxiale Gyrotrons den Nachteil, dass der Innenleiter gegenüber der
Resonatorwand und/oder dem Elektronenstrahl versetzt sein kann, was die
Betriebsstabilität beeinträchtigt. Während einige diesbezügliche Aspekte in
der Vergangenheit untersucht wurden, präsentiert diese Arbeit zum ersten
Mal eine robuste, systematische Analyse der kritischsten Effekte des Innen-
leiterversatzes, nämlich Störung der Moden und Variation der Spannungs-
absenkung. Weiterhin wird eine Analyse der Abmessungen des Innenleiters
und der Anzahl seiner Korrugationen durchgeführt.
Die vorhandene Theorie der Modendeformation wurde überarbeitet und
erweitert, um den Versatz des Innenleiters noch besser behandeln zu können.




In this work, the physical design of key components – cavity and magnetron
injection gun (MIG) – for a coaxial-cavity 238 GHz 2 MW CW gyrotron,
being suitable for future fusion power plants, is developed. Multi-frequency
behavior is investigated for both components. This work includes new sys-
tematic approaches towards mode selection, magnet requirements, and MIG
design in order to fulfill the challenging requirements on the gyrotron con-
cerning high frequency and power. Although an ambitious very-high-order
operating mode is considered, present-day technological boundaries are re-
spected throughout the design.
Alongside with their advantage to allow higher output power, coaxial-
cavity gyrotrons have the disadvantage of possible insert misalignment
versus cavity wall and/or versus electron beam, which decreases operation
stability. While several aspects of this have been investigated in the past a
robust, systematic analysis of the most severe effects of insert misalignment
– mode deterioration and voltage depression variation – is presented in this
work for the first time. An analysis of insert dimensions and its number of
corrugations has also been made.
In order to treat insert misalignment more properly, the existing theory
of mode deformation was revised and extended. In the course of this a
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CARM Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser
CC Compensation Coil (a.k.a. Bucking Coil)
CVD Chemical Vapor Deposition
CW Continuous Wave (synonymous to long-pulse as
opposed to SP: pulses longer than one second)
DEMO Demonstration Power Plant
DNP-NMR Dynamic Nuclear Polarization in Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (Spectroscopy)
ECCD Electron Cyclotron Current Drive
EC Electron Cyclotron (Resonance Heating)
ECM Electron Cyclotron Maser
EGYC European Gyrotron Consortium
FEL, FEM Free Electron Laser; Free Electron Maser
FEM Finite Element Method
FZK, FZKA Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (Research Center
Karlsruhe, now part of KIT)
GC Gun Coil
HD High Depression
IC Ion Cyclotron (Heating)
IHM Institut für Hochleistungsimpuls- und Mikrowellen-
technik (Institute for Pulsed Power and Microwave
Technology)
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ITER Latin iter “route”, “journey”, “the way”; initially:
International Thermonuclear Reactor
JAEA Japan Atomic Energy Agency
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
LD Low Depression




MIG Magnetron Injection Gun
MHD Magnetohydrodynamics
MSDC Multi-Stage Depressed Collector
NBI Neutral Beam Injection
NTM Neoclassical Tearing Mode
PFC Poloidal Field Coil
QOL Quasi-Optical Launcher
RF Radio Frequency (denoting any oscillating electro-
magnetic field)
RMS Root Mean Square
SCM Superconducting Magnet
SDC Single-stage Depressed Collector
SHM Space Harmonic Method
SIE Singular Integral Equation
SIM Surface Impedance Model
SP Short Pulse (as opposed to CW: pulses shorter than a
few milliseconds)
TFC Toroidal Field Coil
TLK Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe
TWT Travelling Wave Tube
UH Upper Hybrid (Heating)
VLD Very Low Depression
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Nuclear fusion promises to provide reliable energy from abundant resources
while causing much less dangerous radioactive waste than fission power
plants. In magnetic confinement fusion, the fuel plasma has to be heated
to above 100 million kelvins, which can be achieved via electron cyclotron
heating with microwaves produced by gyrotrons, among other heating tech-
niques. In order to meet the requirements for the first demonstration fusion
power plants, these gyrotrons have to deliver more than 1 MW in stable,
continuous-wave (CW) operation with high efficiency at frequencies above
200 GHz. These values are beyond present practical experience, mainly due
to the very high eigenvalue of the required operating mode. For usage of the
same basic tube design for various tasks or in various facilities, operation
at several distant frequencies, termed multi-frequency operation, is worth
being investigated.
In this work, a realistic physical design for cavity and magnetron injec-
tion gun (MIG) of a 2 MW CW gyrotron is developed, with main operat-
ing frequency of 237.5 GHz, suitable for a DEMO reactor, and auxiliary
frequencies at 170.0 GHz (ITER) and 203.8 GHz. A general, systematic
multi-frequency mode-selection scheme was developed for this purpose, and
a realistic magnet design was obtained and used as a basis for the MIG. All
designs respect present-day technological restrictions.
The design itself is based on the coaxial-cavity concept, which promises
high output power and stability at very-high-order modes. However, the
coaxial insert requires careful study of its dimensions, surface corrugations,
and effects of possible misalignment versus electron beam and/or cavity
wall, which has been done based on a new method for voltage depression
xix
Introduction and Motivation
calculation in misaligned cavities and on an extension of the existing theory
of modes in misaligned coaxial cavities. The phenomenon of inner modes,
which is a characteristic feature of gyrotrons with corrugated insert, has
been investigated in detail.
In order to achieve a consistent notation for variables, a systematic nota-
tion throughout this work and related computer codes was developed. Exist-
ing formulas and derivations were revised and in some cases formulated in
a more elegant way, improving their readability, especially when translated
into computer code.
xx




The global demand for energy is expected to grow by a factor of six by the
end of this century [LCV+05] due to both the growing world population
and an increasing average power consumption per capita, which in the past
has always been connected with prosperity [GS08]. While fossile resources
(oil, coal, and gas) are limited on Earth and contribute significantly to the
climate change [GS08, CSB+13], renewable sources are strongly dependent
on weather conditions (wind), require space and depend on special environ-
mental conditions (solar) or have a negative impact on our ecosystem (hy-
dro), fauna (wind), or on food production (bio fuels). Thus, it is undoubtly
important to investigate continuously available energy sources in addition to
the mentioned renewables, especially since energy diversification also poses
a strategic advantage.
Aside solar power, controlled nuclear fission and nuclear fusion are con-
sidered the most yielding energy sources accessible on Earth [IPP03]. Even
if one assumes perfectly safe fission power plants, about 1000 m3 of nu-
clear waste are produced per generated GWh of electricity, of which 7 %
are high-level waste, i.e. waste with thermal power above 2 kW/m3 and/or
half-life longer than 200000 years [Dat13]. Nuclear waste poses a latent
danger to the ecosystem – over timespans which are much beyond our capa-
1
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bilities of effective planning1 – since it can cause cancer and genetic defects
in living beings. At present there are no practicable, large-scale technolo-
gies to fully protect the ecosystem from such waste, such as removal into
space or partitioning and transmutation (P&T) to non-radioactive nuclei. So
far, the best strategy to minimize the danger from radioactive waste is deep
geological disposal [AM07]. However, site selection and confinement mate-
rials characterization for geological disposal are always based on short-term
considerations, such as current technology, model assumptions, and politi-
cal circumstances.
Nuclear fusion power plants, in contrary, could provide reliable energy
from abundant resources. The only genuinely radioactive material associ-
ated with fusion is the hydrogen isotope tritium [Tos13], one of the fuels.
The half-life of tritium is only 12.3 years, it decays into non-radioactive
particles and it emits very low-energy beta radiation (5.69 keV on average)
with a range of 6 mm in air and 6 μm in water. This makes tritium hazardous
only if it is taken inside the body, mostly via inhalation and ingestion of tri-
tiated water. However, it cannot be stored in living organisms permanently:
its average biological half-life in humans is 9.7 days. Most importantly, it
is not at all foreseen for the tritium to leave the power plant, since it would
be needed as fuel within the facility. Safe tritium handling in a closed loop
has thus been an important topic in fusion reactor design from the begin-
ning. Fusion power plants as a whole are inherently safe because the stored
amount of tritium would be small and no nuclear chain reaction can take
place [EC09].
The second class of radioactive materials associated with nuclear fusion
are materials which are activated by the neutron flux leaving the fusion
plasma [KGOP90]. Already in the 1980s studies have been conducted to
1 Insulation from the environment has to be maintained for around 10 to 20 half-lives
[FHKS89]. Half-lives for the most siginifcant radioactive waste are 24400 years for Pu-239;




find suitable reduced-activation alloys for use in fusion reactors. Still to-
day it is consensus that only such low-activation materials may be used for
plasma-facing components in fusion reactors, and the search for and qualifi-
cation of such materials is one, maybe the biggest, obstacle in current reactor
design activities. This approach leads to heterogeneous, but almost entirely
[EG06, PEK+12] low-level activated waste with relatively short half-lifes.
In this respect, it is comparable to the waste from high-energy particle ex-
periments or from medical applications [AM07].
According to our present understanding the constituents of atomic nu-
clei, protons and neutrons, consist of quarks bound together by the strong
force, one of the four known fundamental interactions alongside electro-
magnetism, weak interaction, and gravitation. In fact, the binding energy
itself makes up over 98 % of the nucleons’ rest mass. In stable nuclei pro-
tons and neutrons are bound by a residual of their intra-nucleon interaction:
the nuclear force. Still, this residual inter-nucleon force is not only strong
enough that it holds together the positively charged protons, it also prevents
the neutrons from decay [MK94]. The typical binding energy of the nuclear
force is around 8 MeV per nucleon, which is a mass defect of about 1 % of
the nucleons’ weight [O+14]. In former times, the nuclear force was seen
as a fundamental force, with pions – instead of gluons – as force carriers.
While this is only an approximation, the pion mass of around 140 MeV
corresponds to an interaction length of the nuclear force of around 1.4 fm,
which is quite exactly the nucleon radius.
A detailed plot of the binding energy per nucleon versus atomic mass
number is given in Fig. 1.1. One can see that there is a clear maximum
binding energy per nucleon for nuclei with around 60 protons and neutrons.
Heavier nuclei can release a part of their energy through decay or fission,
while lighter nuclei must fuse to convert binding energy to other forms of
energy, predominantly kinetic energy. In fact, almost all nuclei heavier than
hydrogen and helium are thought to have been produced in stars by nuclear
fusion (stellar and supernova nucleosynthesis). One can also see that the left
3
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side of the curve is much steeper than the right part, which indicates that the
released binding energy per involved nucleon is much larger for fusion than
for fission reactions.
Some important nuclear reactions, including released (> 0) or required
(< 0) binding energy, are the following [IPP03, MK94]:
p+ p → D+ e+ + ν +0.42 MeV (1.1)
p+ D → 3He+ γ +5.49 MeV (1.2)
3He+ 3He → 4He+ p+ p +12.86 MeV (1.3)
D+ D → 3He+ n +3.27 MeV (1.4)
D+ D → T+ p +4.03 MeV (1.5)
D+ T → 4He+ n +17.58 MeV (1.6)
D+ 3He → 4He+ p +18.35 MeV (1.7)
Figure 1.1: Nuclear binding energy per nucleon versus nucleon number of common nuclei.
The vertical axis points downwards to indicate that increasing binding energy corresponds to
increasing stability. See e.g. [IPP03, Sta05].
4
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T+ T → 4He+ 2 n +11.3 MeV (1.8)
p+ 11B → 4He+ 4He+ 4He +8.7 MeV (1.9)
n+ 7Li → 4He+ T+ n −2.47 MeV (1.10)
n+ 6Li → 4He+ T +4.78 MeV (1.11)
n+ 235U → 〈heavy nuclei + neutrons〉 +200 MeV (1.12)
n+ 239Pu → 〈heavy nuclei + neutrons〉 +200 MeV (1.13)
Hydrogen (protons (p) or protium (H), and deuterium (D)), helium-4 (4He)
and lithium (Li) are abundant and rather uniformly distributed on Earth,
while helium-3 (3He), tritium (T), uranium (U) and plutonium (Pu) are rare;
besides this, the latter three are radioactive. Reactions 1.1 to 1.3 are the
reactions through which hydrogen is fused to helium in stars (alongside the
CNO cycle). Reaction 1.1 involves the weak interaction and has therefore a
very small cross-section (reaction probability) [MK94]. Reactions 1.4 to 1.9
are those reactions of light nuclei which have a high reaction probability at
accessible conditions, with 1.6 being the most probable and reaction 1.9 in-
cluding neither radioactive isotopes nor fast nucleons as products. Reactions
1.10 and 1.11 produce tritium (breeding reactions) that can be used for re-
action 1.6, involving fast and slow (thermal) neutrons, respectively [Sta10].
Reactions 1.12 and 1.13 are typical reactions in fission power plants, for
comparison. From these considerations one has chosen reactions 1.6 and
1.10/1.11 for energy production and tritium breeding, respectively, in fusion
power plants. Fig. 1.2 illustrates the two resulting fusion-breeding reac-
tion pairs. One can see that the resulting fuel necessary for such a plant
is only hydrogen and lithium, while only the noble gas helium is emitted.
This simplified picture does not take into account materials activated by the
involved neutrons, but the radiotoxicity of such materials can rather be com-
pared with that from coal plants than that from conventional nuclear plants
[GS08]. The energy yield per mass from deuterium-tritium fusion is about
one million times higher than the yield from burned coal [GS08].
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Figure 1.2: Reaction pairs in a D-T fusion power plant with lithium-6 (left) and lithium-7
(right) as sources for tritium breeding.
Beyond the nucleus radius the nuclear force drops quickly and the Cou-
lomb repulsion between protons dominates. In order to fuse nuclei, this
electromagnetic force has to be overcome before the binding energy of the
nuclei can be accessed. It is therefore easier to fuse nuclei with small proton
numbers: for the hydrogen isotopes one would only need a few hundred
keV to overcome Coulomb repulsion directly. If the quantum-mechanical
tunnelling effect is taken into account, this value drops to around 20 keV
thermal energy (around 200 · 106 K) [IPP03]. At these energies, atoms or
even molecules cannot be formed, so the nuclei and their unbound electrons
are in the (macroscopically neutral) plasma state.
A plasma can retain its temperature if at least some of its constituents
interact exothermally (“burn”), e.g. fuse, and if at least one reaction product
transfers its kinetic energy to the other constituents. A rather simple energy
balance leads to a characteristic fusion parameter (Triple Product), which
for a D-T plasma – with alpha particles as the heating, high-energy product
and with neutrons as the accessible source of kinetic energy – has to fulfill
the Lawson criterion
n T τ > 3 · 1021 keV s m−3 (1.14)
6
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where n is the number density of ions in m−3 (of both species; and equal
to the number density of electrons), T is the temperature2 in keV and τ is
the energy confinement time in s [Sta05]. The electrically neutral neutrons
leave the plasma and heat the surrounding confinement.
Without analyzing these numbers in detail, it is immediately clear that
the conditions for nuclear fusion cannot be achieved easily on Earth, other-
wise the existing fuel would have already burned up, e.g. due to lightning
or meteorite impacts. One of the reasons for this is that the reactants for the
most probable reactions – mainly deuterium, tritium and helium-3 – are rare
or sparsely distributed on Earth. While there did exist natural fission reac-
tors involving uranium-235 (Oklo/Gabon [MK94]), tritium has a 57 million
times smaller half-life and can therefore not accumulate naturally to a suf-
ficient degree. The other, more important reason is condition 1.14, which
implies also a high temperature or a long confinement time to be given.
There are two main technological concepts allowing to reach this condition
in a controlled environment: inertial confinement fusion and magnetic con-
finement fusion.
Inertial Confinement Fusion
Deuterium and tritium are compressed in a target to typical solid-state densi-
ties of 1027 m−3 to 1028 m−3. This target is heated up to plasma conditions
within very short time, such that the unconfined plasma cannot expand too
quickly. Proposals for appropriate heating mechanisms are strong lasers,
fast ion beams, or electric current (Z-pinch). Recent achievements are fuel
gain, i.e. produced energy per incoming photon energy, above unity in laser
fusion (heating to 60 eV within about 20 ns) [HCC+14].
2 A given amount of energy W of a charged particle can either be expressed as kinetic energy
eU or as thermal energy kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann constant, thus 1 eV ≈̂ 11600 K.
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Magnetic Confinement Fusion
An alternative approach is to reduce the particle density and simultaneously
increase the confinement time, i.e. to have a steady-state plasma. A typical
thermonuclear plasma has n = 1020 m−3 to n = 1022 m−3; thus, the
required confinement time is of the order of 0.1 s to 10 s. While the detailed
behaviour of plasmas is complicated, it is certain that it can best be confined
in a magnetic field which is both
• toroidal to have closed magnetic field lines, since charged particles
follow them, and
• helical with shear to avoid Grad-B drift on a large scale towards the
upper and lower sides of the torus.
Despite there are other approaches (e.g. magnetic mirror devices such as
the Gas-Dynamic Trap (GDT) in Novosibirsk), only this technology will
be discussed in the following. See [RS83, Sta05, Sta10] for details. Mind
that the plasma confinement is necessary for the reaction: Any significant
leakage or otherwise undesired operating conditions will immediately lead
to expansion, cooling, and recombination of the plasma and thus stop the
reaction. This, as already mentioned, is different from fission plants, where
chain reactions can take place if the main reaction is not conducted in a
porperly controlled manner.
1.1.2 Plasma Confinement Concepts
The required magnetic field configurations can be achieved in two ways:
either indirectly using a relatively simple coil configuration plus a magnetic
field created by the plasma itself (tokamak principle), or directly using coils
of complicated shape (stellarator principle), see Fig. 1.3. For the former, a
plasma current has to be driven along the torus. In either case the coils for
large fusion facilities have to be made of superconducting material to avoid
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ohmic losses, e.g. NbTi (ductile, but practical field limitation to 8-10 T) or
Nb3Sn (brittle, but larger superconduction region in B-T -j space).
Tokamak
The static component of the magnetic confinement in a tokamak is main-
tained by vertical, D-shaped toroidal field coils (TFC), with possible correc-
tions by horizontal, O-shaped poloidal field (ring) coils (PFC). The dynamic
component, the current drive, can be created by three methods (or a combi-
nation of them):
• Inductive heating: A strong central solenoid (CS), called ohmic heat-
ing (OH) transformer, is placed in the symmetry axis of the torus.
While its magnetic field changes, an electric field in toroidal direction
is generated, accelerating the charged particles. For current drive,
the electric field must continuously point in the same direction, which
means that the axial component of the CS field can either be increased
or decreased during the time in which the plasma is confined. Thus,
the inductive method only allows pulsed operation.
Figure 1.3: Magnetic confinement principles: Tokamak (left) and stellarator (right). See text
for explanations. [IPP03], own translation.
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• Collisional heating: The plasma is driven in mostly one direction
using strong particle or electromagnetic beams, for example mi-
crowaves (electron cyclotron current drive, ECCD). This method re-
quires that the particles/waves enter the plasma vessel through wall
ports/antennas.
• Internal heating: Due to radial variation of the plasma pressure a spon-
taneous (non-inductive) plasma current can occur, termed bootstrap
current. If this current is maximized inductive and collisional current
drive can be reduced, even down to steady-state operation [RBB+12].
Since each plasma is resistive to a certain extent, current drive will also
always heat the plasma; and the collisional heating methods described below
might additionally drive the plasma.
In tokamaks, due to the dynamic stabilization of the plasma, instabilities
are likely to occur that might grow and eventually disrupt plasma confine-
ment. The most prominent example are neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs),
where the plasma temperature is lower than required. Thus, to mitigate these
plasma modes, the plasma has to be heated locally.
The details of the confinement are complicated and depend also on plasma
density, plasma pressure, and other factors. Notable current examples for
tokamaks are ASDEX Upgrade (Germany), Tore Supra (France), JT-60
(Japan), DIII-D (USA), JET (Joint European Torus), and ITER, the latter be-
ing an unpreceded international collaboration between China, the EU, India,
Japan, South Korea, Russia, and the USA. Apart from actual tokamaks there





In contrast to tokamaks, stellarator-type devices do not require current drive,
but their coil layout is more complicated and they generally need more space
for the same plasma volume. Notable state-of-the-art examples are LHD
(Large Helical Device, Japan) and Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X, Germany). Po-
tential fusion power plants using the stellarator concept are referred to as
helical advanced stellarators (HELIAS). See Fig. 1.4 for the main parame-
ters of the world’s most advanced tokamaks and stellarators in history.
Figure 1.4: Achieved triple products and central ion temperatures of various plasma experi-
ments [EUR11].
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1.1.3 DEMO: The Way to a Fusion Power Plant
Apart from the magnets, experimental fusion facilities and power plants
consist of the following main components [Sta10]:
• Plasma vessel (vacuum chamber): The low plasma density corre-
sponds to a vacuum of about 10−5 Pa (10−10 bar) that can only be
maintained if the plasma is placed in an evacuated and cryocooled
vessel. Advantageous structural materials for the vessel and for most
other parts are low-activation steel (Eurofer) or, perhaps in the future,
silicon carbide (SiC).
• The innermost component of the vessel is called first wall and con-
sists of individual panels, the blankets, which have to withstand (and
absorb) heat and neutron fluxes. Furthermore, plasma particles can
escape their magnetic confinement with a certain probability (espe-
cially during startup and shutdown) and hit the first wall, leading to
erosion and to an influx of impurities into the plasma and thus reduce
the plasma quality. In the blankets the kinetic energy of the outcom-
ing neutrons has to be converted into heat and the required tritium to
be bred; therefore, the blankets have to consist of at least five compo-
nents: A shielding material (tungsten), a structural material (typically
steel), a coolant (water and/or helium; maybe PbLi, liquid Li or LiBe),
a breeding material (Li2TiO3 or Li4SiO4; maybe PbLi, liquid Li or
LiBe), and neutron multipliers (Be or Pb). As one can see, one tries
to combine breeding material (which has to be a lithium compound),
coolant and/or multiplier. ITER will have test blankets in some of its
upper ports in order to study different breeding blanket concepts, but
will not breed tritium on a self-sufficient scale.
• Divertor: It is necessary to steadily clean the plasma from impurities
and from helium ash. For this reason the outmost magnetic surface of
a tokamak plasma has one (rarely more) X-points, where it intersects
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itself. Ions are then likely to escape the plasma at this position and hit
nearby surfaces, from which they can be pumped outside the vessel.
This system is called the divertor. The plasma-facing components of
ITER divertors consist of carbon (planned to be replaced by tungsten).
• Fuel cycle: A significant part of the exhaust particles consists of deu-
terium and of the radioactive tritium which did not take part in the
nuclear reaction and which are to be re-used in the plasma; especially
the tritium at best without any loss. Thus, a dedicated system of in-
situ analysis, purification, storage, and re-injection of both hydrogen
species has to be designed and installed.
• Diagnostics; remote handling: Not only for experimental facilities
like ITER, but also for demonstration and, later, for commercial reac-
tors some degree of plasma diagnostics will be necessary. Quick and
safe remote handling of components, e.g. exchange of blankets in Hot
Cells, will also be of crucial importance.
The various plasma heating concepts will be explained in more detail in
the next Sections.
So far, all existing plasma/fusion devices, including ITER, are experimen-
tal facilities, i.e. they are not designed to produce a significant amount of
energy. This includes JET, which has however been operated with burning
deuterium-tritium plasma. Fusion power plant concepts are at the moment
studied in the EU, where they are referred to as DEMO concepts [FKW+14]
– short for demonstration power plant, since their purpose is to demon-
strate that energy production from nuclear fusion is technically and econom-
ically feasible before commercial fusion power plants will be built. Paral-
lel projects are underway in other ITER collaborators, e.g. China (FDS-
II) [Wu08], Korea (K-Demo) [KIK+15], the US (ARIES-AT) [NAB+06]
and Japan (SSTR) [KSN00]. DEMOs are currently planned for 2040-2050
[GS08, RBB+12], usually as tokamaks, but power plants could also be de-
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signed as stellarators, e.g. in Germany if Wendelstein 7-X performs as ex-
pected [RBB+12]. The basic layout of a fusion power plant with empha-
sis on the fuel cycle is shown in Fig. 1.5. Typical figures for a 1.6 GW
DEMO reactor are 50 MW bulk heating and current drive, 10 MW to
15 MW for magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) purposes (Neoclassical Tear-
ing Mode (NTM) and sawtooth (ST) stabilization), and 50 % total ECRH
efficiency, including transmission losses. Required EC frequencies are from
160 GHz upwards to 240 GHz, depending on the device’s aspect ratio (torus
radius : plasma radius), e.g. 150 GHz for initial heating and 180 GHz for
current drive (bulk heating and NTM stabilization) for an aspect ratio of 2.6;
160 GHz/195 GHz for an aspect ratio of 3.1; and 190 GHz/240 GHz for an
aspect ratio of 4. In Europe, there are two variants under discussion, a pulsed
“DEMO1” and a steady-state “DEMO2” using more developed technology;
both, however, intended as direct predecessors of commercial power plants
[GBB+15].
Figure 1.5: General layout of a future fusion power plant [IPP].
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There are several issues which have to be solved porperly before DEMO can
be built and operated. These include usage of stable low-activation materi-
als, tritium self-sufficiency and safe breeding, stationary plasma conditions,
and reliable, efficient plasma heating.
1.1.4 Fusion Plasma Heating
Before the plasma reaches the intended burning state it has to be heated ex-
ternally. The so-called fusion gain factor Q describes the ratio of achieved
fusion power to external heating power of a fusion plasma. Typical values
for power plants are Q = 20 to 40 [GS08], where Q = 1 is commonly re-
ferred to as break-even point and, since the neutrons carry away 4/5 of the
energy, external and internal heating of the plasma are the same for Q = 5.
There are four collisional plasma heating methods: neutral beam injection
(NBI), electron cyclotron (EC) (resonance) heating, ion cyclotron (IC) heat-
ing and lower hybrid (LH) heating3, competing with each other on the ques-
tion which one would be the best for a future fusion power plant. Plasma
heating with electromagnetic waves (“wave heating”: IC, EC, LH) is based
on resonant wave-particle interactions: there are resonance frequencies at
which the plasma absorbs the waves efficiently, see Annex A.5. RF beams
are polarized, can be generated far away from the plasma vessel and guided
to it by waveguides and, if their wavelength is small enough, can be focused
at certain spots in the plasma.
The four collisional heating methods in more detail are:
• Neutral beam injection: In order to cross the barrier imposed by the
magnetic field, the net charge of injected particles (or compounds)
has to be zero. Neutral high-energy hydrogen or deuterium beams
are produced by accelerating ions (mostly H−) and neutralizing them
3 In the different experiments, the acronym of the heating method varies, e.g. Electron Cy-
clotron Heating (ECH), Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH), Electron Cyclotron
Range of Frequencies Heating (ECRF), ... In this work, ECRH is chosen.
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right before they enter the plasma vessel. Here they ionize and re-
lease their kinetic energy via Coulomb interaction; realistic values
are 20 kA/320 keV for a 20 s deuterium beam [Sta05]. NBI is only
weakly dependent on the plasma temperature. The disadvantage of
NBI is that it needs a large space in the vessel wall and that the beams
are so thick that they cannot be focused on plasma instabilities. The
total efficiency from electric power of the NBI system to the heating
power of the plasma is also an issue.
• Ion cyclotron heating: The ion-ion resonance is in the region of
30 MHz to 120 MHz. IC heating thus requires waves with vacuum
wavelength of up to 10 m and, correspondingly, rather large antenna
structures as well as contact of the antenna to the plasma to reduce
the local wavelength. IC-relevant radiation comes from triodes or
tetrodes. The Coulomb interaction with the plasma ensures that the
electrons are also heated.
• Electron cyclotron resonance heating: The electron cyclotron res-
onance is of the order of 100 GHz to above 200 GHz, corresponding
to wavelengths of around one to three millimeters. Kinetic energy
is transferred to the ions due to Coulomb interaction. There are two
plasma modes, ordinary (O-) modes (linearly polarized, with E ‖ B)
and extraordinary (X-)modes. Gyrotrons are used to produce such mi-
crowaves with sufficient power and efficiency which are then guided
to the plasma vessel by oversized waveguides. EC current drive is not
very efficient; but since the wavelength of the radiation is small, the
beams can be focused very well and can therefore be used for control
of the plasma stability.
• Lower hybrid heating: There are two hybrid frequencies: lower hy-
brid (ωion < ωLH < ωe) with resonance frequency around 1 GHz to
8 GHz (λ ∼ 10 cm), and upper hybrid (ωUH  ωe). Application of
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LH waves is not a very successful heating method, but the most effi-
cient current drive scheme. Waves are produced by klystrons, trans-
mitted by standard rectangular waveguides and launched with phased
(i.e. internally structured) arrays.
In this work it is examined how an existing technology for plasma heating
in ITER, namely gyotrons as microwave sources for ECRH, can be adapted
to be suitable for DEMO. While the relevant regime of output power and
frequency has already been touched in several publications, an in-depth
physical design study of the main components for DEMO gyrotrons does
not exist yet. This work is exclusively dedicated to coaxial-cavity gyrotrons,
a technology that promises very high output power at high frequencies at the
cost of an advanced manufacturing process. In parallel to this study, the pos-
sibility of using the hollow-cavity gyrotron concept is investigated at IHM
[KAF+15a, TFK+15, KAF+16a, KAF+16c], which promises more robust
gyrotrons with less output power.
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1.2 High-Power Gyrotrons
1.2.1 Interaction Mechanism
Consider a physical system, consisting of at least one charged particle, in
an excited state. This system might drop to a lower energy level by emit-
ting a photon, either spontaneously or after interaction with another photon
of the same energy, i.e. with a resonant photon. The second case is com-
monly termed stimulated emission (of radiation). If several of such systems
are placed nearby (i.e. form an ensemble, the gain medium), one incoming
photon can trigger an avalanche of coherent photons; and if at least some
of the photons are reflected back into the medium (i.e. if they are trapped
in a resonator), one can ensure that most of the systems participate in that
avalanche. By continuously replacing the systems which are in ground state
or by re-exciting them (pumping the medium to obtain a population inver-
sion), one can obtain permanent coherent radiation. This is the general
maser/laser principle (Microwave/Light Amplification by Stimulated Emis-
sion of Radiation) [TBP13].
While in some of such devices the gain medium are atoms or molecules
(e.g. gases or solids) and while the energy levels used are the respective
orbitals, one can also use solely electrons in vacuum, gyrating in an ex-
ternal magnetic field, like in a cyclotron. These electrons have discrete
energy states (Landau levels) due to their quantized angular momentum.
In this case the pumping is done by a continuous input of higher-energy
electrons through the cavity resonator. This is the principle of electron cy-
clotron masers (ECMs) [HG77]. ECMs have the obvious advantage that
neither their frequency nor their energy or efficiency is constrained by ma-
terial properties of some gain medium. Quantitatively the number of (almost
equidistant) rotational states which can be occupied is much larger than in
atomic/molecular lasers, and their energy difference is significantly lower,
allowing photons with longer wavelengths – specifically, on the other side
of the terahertz gap, i.e. with λ  1 mm.
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In ECMs, the electrons radiate only if their phases are not equally dis-
tributed. But since the cyclotron frequency4 ΩC depends on the electron





(qe is the electron charge, B is the applied magnetic field and me is the
electron’s rest mass) and since the acceleration/deceleration of the electrons
depends on their phase relative to the RF field E [Jac99],
P = qev · E (1.16)
(P is the power transferred to the electron and v is the electron velocity),
phase bunching occurs after some interaction time. During this process
and with a properly tuned initial cyclotron frequency, the electrons will on
average lose kinetic energy to the RF field via bremsstrahlung. The electrons
can have either mildly relativistic or highly relativistic speed (≥ 1 MV),
the latter devices being specifically termed Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser
(CARM). Basically, the electrons need to stay in phase with the RF field
in their direction of travel, i.e. their velocity has to be similar to the group
velocity (smaller than speed of light) of the field, fulfilling [Edg93]:
ω(kz) ≈ sΩC + kzvgr (1.17)
Here, ω is the RF (angular) frequency5, s is the cyclotron harmonic, kz
is the axial wave vector and vgr is the group velocity in the electron
guiding center’s rest frame. This implies forward- or backward-directed
4 In this work, cyclotron will be used synonymously for gyro- and precession, as in “cyclotron
radius”, “cyclotron period” or “precession frequency”.
5 As it is common in the gyrotron community, the term “frequency” will be used and corre-
sponding values f = ω/(2π) will be given in this work, despite the fact that most formulas
include angular frequencies ω. The only exception to this are window resonance frequencies,
expressed as ordinary frequencies f .
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fast waves, i.e. waves with a phase velocity larger than the speed of light
(since vphvgr = c2), or, equivalently, with a refractive index n := c/vph
smaller than 1. But there are also other suggestions, e.g. to operate a
CARM in the Cherenkov regime using slow waves, which are usually as-
sociated with axial rather than azimuthal bunching. Mildly relativistic fast-
and forward-wave ECM oscillators are called gyromonotrons or, shortly,
gyrotrons [KBT04, Nus04, Edg93]. For typical gyrotrons the ratio between
transversal velocity v⊥ and axial velocity vz of the electrons, the pitch factor
g, is not much larger than unity. As a rule-of-thumb, f(B) ≈ 28 GHz/T
for nonrelativistic electrons and f(B) ≈ 24 GHz/T for typical high-power
gyrotrons (Uacc ≈ 85 kV).
Since the electron beam needs at least one dimension to pass through the
cavity, there are two general cavity geometries for ECMs: plane-parallel
(with a sheet beam) or axial (with a hollow beam), see e.g. the consid-
erations in [DK81], of which the former are limited to sub-MW power
[GGG+12]. For the axial configuration, there are two possibilities: either all
electrons gyrate directly around the same axis (Large-Orbit Gyrotron, LOG
[LB82]) or around axes which themselves are arranged around a central axis.
If the electron orbits are far away enough from this purely geometric axis,
one could also consider placing a metallic insert there, which would play
the role of an additional cavity boundary.
Gyrotron cavities are open towards both ends, thus appear as parts of
inhomogeneous waveguides. Electromagnetic waves within them will be
at least partly reflected by any inhomogeneity, such as a narrowing down-
taper in the direction upstream of the electron beam or a widening uptaper
in the downstream direction, hence they can behave like being in a cavity
resonator. The excited RF field in this resonator will appear as a number
of eigenmodes, i.e. standing electromagnetic waves, which can in principle
be calculated by either solving Maxwell’s equations in differential form or
using iterative methods, such as integration paths demonstrated in section
23-2 of [FLS62]. Usual high-power high-frequency gyrotrons are strongly
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overmoded, which implies that the spectral density, i.e. the typical distance
between mode eigenfrequenciesΔf relative to their frequency f , is high and
that there can exist many modes above cutoff, leading to mode competition.
By proper design only one mode is excited or it suppresses all other modes
sufficiently and thus, the gyrotron can produce monochromatic output.
In the “small-orbit” design it makes sense to use a circular waveguide as
the cavity, not only for manufacturing reasons, but also to ensure a homoge-
neous (i.e. everywhere minimized) ohmic loading from the RF field on the
cavity wall. The interaction with the electron beam is highest if the electric
field vector lies in the plane of the gyromotion of the electrons; thus, one
is primarily looking for transverse electric (TEmpl) modes in the cavity,
where m denotes the azimuthal, p the radial and l the longitudinal index6
(see Annex B.1). Since the cavity is axisymmetric those modes have a ro-
tationally symmetric field maximum, and one would place the beam there
(or, for TEm,1, close to the maximum); thus, the electron beam should at
best be axisymmetric as well. Such beams also have the advantage of uni-
form charge distribution in azimuthal direction, reducing the risk of electron
beam instabilities.
In hollow cavities with sufficiently small taper, the electric and magnetic
fields on the axis must be unambiguous in magnitude and direction and can
thus only be zero or point parallel to the axis for either TE or TM modes.
In coaxial cavities [VZO76], i.e. cavities with a metallic rod along the sym-
metry axis, the second boundary condition on the inner rod removes this
possible unambiguity. Therefore, it is possible to excite TEM modes in
coaxial cavities; but they will be disregarded in this work due to their prop-
agation (in axial direction) at the speed of light c. Nevertheless, the coaxial
insert reduces TE mode competition (see [IKP96] and B.4 for details) and
is therefore advantageous, despite the fact that it makes the gyrotron man-
ufacturing clearly more complicated, as will be discussen in Chapter 3 in
6 In this work, mode indices will be separated by comma if they are expressed as numbers or
formulas, regardless of whether they are one-digit integers or not.
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more detail. Figure 1.6 gives an example of a very high-order TE mode in
a rotationally symmetric coaxial cavity (cross-sectional cut). For details of
the coaxial insert in a gyrotron, see Fig. 1.11.
In a fusion power plant the power necessary for plasma heating, among
other contributions, has to be subtracted from the generated power to obtain
the net power of the facility. Considering ECRH only, gyrotrons are there-
fore required to operate at high efficiency in order to ensure high efficiency
of the whole plant [RBB+12]. Furthermore, the anticipated realistic output
power per tube (between 1 and 2 MW) will be much smaller than the total
ECRH/ECCD power needed; therefore, any decrease in total number of gy-
rotrons needed will relax the necessary effort for control, maintenance and
exchange of individual tubes.
The general design of an advanced high-power, high-frequency gyrotron
is shown in Fig. 1.7. A hollow electron beam is generated by a heated annu-
lar emitter in the temperature-limited regime. The electrons are accelerated
towards the anode and enter the strong magnetic field of a superconducting
magnet, where they follow the magnetic field lines. This increasing field
compresses the hollow beam adiabatically (according to Busch’s theorem,
see Annex A.8), increasing the pitch factor of the electrons. The electrons
now enter the cavity, where they lose a fraction – typically one third – of
their kinetic energy, specifically of the energy corresponding to their an-
gular velocity component. The electron beam now leaves the high-field
region, where it decompresses. Finally, the electrons hit the collector. In
the ideal case, the collector consists of one or more biased electrodes which
decelerate the electrons before impact; thus, their kinetic energy is partially
recovered and the total efficiency of the tube is increased in comparison with
a non-biased collector. The microwave beam, on the other hand, leaves the
cavity in the direction of the quasi-optical output coupler, where the axial
component of its wavevector increases due to the slowly increasing launcher
radius. The beam is then coupled out in radial direction and leaves the evac-
uated gyrotron via a mirror system and a suitable window.
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Figure 1.6: Operating mode TE49,29 in a waveguide with corrugated coaxial insert and with
properly scaled electron beam (upper: full view; lower: detail). Color-coded is the amplitude
of the electric field, where purple means small, green medium, and red large amplitudes. Mind
that the actual azimuthal field maxima of the innermost ring are shifted by half a period versus
the azimuthal maxima of the outermost rings, with a transition region around the fifth ring.
As depicted, a guiding center spread of around three times the cyclotron radius needs to be
considered in the design proposed in this work.
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Figure 1.7: General design of an advanced high-power gyrotron. Height and diameter of the
magnet are around 1 m. The electric connections to the electrodes usually require several dm
space under the magnet, which is therefore placed on a rack. Red and green indicate negative
and positive electric potentials, respectively: Insert, beam tunnel, cavity, and launcher are at




In order to find potential alternatives to gyrotrons for ECRH in fusion power
plants one could consider different microwave tube designs (see [Bre91],
section 3). In slow-wave devices such as klystrons, travelling-wave tubes
(TWTs), backward-wave oscillators (BWOs), magnetrons, etc., the elec-
trons pass the cavity structures very closely – of the order of the wavelength
λ or even below λ/10 for TWTs – in order to ensure a high interaction ef-
ficiency. This implies that the electrons have to pass close to the metallic
surfaces, which increases the necessity for cooling of the surfaces. Alterna-
tively spoken, the dimensions of the delay line needed for slow-wave tubes
become impractically small. For devices operated in continuous-wave (CW)
mode, this limits the possible output power to values much lower than those
of gyrotrons with the same frequency, see Fig. 1.8. Among fast-wave de-
vices, gyrotrons, gyroklystrons, gyro-TWTs, peniotrons, and free-electron
lasers (FELs, or ubitrons – undulated beam interaction electron tube) exist.
• Gyro-klystrons differ from gyrotrons by having several interaction
cavities in a row. Efficiencies can be comparable to those of gyrotrons,
but frequencies and long-pulse power are lower [Thu16].
• In contrast to gyrotrons, gyro-TWTs lack a selective cavity and are
therefore operated at low-order modes. As with gyro-klystrons,
frequencies and output power are lower than for gyrotrons [Thu16].
However, recent conceptual studies exist to use a HF input in
gyrotrons via the quasi-optical launcher (QOL) in order to improve
mode-selection (frequency or injection locking), either from another
device [BDN14], or as self-injection locking [MRR+16]. Gyrotwys-
trons combine the properties of klystrons (input cavity) and TWTs
(wideband output structure).
• Peniotrons use rectangular waveguide structures, which are disadvan-
tageous due to the very high ohmic loading.
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• FELs can reach extremely high power at very small wavelengths and
have been considered for plasma heating [SJO+90], but efficiencies
and pulse lengths comparable to those of gyrotrons have not yet been
achieved (see [Thu16], sections 13, 14).
For a mathematical illustration of the resonance condition in various tubes,
see A.9. Further information on vacuum tubes can be found in [EH89], and
on lasers/masers in [KM69].
Figure 1.8: Historical development of Pf2 of several amplifier types. For a given frequency,
gyrotrons can deliver the second highest power after FELs, but at higher efficiency and pulse
length than FELs. Reproduced from [QLP+09].
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1.2.2 Key Components of High-Power Gyrotrons
One of the first articles presenting the basic gyrotron design as it is still
considered today, although under the more general term electronic maser,
was published by Soviet scientists in 1967 [GPY67] and had a focus on
the bunching mechanism. The authors’ goal was the same as it is still to-
day: to obtain high-power millimeter radiation. In their review [FGPY77]
ten years later the researchers from Nizhny Novgorod (then Gorky) could
already refer to numerous articles on gyrotron theory and experiments. At
that time, low-order modes such as TE0,1,1 and TE0,2,1 were employed to
operate first- (i.e. fundamental, s = 1) and second-harmonic gyrotrons with
wavelengths around 1 mm, efficiencies up to 50 % and output powers of
about 20 kW. The challenges faced when increasing output power and effi-
ciency of these vacuum devices were summed up by Gaponov et al. in 1981
[GFG+81], who also gave a good overview over the key components of gy-
rotrons. The possibility of coaxial-cavity gyrotrons and the use of gyrotrons
for plasma heating is also discussed there. Zapevalov [Zap12] reviews the
development of gyrotrons to state-of-the-art gyrotrons for fusion applica-
tions, which is the major driver for high-power gyrotrons. Thumm [Thu16]
compiles yearly reports on high-power gyrotrons, and his compilation shows
that the details of gyrotrons intended for the same purpose (e.g. heating
in W7-X or ITER) vary considerably between the manufacturers Gycom
(Russia), Toshiba (Japan), CPI (USA) and Thales (Europe). Nowadays,
typical gyrotrons for fusion applications with SDCs deliver 0.8-0.9 MW at
frequencies of 140-170 GHz with an efficiency of 35-57 % in CW opera-
tion (t ≥ 1000 s). Gyrotrons with other frequencies, efficiencies or oper-
ating at higher harmonics are used for a broad range of applications such
as materials processing [TLSJ15], detection of concealed radioactive sub-
stances [NPA+10], active denial systems [NRI09, SKK+13] or dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy [NBGT11].
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Unless explicitly stated otherwise, this work only refers to MW-class
gyrotrons with frequencies above 100 GHz in CW operation. Power,
frequencies, or efficiencies higher than given in this work are mentioned
in the literature, but only for the other values being significantly smaller; a
list and discussion of those more exotic designs is given in Sect. 1.3.2.
Magnetron Injection Gun and Beam Tunnel
A magnetron injection gun (MIG) is the electron source of the gyrotron,
owing its name from the similarity with the emitter of magnetrons, that is,
producing a hollow beam parallel to a magnetic axis and showing signifi-
cant space-charge effects7. Located in a magnetic field, an annular surface
with low work function is heated from below and/or subjected to a strong
accelerating electrostatic field (“cold” emission if no heating is applied),
allowing the surface electrons to escape. These two operating conditions
are termed temperature-limited regime (thermionic emission, described by
Richardson’s law) and space-charge limited regime, respectively. In order
to obtain defined electron trajectories and thus to ensure high beam quality,
gyrotrons are operated in the temperature-limited regime; and for simu-
lations, the Richardson-Dushman-Schottky law [IL09] is commonly em-















Here, jE is the current density at the emitter, me is the electron mass, T is
the emitter temperature WE is the emitter material’s work function and E is
the applied electric field.
The emitter surfaces of cathodes intended for thermionic emission
can be coated (for example, BaO on nickel or tungsten) or, for longer
7 see IEC 60050, term 531-23-31
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lifetime and reusablity, can be dispenser cathodes. B-type dispenser
cathodes are usually made of porous tungsten, either impregnated with
barium/calcium/aluminum oxide or attached to a barium reservoir. M-type
dispenser cathodes are additionally sputter-coated with e.g. ruthenium, rhe-
nium, osmium, or iridium. The porous tungsten can either be compressed
powder, i.e. result from a stochastic process, or sintered wires, i.e. of con-
trolled porosity. For practical reasons, the latter conflates with segmented
emitters [MIP+12]. For both emitter types lifetime decreases considerably
if emitter current density is increased moderately, see Fig. 1.9.
The initial properties of the annular electron beam are mostly influenced
by the geometry of the emitter (radius, width, and slant angle) and by the
direction and strength of the electric and magnetic fields at the emitter posi-
tion. However, the shape of the magnetic field and of the electrodes nearby
the emitter will also have an influence on the beam quality, especially on
the pitch factor and on the statistical distribution of velocity components
(velocity spreads).
If one uses just one cathode and one anode the electric field at the emitter
can be modified only if the accelerating voltage is changed accordingly. A
MIG with two anodes, one modulation anode opposite of the emitter and
one main (or body) anode for the actual acceleration, allows to control beam
energy and pitch factor separately.
Since a coaxial insert has to be fixed in the MIG region, coaxial-cavity
and conventional-cavity gyrotrons require different MIG designs. However,
during physical studies the mere existence of the insert does usually not have
a significant influence on the key components of the MIG. From a technical
point-of-view, in contrast, one has to consider cooling, fixation, and electric
connection of the insert.
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Figure 1.9: Emitter lifetime versus current density for B-type and M-type emitters. Repro-
duced from [Gil86], p. 132.
Several MIG designs have been proposed which can be classified according
to the following criteria (other criteria are, of course, possible):
• diode or triode; in this work denoted “d-”/“t-” due to a lack of consis-
tent nomenclature
• conventional or coaxial; “coaxial” denoted “C”
• conventional or with inverse emitter; “inverse” denoted “I”
This immediately leads to seven possible design types in addition to the
conventional diode design d-MIG, see Fig. 1.10, most of which have been








The only exceptions are conventional IMIGs, of diode or triode type, prob-
ably due to the fact that inverse MIGs work better in triode configuration
and that the inner anode can readily be extended to a full coaxial insert. For
a coaxial gyrotron in a so far unpreceded region of frequency and output
power, e.g. of very high-order modes with eigenvalue χ > 120, one would
desire a triode MIG to study start-up scenarios and the effects of changes
in beam parameters, especially the pitch factor, in more detail. An inverse
MIG might, additionally to more efficient cooling, promise a more compact
design due to the reduction of potential wells in its rear part [PR16] and thus
a smaller magnet bore-hole diameter, but experience with inverse MIGs is
rather limited at the moment. For this reason a t-CMIG design is most ap-
propriate for the 2 MW 238 GHz gyrotron design, with the perspective to
develop a suitable t-CIMIG in the future, e.g. based on [RPG+16].
Several adverse phenomena can occur in the electron-optical system, es-
pecially the MIG and the beam tunnel. For example, since electrons can
be reflected by magnetic fields decreasing along their path (magnetic mir-
ror effect), electrons can get trapped between the magnetic mirrors around
MIG and cavity if their pitch factor is too large. A second phenomenon are
potential wells due to the combination of static electric and magnetic fields:
if a magnetic field line crosses an electric equipotential line twice, electrons
following the magnetic field line that have low kinetic energy (such as elec-
trons from ionized residual gas) might not overcome the potential barriers
corresponding to the equipotential line. Third, reflected or trapped electrons
could hit the cathode surface at arbitrary points, releasing secondary elec-
trons, which themselves could be reflected or trapped. As a consequence
these three phenomena lead to uncontrolled accumulation of electrons in
the MIG and tunnel region, which can lead to low-frequency oscillations
in the gyrotron, to bombardement of anode surfaces [Zha16], or to arcing
within the tube (Penning discharges) [PHG+09, PHA+10].
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Figure 1.10: Schematic illustrations of the eight main MIG types as described in the text. The
modulation anode potential is usually smaller than the main anode potential, but still positive




As it is well known there are two directions in which a non-axisymmetric
mode can rotate with respect to the angular motion of the electrons:
co-rotating and counterrotating, see Annexes B.1 and B.8. The coupling





where rb is the electron beam radius, χmp is the mode eigenvalue, kmp is the
perpendicular wavevector, B̂z is the field amplitude, U⊥ is a normalization
constant, J is the Bessel function, and rC is the cyclotron radius; see also
[Bor91]. The coupling itself is proportional to G2mps.
Since B̂z,m−s(kmprb) = B̂ ·J ′m−s(kmprb), the coupling to a chosen co-
rotating mode (m > 0) can generally be stronger than to the corresponding
counterrotating mode (m < 0) due to the larger global maximum of J ′|m−s|
compared to J ′|m+s|, provided s > 0 by definition. Physically, this inequal-
ity can be explained as follows: Each electron orbit can be divided into two
zones: the zone where the electron is at a position more distant from the cav-
ity axis than its guiding center (abaxial zone) and where it is closer to the
cavity axis (adaxial zone). Clearly, the abaxial zone always covers a larger
angle (> π) than the adaxial zone (< π). For one beamlet, i.e. an electron
bundle with the same guiding center, more electrons are thus in the abaxial
zone and, equivalently, stay there for a longer time. For co-rotating modes
the field maximum is located at the abaxial position, while for counterro-
tating modes it is at the adaxial position, which accounts for the different
coupling.
The three means of basic selection which mode shall be excited in
the gyrotron cavity are electron beam radius, cavity radius, and cyclotron
frequency. Thus, for one chosen mode and a fixed electron beam radius
in a given cavity, all modes which have similar eigenvalues and similarly
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large or larger coupling factors are the main competitors of that chosen
mode because they can be excited as easily. From Eq. 1.19 one can read-
ily deduce that for co-rotating operating modes TEmp (at least for typical
gyrotron modes with hmp ≥ 0, see Annex B.1), the main competitors are
the counter-rotating modes with smaller |m| and larger p: TE(−m−3),(p+1)
and TE(−m−2),(p+1) [Ker96]. Other modes that have a strong coupling to
the beam and are therefore serious competitors are the azimuthal and radial
neighbors of the main mode as well as the mode TE(−m−4),(p+1), giving
in total the ten modes listed in Table 1.1 to be at least taken into account
in multi-mode simulations (such as for TEco28,16 in [Ker96], section 2.3.5).
Note that for a caustic radius [Vaj69] of CK ≡ m/χ ≈ 0.3 (equivalently,
p/m ≈ 0.6), which corresponds to typical coaxial-cavity designs, the rela-
tive eigenvalues of the main competitors are symmetric to the main mode
(0.996 and 1.004, respectively), i.e. the main mode is farthest separated
from equally strong competitors. The set of coupling factors over eigen-
values is termed “coupling spectrum”. Examples for coupling spectra are
given in Fig. 2.2. One can well distinguish between modes with a coupling
above approximately 60 % of a chosen mode which are alternative candi-
dates for operating modes, but also candidates for competing modes, and
modes with a coupling below 60 % which are much less likely to take part
in the gyrotron interaction.
Optimum operation of a gyrotron requires not only the desired mode and
the beam at proper position, but also optimized beam parameters, especially
beam voltage and pitch factor. A certain starting current can be assigned
to each mode and a given beam voltage Ub, being the minimum current
at which the mode can be excited (soft-excitation or supercritical Hopf bi-
furcation regime). However, the parameter regions where modes can exist
generally overlap, which means that for exactly the same cavity geometry
and beam parameters, several modes can exist. If one of those modes has
already gained some energy, it will usually suppress the excitation of the
others, at least to a large degree, as long as it can remain stable.
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Table 1.1: Co-rotating mode TEmp and its main competitors with their relative eigenvalues
(approximation for highm, p and p/m ≈ 0.6) and relative caustic radii (“larger” and “smaller”
being very close to the main mode CK, while “small” differs more). The fourth column lists
possible methods to suppress unwanted modes, see text for further discussion.




TEco(m−1),p 0.992 smaller rippled outer wall
TEct(m−3),(p+1) 0.996 small coaxial insert
TEcom,p 1.000 — —
TEct(m−2),(p+1) 1.004 small coaxial insert
TEco(m+1),p 1.008 larger rippled outer wall
TEcom,(p+1) 1.02 smaller
TEcom,(p+2) 1.04 smaller
This effect can be used to leave the soft-excitation regime to a nearby re-
gion (with different Ub) in which the mode could not be excited directly
(hard-excitation or subcritical Hopf bifurcation regime) [KBT04]. Conse-
quently, the operating mode of a gyrotron is in general not a state function
of the input parameters, but also depends on the time-evolution of the beam
parameters – the gyrotron displays a hysteresis [DII+03]. Since at least the
beam current must change continuously from 0 A to the design value, one
cannot jump immediately to the design parameters of the gyrotron, but must
follow a path in the parameter space which in the end excites the desired
mode (and perhaps other modes in advance). In many cases the maximum
interaction efficiency can even be reached in the hard-excitation regime only,
so the described mechanism has to be used. In this context, excitation of the
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correct mode and maintaining operation at high efficiency can be difficult in
practice because the beam parameters, especially voltage, can be controlled
only with finite accuracy.
The less dense the mode spectrum is, the more likely it is that the proper
mode can in the end be excited. It is therefore very useful to find means
that suppress the onset of unwanted modes, i.e. increase their starting cur-
rent. A properly designed coaxial insert, see Fig. 1.11, can suppress the
counterrotating competing modes, see [Ker96] and Annex B.4.
As already mentioned, the typical gyrotron cavity consists of a down-
taper section (narrowing in downstream direction), a straight midsection
and an uptaper section (widening in upstream direction). Usually, parabolic
smoothings between the three sections reduce mode conversion, as does a
nonlinear uptaper which provides a smooth transition between the cavity and
the (larger) launcher entry [Ker96]. For cavities with corrugated insert the
general assumption is that modes are either almost unaffected by the inner
rod and therefore behave like hollow-cavity modes (practically no change
in eigenvalue or caustic radius), or that they do not play a role during the
interaction because they are suppressed by the insert. Therefore, most basic
considerations apply equally to hollow-cavity and to coaxial-cavity gyro-
trons. For a certain coaxial-cavity design, this assumption has of course to
be verified.
The uptaper extends outside of the interaction region and acts here as
an overmoded cylindrical waveguide to direct the RF beam away from the
cavity. Nonlinear widening minimizes reflections back into the cavity and
mode conversion, while the axial wave vector component increases (see An-
nex A.9). The downstream end of the nonlinear uptaper is typically 7 %
larger than the cavity radius.
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Figure 1.11: Lateral section of a coaxial-cavity gyrotron [PDD+05]. The coaxial insert (red)
is supported (lilac) in the MIG and extends through beam tunnel (green/orange), cavity and
nonlinear uptaper (brown) into the launcher (blue). According to present understanding, the
actual end position of the insert within the launcher region is of minor relevance for gyrotron
performance.
As with every metallic surface hit by microwaves, the cavity surface (and,
if present, the insert surface) heats up and therefore has to be cooled contin-
uously during steady-state operation. The ohmic losses of a TE mode in a







Here, χ and m are mode eigenvalue and azimuthal index, respectively, ω is
the RF angular frequency, σ is the cavity material’s conductivity and W is
the stored energy in the cavity. For a derivation, see Annex B.7.
Typical means of cooling for the cavity as well as for other gyrotron com-
ponents are Raschig rings or hyper-vapotron cooling. Possible effects of
inhomogeneous cooling are described in Section 3.5.
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Superconducting Magnet
The strong magnetic field in the cavity has to be provided by a surround-
ing superconducting magnet (SCM). In the interaction region, i.e. the mid-
section of the cavity, the field should be maximum, and decrease sufficiently
before and after this region in order to avoid possible Before- and After-
Cavity Interactions (BCI [Sch15]/ACI [Cho14]), i.e. unwanted waves which
are excited if their resonance conditions are unintentionally fulfilled. Since
the electrons largely follow the magnetic field lines, the actual shape of the
field from emitter to collector is of importance for a detailed design. If
the magnet consists only of one coil or of an assembly of concentric coils
with the same current and winding chirality (a main coil, MC), the magnetic
compression, i.e. the ratio between the magnetic flux densities at emitter
and cavity, depends on the distance between these two. However, if coils
with opposite winding are added around the emitter region (compensation
coils, CC, or bucking coils), the local field and likewise the required gyrotron
length between emitter and cavity can be greatly reduced. If additional coil
systems are fed by independent circuits one obtains the flexibility to con-
trol the shape and strength of the field at the emitter (gun coils, GC). Of
course, additional coil systems serve both purposes to some extent, hence a
distinction between CC and GC is to some degree ambiguous. In practice,
magnets for the same class of gyrotrons can have various designs, see e.g.
the magnets for the Japanese [SKK+09, HKO+08], Russian [SFK+06], and
European ITER [CAB+13] and W7-X [KDK+00] gyrotrons.
In Fig. 1.12 the lateral section of a gyrotron inside its magnet as well
as the schematics of a European-style magnet coil configuration with cor-




On a large scale, two materials for low-temperature superconducting (LTS)
wires are available: NbTi and Nb3Sn. As already mentioned in the con-
text of fusion plasma confinement, NbTi is ductile but can withstand local
fields of up to only 15 T, while Nb3Sn is brittle but can withstand fields
up to 30 T [GCD+06]. Critical parts of the coil structure, where the local
magnetic field is largest, are the edges of the windings. Thus, the achiev-
able central field of SCMs with large bore-hole and NbTi-only coils depends
on the winding, but it is typically below 10 T. In SCMs for powerful high-
frequency gyrotrons, Nb3Sn is therefore advantageous, especially for inner
windings. Modern superconducting magnets mostly use cryogen-free cool-
ing [HMHH05, Goo14].
If one could assemble a gyrotron in two subsystems (e.g. MIG – beam
tunnel – cavity – launcher, and mirror box – window – collector) and insert
them from both ends into the magnet before final assembly, the required
magnet bore-hole diameter would be determined by the narrowest part of
the gyrotron, which is the cavity region (see Fig. 1.11 or 1.12). Unfor-
tunately, after final assembly, a gyrotron has to be baked out in order to
achieve the necessary ultra-high vacuum of less than 10−8 Pa [KSM+04];
thus, the superconducting magnet would be deformed or its coils damaged
when subjected to high temperatures. Therefore, the magnet has to supply
enough space for the gyrotron to be inserted from either direction after it
has been baked out. For this reason, the minimum bore-hole diameter is
determined by the maximum diameter of the MIG. On the other hand, due
to the very nature of the windings, the required cryostatic environment in
the magnet and the strong magnetic forces, there is no known method to
build magnets with flexible diameter (e.g. a “resting position” with wide
bore-hole and an “operating position” with narrow bore-hole; or magnets
that can be longitudinally split and recombined).
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Figure 1.12: Gyrotron magnet with a gyrotron inserted from above (left); and EU-style coil
schematics (right).
Quasi-Optical Output System; Launcher
Since the direction of the electron beam cannot be changed without using a
very strong magnetic field, there are two methods to separate the RF beam
from the electrons after both leave the nonlinear uptaper. First, the upper
waveguide can be used as a collector for the beam electrons, leading to an
axial RF output. This is the original method, and it has lately been used
in the high-efficiency gyrotron described in [MIP+12]. The second method
typically employed for fusion gyrotrons is to couple out the RF beam in
radial direction [VO74]. In order to achieve this, the inner surface of the
output coupler has to be corrugated or deformed such that it acts as a line
of focusing quasi-optical mirrors – due to the nonvanishing kz (or, Poynting
vector S), the RF wave can now be understood as a beam climbing up the
output coupler and being focussed successively. The launcher of a gyrotron
designed for a co-rotating operating mode would be designed specifically
for this rotational direction and not be appropriate for the counterrotating
mode.
When the transformation is complete, the RF beam is launched radially.
Since a TE mode was excited in the cavity, the launched beam is horizon-
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tally polarized, provided the gyrotron is upright. Final focussing, phase-
correction and transformation into a Gaussian mode TEM0,0 (therefore,
another name for the QOL is Quasi-Optical Mode Converter) is done by
two or three separate mirrors, either all located inside the gyrotron’s mirror
box, see Fig. 1.13, or some outside it [SKT+97]. There are different sub-
types of launchers, namely mirror-line launcher [VO74], helically deformed
launcher [DKM+92] and hybrid launcher [JGTJ15].
Focussing of the beam strongly depends on the caustic radius of the mode
to be transformed, since the caustic radius determines the inclination angle
of the transformed beam, which itself determines the boundaries of the mir-
ror line. Therefore, if one wants to minimize stray radiation in a gyrotron,
the launcher of a multi-frequency gyrotron restricts all possible modes to
those which have (nearly) the same caustic. Initial studies of a launcher
designed for cavity mode TE49,29 and used for transformation of modes
TE42,25 andTE35,21, as well as forTE43,15 withTE37,13/TE31,11, showed
that constant caustic radius is quite sufficient for multi-frequency operation,
even if the wall deformations/corrugations are optimized only for the high-
est mode in both cases [Jin13, JK15].
The microwave beam now has to leave the vacuum of the gyrotron to en-
ter an evacuated transmission line, a line of mirrors in air, or another system
to be guided to the plasma vessel. The most simplest way, however still
challenging, to ensure vacuum inside the gyrotron is a single-disc vacuum
window. Apart from being leak-tight and mechanically stable, such win-
dows have to withstand up to 2 MW transmitted RF power, which is pos-
sible only with appropriate cooling. If the window thickness corresponds
to multiples of λ/2 of the incident radiation, reflection into the gyrotron is
minimized for the corresponding frequencies (but absorption is maximized)
[BDKT97]. At present, windows made of chemical vapor-deposited dia-
mond (CVD-diamond) have the best mechanical, thermal, and optical prop-
erties and are widely used for gyrotrons. Typical cooling allows a bandwidth
of approximately 1 GHz around the window resonance frequency.
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Figure 1.13: Typical arrangement of the quasi-optical mode converter (launcher; red) and
mirrors (dark red/brown) of a gyrotron (left). Definitions of Brillouin angle αγ , Brillouin
length Lγ , spread angle ψ, launcher radius RL and launcher caustic radius rL (right).
[DKM+92, Fla12, Jin13]
In order to increase this bandwidth, more complicatied window systems
such as Brewster-angle windows [TAB+01] or tunable windows are under
study [LDM+12]. Brewster-angle windows drastically reduce reflections
back into the gyrotron over a broader range of frequencies because of the
linearly polarized microwave beam coming from the mode converter. The
window on the other end of the beam duct, in the RF launcher towards the
plasma vessel, must have the same (or better) optical properties as the gy-
rotron window. [KBT04]
The radial output is not limited to one beam; indeed, there are several
gyrotron designs in which the original beam is split into two beams before
leaving the launcher in radial direction, see e.g. [PBD+98, Ber11] or the
“Two-eyes gyrotron” [GDZ+96]. This of course requires twice the number
of mirrors and two output windows, alongside means to ensure proper sep-
aration of the beams. As long as present window technology does not per-
mit microwave windows that can withstand significantly more than 2 MW
CW, all gyrotrons with higher power as well as 2-(or maybe even 1-)MW
gyrotrons with less window cooling capacity have to be equipped with a
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dual-beam output system. On the other hand, this means that any realistic
single-window gyrotron design can be restricted to 2 MW.
At all stages of RF generation and focussing, stray radiation is created
alongside the main microwave beam, usually totalling a few percent of the
generated power. The inner surfaces of the gyrotron barely absorb radia-
tion, thus it accumulates basically uniformly inside the tube – mainly in the
mirror box –, but it can also be reflected back into the cavity and disturb
interaction [PDD+05].
Collector
After interaction the spent electrons leave the region of high magnetic field
and reach the collector. Their residual kinetic energy, i.e. the energy not
transferred to the RF field, makes up typically 65 % to 70 % of the energy
gained by the acceleration. Upon impact on the collector surface the elec-
trons would collide with the solid material and their kinetic energy would
be transformed into heat. This resistive behavior of the vacuum-metal sur-
face can be reduced if the electrons are decelerated by a depression voltage
before impact, at best until zero velocity.
However, since the electrons have a rather broad energy distribution and
since reflection of the electrons must be avoided for stable gyrotron oper-
ation, the depression voltage of a single electrode must correspond to the
lowest-energy electrons. This means that most of the electrons still carry
a significant amount of kinetic energy before impact, typically 50 % to
55 % on average. Therefore, fusion-relevant gyrotrons with single-stage
depressed collectors (SDC) rarely reach efficiencies above 50 % [Thu16].
The most promising solution to increase collector efficiency is to sort
the electrons by their energy, using static electric and magnetic fields, and
collect them at various electrodes with proper depression voltages. Possi-
ble sorting mechanisms are E × B drift [PHA+08, PWI+16] and nonadi-
abatic transitions of the axial magnetic field [WPI+16a, WPI+16b], both
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of which use the fact that electrons do not gyrate strictly on helical trajec-
tories around magnetic field lines. Such collectors could have efficiencies
substantially above 70 % and could be used to increase the total gyrotron
efficiency to 60 % or even more. Collector design concepts can be com-
bined with basically any MIG and cavity concepts; therefore, a collector de-
sign is not part of this work. A power supply compatible to highly efficient
Multi-Stage Depressed Collectors (MSDCs) is currently under development
at KIT [SFK+15].
1.2.3 Frequency Tunability and Multi-Frequency Operation
Future fusion power plants are foreseen to operate at a fixed magnetic
field with optimized plasma temperature and density profile. Hence, the
correlation between radial position within the plasma and local resonance
frequency is known. One can then fix the angles and positions of the launch-
ers in such a way that, for the mitigation of NTMs, the required position in
the plasma can be aimed at by just changing the microwave frequency. A
few frequency steps of a few GHz within roughly one second each are suf-
ficient to replace steerable RF launchers by fixed ones in DEMO. This can
significantly reduce the design effort and vulnerability of the RF launchers
in fusion power plants [ZT05, GGR+15].
There are several possibilities for frequency tuning. The most intu-
itive is probably to change the cavity radius RO, since the (cutoff) fre-
quency f of the mode depends via its eigenvalue χ on the cavity radius:
f = cχ/(2πRO). Indeed, there is a frequency shift due to thermal ex-
pansion of the cavity during long-pulse operation by a few hundred MHz
[Sch15]. Unfortunately, any controlled mechanical change of the cavity di-
mensions, e.g. using a split cavity [BCD+84], by significantly more than
this amount is not possible in high-power gyrotrons, since a RF field on
the cavity walls will damage any small gaps, edges etc., and since the
deformable cavity still has to be cooled. Cavities with piezoelectric shape
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control [SI08] cannot cover a sufficiently large bandwidth either. During
ramp-up the process of space-charge neutralization leads to an additional
decrease in frequency of the same order.
In coaxial gyrotrons, the mode eigenvalue also depends on the radius
of the coaxial insert. Since the insert has to be tapered anyway (see
Annex B.4), it could be mounted such that it can be moved in axial
direction, leading to a varying insert radius at the cavity reference point
[IDT08, DM98], maybe even combined with a tapered cavity [GLMK08].
Yet, the possible change in eigenvalue and thus in frequency is small and
the alignment of coaxial inserts in gyrotrons is a challenge even for metallic
rods intended to be fix [KDK+01].
Small-scale tunability for one particular mode is also possible by slight
variation of the accelerating voltage and/or the magnetic field in the cavity
Bz , since both lead to a change in the electron cyclotron frequency and
thus in the resonance condition (see A.9), an effect which is called fre-
quency pulling [KDW+84]. Larger variations of accelerating voltage and/or
magnetic field will lead to a jump to another mode, termed frequency step-
tuning. For this, variation of Bz has been considered in the beginning (see
e.g. [Edg93], chapter 11; and [DP90]) which has a range of up to 35 %
[KBT04], but fast variation of the magnetic field is difficult especially for
high fields. Therefore, the best tuning can be achieved by variation of the ac-
celerating voltage UEA, perhaps also by varying UEM in the case of a triode
MIG. For optimum output power and efficiency, however, both Bz and Ub
should be varied. Typical variation ranges are then±5 %, see e.g. [KBT04],
table 2.1. The operating mode will then usually be changed by only one of
its indices – axial, azimuthal or radial – where the azimuthal index is most
common and preferred. For gyrotrons with cavity radii around 2 cm to 3 cm,
the typical frequency step size has a fixed value between 2 GHz and 3 GHz,
respectively (see Annex B.9), or higher in the case of a change in the radial
index.
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During frequency step-tuning in the hard-excitation regime it is much easier
to go downwards in frequency than upwards [KAF+16b]. A single gyrotron
would have to be almost switched off and on again to obtain a higher fre-
quency, which might be time-critical. But since in a fusion reactor several
gyrotrons would be used per in-vessel launcher, those gyrotrons could either
be operated at individually assigned frequencies or be controlled in a revolv-
ing fashion: the frequency needed fP will be supplied by the gyrotron with
the smallest frequency larger than or equal to fP, thereby minimizing reac-
tion time, while one of the gyrotrons currently at a small frequency fmin is
switched off and prepared to operate at the maximum frequency fmax.
Apart from these methods, one can modify the axial field profile for fine-
tuning by increasing the axial index of the mode [HBG+05] or using a
tapered cavity [BNP76]. In any case, as soon as frequency shifts of more
than around 1 GHz appear, simple single-disk windows are no longer ap-
propriate since the deposited heat at the unmatched frequency can no longer
be dissipated in CW operation. In order to broaden the transmission band-
width, more complex systems such as the abovementioned Brewster-angle
windows [BDKT97], double-disk windows [WGL+08], or travelling-wave
windows [LDM+12, NTP14] are considered.
Additionally to this continuous or step-frequency tunability, multi-
frequency operability, i.e. the possibility to operate the same gyrotron at
significantly different frequencies, one at each time, can make the gyrotron
useful for different purposes in the same facility (start-up, bulk heating, cur-
rent drive, plasma stabilization), or even in several facilities. (Therefore, the
term “multi-purpose” is also used for this property.) If a single-disk win-
dow is used, the operating frequencies fn have to be integer multiples of the
window resonance frequency f1, where the reflection of the wave back into
the gyrotron is minimal. Provided a loss tangent of approximately zero and
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fn = n · f1 (1.22)
For CVD-diamond windows, ε′rel is given as 5.67 ± 0.01 [KBT04]. The
lower limit of the windows’ thickness is given by their mechanical stabil-
ity, and the upper limit by their thermal conductivity and their price; typical
windows then have a thickness between 2.25 mm [ZBD+04] and 1.50 mm
[ABG+15], which results in resonance frequencies between 28 GHz and
42 GHz. Considering this, Fig. 1.14 shows possible multi-frequency op-
tions: The horizontal axis shows typical lowest frequencies of multi-
frequency gyrotrons, and the vertical axis shows possible higher frequen-
cies. Lines show possible higher frequencies to a lowest frequency; and
same colors correspond to same window thicknesses. One can see that
the restrictions are significant; for example, a gyrotron with basic fre-
quency 130 GHz can only have higher frequencies at 162.5 GHz, 195 GHz,
227.5 GHz etc. During the design phase of a multi-frequency gyrotron, vari-
ation of the lowest frequency while remaining at the same relative window
resonance n (i.e. remaining at the same color in Fig. 1.14) can basically be
achieved by scaling the existing gyrotron design. On the other hand, chang-
ing the main frequency to a value that cannot be provided by a window at
the same resonance (i.e. having to change the color in Fig. 1.14) requires
different modes and therefore implies a more fundamental re-design.
Huge leaps from one frequency to another can only be achieved by sig-
nificant increase or reduction of the magnetic field strength in the cavity. It
is evident that those leaps require at least the corresponding ramp-time of
the magnet, which is typically of the order of tens of minutes, instead of
seconds as for smaller frequency steps. A systematic compilation of various
possibilities to change the frequency of a gyrotron is shown in Fig. 1.15.
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Figure 1.14: All possible frequencies for multi-frequency operation between 60 GHz and
300 GHz, according to the limitations described in the text. Same colors indicate same ra-
tio between window resonance and lowest frequency (dark blue: 2; red: 3, yellow: 4; ...).
Figure 1.15: Frequency tuning possibilities as described in the text. Continuous and/or
small-range (≈ 1 GHz) finetuning methods are shown in orange; (quasi-)discrete, medium-
range (< 10 GHz) step-tuning possibilities in green; and operation at multiple, discrete
frequencies over a wide range (≈ 60 GHz) in blue. Techniques suitable for efficient
high-power high-frequency gyrotrons are written in boldface. (1) [BNP76, GLMK08],
(2) [HBG+05], (3) [BCD+84], (4) [SI08], (5) [IDT08, DM98], (6) [KDW+84], (7) [Edg93],
(8) [KDK+01, Edg93], (9) [DP90].
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1.3 Systematic Evaluation of Relevant Gyrotron Designs
1.3.1 State-of-the-Art Concepts
Existing coaxial-cavity and/or multi-frequency gyrotron designs serve as a
technological baseline for this work. In this sense the following designs are
most relevant:
1. The 1.5 MW 140 GHz coaxial-cavity gyrotron with a d-CIMIG and
two output windows [FKM+94, PBD+98]. Its co-rotating oper-
ating mode TE28,16 was intentionally converted to a counterrotat-
ing TE76,2 mode before conversion into two TEM0,0 beams and
coupling-out of both through separate diamond windows. The first
concept of this gyrotron had an axial RF output with a fused silica
window.
2. The 1.5 MW 165 GHz coaxial-cavity gyrotron [PBD+97, PBD+99],
which has been investigated in a large number of experiments.
3. The EGYC 2 MW 170 GHz coaxial-cavity gyrotron for ITER as de-
scribed in [RPK+10]. A short-pulse preprototype of the gyrotron has
been built and is used at KIT for study and improvement of the design.
4. Inspired by the considerations on the 2 MW design, a 4 MW design
has been studied at IHM [Ber11]. Since present-day CVD-diamond
windows are capable of transmitting at most 2 MW of radiation, this
design has a dual-beam QOL and two windows. Several aspects of the
design, for example multi-mode simulation results with more realistic
beam parameters, remain for future investigation.
5. The multi-frequency gyrotron [SKO+13] developed at JAEA. This is
a megawatt-class gyrotron that can be operated at four equally spaced
frequencies from 104 GHz to 203 GHz, as determined by the window
resonance frequency.
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6. The coaxial TE42,7 mode cavity as proposed by Barroso and Cor-
rea [BC92], with a CW output power of 1 MW at 280 GHz. Their
considerations did not lead to further detailed design studies. Other
proposals for MW-class gyrotrons operating at the first harmonic with
frequencies significantly above 200 GHz have been made recently by
Kartikeyan et al., e.g. [KJT13].
7. An approach towards step-tunable gyrotrons was described by Zape-
valov et al. [ZBD+04]. The modes were chosen according to the
limited possibilities of the diode MIG.
8. The dual-frequency TCV gyrotron with intended operating modes
TE17,5 (84 GHz) and TE26,7 (126 GHz) [ABG+15], to which the
mode-selection scheme given in Section 2.1.3 applies. However,
according to that scheme, the upper mode should be TE25,7, due to
the more similar caustic radius.
The design presented in this work is not based on any of the above designs
in particular.
In order to quantify the complexity of individual gyrotron designs, es-
pecially of coaxial ones, one can take the mode eigenvalue as a measure.
Design 3, for example, has a mode eigenvalue of χ34,19 = 105.2 and its de-
velopment is ongoing [RRP+16], while design 4 has χ52,31 = 168.6 and is
not under further consideration at the moment. Consequently, an indicator
for the risk of manufacturing or operation failure could be defined as:
• χ ∼ 100: “low risk”
• χ ∼ 150: “medium risk”
• χ ∼ 200: “high risk”
If one restricts designs to such with medium risk and output frequencies
around 240 GHz (λ ≈ 1.25 mm), the target cavity radius is around 30 mm,
close to that of design 2.
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The window resonance frequency of modern gyrotrons for fusion applica-
tions is of course determined by their design frequency, which is 140 GHz
for W7-X and 170 GHz for ITER, determined by the respective resonance
heating requirements. Together with Fig. 1.14, only the following assign-
ments of window resonances can be made:
• 140 GHz = 5 · 28 GHz: The gyrotron described in [ZBD+04] falls
into this category. It has the operating modes TE19,6 (111.5 GHz),
TE22,8 (140 GHz) and TE25,10 (168.3 GHz). Hypothetical higher
frequencies of gyrotrons equipped with this window would be around
196 GHz, 224 GHz, 252 GHz, and 280 GHz.
• 170 GHz = 6 · 28.3 GHz: This is almost the same design as above.
Higher frequencies would be 198.3 GHz, 226.7 GHz, 255 GHz, and
283.3 GHz.
• 170 GHz = 5 · 34 GHz: Having the design mode TE31,11, the gy-
rotron described in [SKO+13] also operates at 104 GHz (TE19,7),
137 GHz (TE25,9) and 203 GHz (TE37,13). A possible extension of
this mode series to 238 GHz (TE43,15) and 272 GHz (TE49,17) has
been considered in [KJT13] and [KAF+15b].
• 140 GHz = 4 · 35 GHz: This variant was also discussed in [ZBD+04]
(again with TE22,8 as design mode, and TE17,6 for 105.1 GHz)
and [TAA+07] (design mode TE28,8 and TE21,6/TE22,6 for around
105 GHz). The corresponding higher frequencies are 175 GHz,
210 GHz, 245 GHz, and 280 GHz.
One can see that the region around 240 GHz corresponds best to either
7 · 34 GHz or to 8 · 30 GHz.
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1.3.2 Advanced Concepts
In order to enhance the gyrotron performance, one could consider gyrotron
designs deviating from the generic designs [Thu16]. The following concepts
have been considered in the frame of this work; however, none of them ap-
peared to have convincing advantages over the generic designs and therefore
a deeper analysis of these concepts has not been made.
1. Fixed non-axisymmetric cavity: Such a cavity would lead to differ-
ent standing mode patterns in the cross-section, thus maybe reduce
mode competition. On the other side, these geometries could lead to
uneven distribution of the ohmic loading at the wall surfaces, would
require an asymmetric beam shape (or suboptimum coupling), and
would lead to a more complicated manufacturing process. Thus, such
geometries are not practical. Only in the context of frequency tun-
ing, Sabchevski and Idehara [SI08], and Brand et al. [BCD+84] have
investigated non-circular cavities.
2. Multiple concentric electron beams: Those n beams could either be
placed at the first n maxima of the operating mode to deliver power
to it, or placed at the maxima of competing modes to extract power
from them [ZT90]. Theoretical investigations of dual-beam gyrotron
interaction [LYF+07] and of conceptual designs for dual-beam MIGs
have been undertaken [FYYL09]. It has been claimed that two (or
more) beams would reduce mode competition and enhance output
power. However, the total output power of CW gyrotrons is limited
by the ohmic losses on the outer wall, which results purely from the
power transferred to the microwave, and by the cooling capacity of
the collector, which has to collect electrons from all beams. Therefore
it is obvious that, under otherwise unchanged conditions and limita-
tions, one can only distribute the limited single-beam power over the n
beams: multiple-beam gyrotrons are, in fact, “split-beam” gyrotrons;
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and dual-beam designs cannot per se allow higher output power. Their
primary advantage is that they would lead to a larger effective emitter
width (since the individual widths add up), allowing smaller emitter
radii and thus smaller MIGs. Disadvantages of such designs are the
following:
• While beams, placed at second or higher radial maxima of the
main mode, indeed decrease the coupling of the usual competi-
tors, the coupling to many modes with lower h is increased,
thereby creating new competitors.
• Higher radial maxima of the main mode have a smaller local
field strength and therefore couple weaker to the electron beam.
Therefore, the resulting coupling generally decreases with in-
creasing number of beams.
• Already in single-beam gyrotrons, some of the processes within
the beam and MIG region are not well understood. Having
multiple beams would complicate things drastically like genera-
tion of secondary electrons, additional potential wells, possible
beam-beam interactions, mutual misalignments, and so on.
• From a collector design point-of-view, multiple concentric par-
ticle beams are equivalent to one very thick beam (with gaps in-
side), which is a disadvantage according to present understand-
ing, especially for multi-stage depressed collectors.
For gyrotrons unrelated to fusion plasma heating and control those
disadvantages might be irrelevant. A recent example is the 780 GHz
TE8,5 second-harmonic double-beam gyrotron that is investigated in
[GGM+16], where the main purpose of the second beam is to avoid
competition from fundamental-harmonic modes. The simulated beam
voltage and total current are 20 kV and 2 A, respectively, and the
electronic efficiency does not exceed 2.5 %.
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3. Elaborate cavity profiles: Several proposals for elaborate longitudi-
nal cavity profiles can be found in the literature, for example tapered
cavities (e.g. [BNP76]), coupled or step-cavities (e.g. [ZMPT84]),
cavities with output step, and cavities with arbitrary shape [BCM89].
With the design developed in this work (see Chapter 2), it has been
confirmed that a small step – a fraction of a wavelength – between
straight section of the cavity and uptaper indeed inceases the effi-
ciency slightly, which is due to a changed axial mode profile. How-
ever, no systematic investigations into this were made, as this effect
is not a specific coaxial-cavity property. Research on step-cavity gy-
rotrons has basically been discontinued around 1990. A systematic
analysis of more elaborate profiles is beyond the scope of this thesis.
4. Higher gyrotron harmonics: As mentioned in Annex A.9, gyrotrons
(including LOGs) can also be operated at higher harmonics s of the
cyclotron resonance. However, it is well-known that the maximum
possible interaction efficiency and hence the typical practical effi-
ciency decreases with increasing s [Thu16]. Thus, for gyrotrons in-
tended for nuclear fusion applications (high power, high frequency,
high efficiency), only s = 1 seems reasonable, at least as long as
single-stage depressed collectors are used.
5. Tapered magnetic field: In the past there were studies to use a ta-
pered magnetic field in the cavity region, i.e. to place the field maxi-
mum at either end of the cavity, with the goal to increase efficiency or
to decrease mode competition. However, both experimental [GB90]
and theoretical [DK95] investigations showed that a magnetic field
with its maximum at the cavity center, i.e. with minimum taper, is the
optimum choice.
6. Outer-wall corrugations: There are two concepts behind the idea
to introduce longitudinal corrugations on the cavity wall to decrease
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mode competition, additionally to or alongside with corrugations on
the insert. The first concept, termed “rippled-wall corrugations”, is to
couple the azimuthal neighbors of the main mode to low-order modes
with low quality factor (as indicated in Table 1.1) [CD84, Ker96].
Here, the corrugations are not smaller than the design mode’s wave-
length, and the actual number of grooves determines which of the
modes are coupled to each other.
The second concept is to use the outer wall as a second impedance
boundary, as is under study by researchers in China [HYL15] and
India [SJB04]. However, to the best knowledge of the author, it has
never been demonstrated that the additional corrugations have any ef-
fect – whether recognizable or not – on interaction stability or other
gyrotron properties; especially an effect that would justify the addi-
tional manufacturing (and cooling) effort.
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2 Physical Design of
Gyrotron Key Components
2.1 Basic Considerations
2.1.1 General Design Approach
The general goal of this work is to investigate the physical and technical
feasibility of coaxial-cavity megawatt-class gyrotrons in a frequency range
around 240 GHz. This goal has been achieved by proposing the physical
design of a 2 MW 237.5 GHz coaxial-cavity gyrotron, described in this
Chapter, and by investigating its critical properties in detail, as shown in
Chapter 3.
For given caustic radius and material properties, ohmic losses on the
cavity wall increase with increasing output power and/or frequency (see
Eq. B.34). In order to keep the ohmic loading on the cavity wall at rea-
sonable values, one therefore needs to increase the cavity radius, which re-
quires modes of higher order. Such modes show stronger mode competition,
making operation of the gyrotron less reliable. Thus, otherwise compara-
ble gyrotron designs become more critical with increasing power and fre-
quency; and conversely, the feasibility of gyrotrons with lower frequencies
and/or lower output power is demonstrated by showing feasibility of higher-
power higher-frequency designs.
In order to ensure that the design proposed in this work is a realistic one,
all known possible issues arising in key components of the gyrotron have
been identified and analyzed, as will be shown. A special focus has also
been on the applicability of the used simulation codes in very high-order
and high-frequency regimes.
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The following additional design goals for the gyrotron were envisaged:
• Coaxial-cavity design to reduce mode competition (and, as additional
features, to reduce voltage depression and to suppress parasitic HF
oscillations in the beam tunnel).
• Fast frequency-step tunability.
• Multi-frequency operation (slow frequency tuning for multi-purpose
operation).
• Total efficiency ηtot ≥ 60 % at an output power as high as possible,
at best significantly larger than 1 MW. Since this seems to be achiev-
able only with Multi-Stage Depressed Collectors (MSDCs) which are
not yet available, this work focuses instead on interaction efficiencies
larger than 30 %.
The design process itself has been carried out in the following order, as has
been shown useful for past gyrotron designs:
1. Choice of an appropriate design mode.
2. Cavity design and optimization.
3. Magnet design.
4. MIG design and optimization.
Since the designs of a QOL and of a single-stage collector for this gyrotron




The following technical boundary conditions were respected, in accor-
dance with [ADK+08]:
1. Peak ohmic loading on the (outer) cavity wall wΩ,O ≤ 2.0 kW/cm2,
see Annex B.7. The peak loading is limited by the technically possi-
ble cooling capacity, which depends on coolant, pumping speed, and
geometry of the cooling channels. Insufficient cooling would deform
or eventually melt the cavity wall in long-pulse (CW) operation of gy-
rotrons. An electric conductivity for copper of σ = 1.4 · 107 S/m is
considered, which already accounts for surface roughness and temper-
ature of the heated cavity wall. Both values are relatively conservative
[KAF+16d] see also Section 2.5.2.
2. Peak ohmic loading on the insert wall wΩ,I ≤ 0.2 kW/cm2. This
value comes from technical considerations of the European 2 MW
coaxial-cavity ITER gyrotron design. Values of 0.15 kW/cm2
and 0.1 kW/cm2 have been considered for the 1.5 MW, 165 GHz
[PBD+99] and 170 GHz [Rze07] tubes, respectively. In both cases,
the ratio between permitted loadings on outer wall and insert is around
10, essentially due to the fact that the coolant has to flow both forth
and back within the thin metallic rod.
3. Electron guiding-center spread (“beam thickness”) in the cavity of
ςrb  λ/5. Values between λ/8 and λ/4 can be found in the litera-
ture. In the present design, the value of λ/5 for 170 GHz, considered
safe, has been extrapolated to 240 GHz taking into account the scaling
of the first maximum of the design mode. This led to ςrb = λ/4.4, or,
equivalently, a single-side spread of ζrb = 1.4 % with respect to the
mean guiding center radius.
4. Emitter radius RE < 70 mm. This target has been set to avoid a
too large MIG diameter and thus a large bore-hole diameter of the
gyrotron magnet, and it proved consistent with initial considerations
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on basic emitter properties and a beam thickness of λ/5. No explicit
restrictions concerning the magnetic compression have been imposed
on the design.
5. Electric field in the MIG region EG,max < 7 kV/mm, especially at
the emitter, to avoid arcing (Penning discharges).
6. Maximum current density from the emitter surface jE ≤ 4 A/cm2 to
avoid fast aging of the emitter (see Fig. 1.9).
7. Radial quasi-optical output coupler (launcher), suitable for single-
beam output.
8. Single-disk CVD-diamond output window.
Since a coaxial-cavity design is considered, voltage depression on the elec-
tron beam (see Annex A.4) and accompanying effects such as limiting cur-
rent are not considered in the design phase. Limitations on anode-cathode
distance (with respect to gyration radius), space-charge-limited current den-
sity, diffractive quality factor with respect to its minimum value, percentage
of ohmic losses, and Fresnel parameter were not directly taken into account
during the design phase, since their values are by definition acceptable if the
simulations return reasonable results.
The assessment of technical feasibility includes:
• Tolerance studies of cavity and MIG.
• Discussion of possible criticalness of other gyrotron components (e.g.
beam tunnel, collector).
2.1.2 Definition of the Design Process
Formulas in gyrotron textbooks [Edg93, KBT04, Nus04] usually interrelate
design parameters of MIG, cavity, and launcher, but leave it up to the reader
to decide which of these parameters are considered as the independent and
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which as the dependent variables. During the design process of a gyrotron,
this causal relation is determined by the imposed restrictions and require-
ments, at least to a significant degree.
The dependence relations of parameters for one possible design approach
is shown in Fig. 2.1. Externally imposed and basically independent param-
eters are shown in green and red boxes, where green parameters are design
requirements (here: a certain frequency, output power, and multi-frequency
operation) and red parameters are physical or technical restrictions. Derived
parameters are given in grey, yellow, and cyan boxes, where cyan and yel-
low refer to the parameters that fix a design (e.g. operating mode, geometry,
voltages). Of these, parameters in yellow boxes are usually restricted to
some extent.
One can especially see that beam parameters following from the cavity
design, for example beam current or pitch factor, are at a later stage related
to MIG parameters, for example emitter current density and emitter slant an-
gle, which themselves are restricted. Cavity parameters can furthermore be
related to launcher and window requirements such as mode indices allowed
in multi-frequency operation. Thus, a proper cavity design process has to
respect MIG and launcher constraints. It is hence obvious that a serious gy-
rotron design requires a complex determination and evaluation of all these
parameters if one tries to optimize the design without violating the given
physical and technical restrictions, at best some sort of automatic algorithm.
While codes existed which determine, for example, the maximum possible
output power for some given boundary conditions (at IHM: MAXPO of the
CAVITY package, see Annex C.2.1), the more detailed “zero-dimensional”
design code Design-o-mat has been written in the frame of this work (see
Annex C.2.3) to implement the processes shown in Fig. 2.1.
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2.1.3 Novel Systematic Mode Selection Strategies
Mode Selection Based on the Multi-Frequency Requirement
In [FIA+14a, FAG+15], the theoretical basis behind a novel mode-selection
strategy has been published which respects the requirement for multi-fre-
quency operation. It is demonstrated there that very high-order modes have
eigenvalues which are basically linear in their azimuthal and radial indices
(see B.9), which leads to coupling spectra that are almost identical for modes
with similar indices, see Fig. 2.2. Since spectral features around, and ax-
ial and transverse profiles of such modes are also very simular, parameters
such as output power and efficiency of the respective gyrotron designs will
depend much less on the particular chosen mode than on other factors.
Therefore, one may choose the operating modes according to other crite-
ria, for example multi-frequency operation. This mode-selection criterion is
solely based on the assumptions that the gyrotron in question has
• a quasi-optical launcher, and
• a single-disk window with realistic thickness,
which is common for state-of-the-art gyrotrons. As already explained, while
the window requires operating frequencies that are integer multiples of its
resonant frequency, the QOL requires modes with similar relative caustic
radii m/χ. None of those criteria can be fullfilled exactly by any set of
modes, but one can define a combined figure of merit that helps to find
the most suitable mode series. The figure of merit – termed “rating” – as
defined in [FAG+15] returned fifteen mode series that show a very good
multi-frequency behavior. Two of these series are:
• TE28,17, TE35,21, TE42,25, TE49,29, TE56,33
(series (b) in [FAG+15])
• TE28,13, TE35,16, TE42,19, TE49,22, TE56,25
(series (e) in [FAG+15])
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Figure 2.2: Coupling spectra of four modes around TE49,29, the beam radius each time be-
ing chosen for maximum coupling (see Eq. 1.19). Coupling strengths and eigenvalues are
normalized to the respective value of the main mode. Co-rotating modes are shown in red,
counterrotating modes in green.
For both series, the detailed properties of the three modes in the middle are
given in Table 2.1. Frequencies have been chosen such that the lowest mode
corresponds to exactly 170 GHz – which is the only reason why the design
frequency of the gyrotron in this work is not exactly 240.0 GHz –, while
the highest mode corresponds exactly to the seventh reflection minimum
of the window (DW = 7 · λ49,p/2). The corresponding window thick-
ness is 1.857 mm (see Section 1.2.3). The output frequency of 170 GHz
could be used during the startup phase in DEMO (or ECRH in ITER), while




Table 2.1: Basic properties of the modes of series (b) and (e) from [FAG+15].
Series (b) mode TE35,21 TE42,25 TE49,29
Eigenvalue 113.1 135.6 158.1
Ideal cutoff frequency (GHz) 170.00 203.75 237.50
Window resonance (GHz) 169.64 203.57 237.50
Relative caustic radius 0.3094 0.3097 0.3100
Series (e) mode TE35,16 TE42,19 TE49,22
Eigenvalue 96.5 115.6 134.7
Ideal cutoff frequency (GHz) 170.00 203.71 237.41
Window resonance (GHz) 169.58 203.50 237.41
Relative caustic radius 0.3628 0.3634 0.3637
Mode Selection Based on Mode Competition
Coaxial-cavity gyrotrons tend to use operating modes with higher hmp,
i.e. volume modes, in order to make efficient use of the higher possi-
ble beam power at a given cooling capacity of the cavity wall and of
the reduced voltage depression (Annex A.4). It has already been pointed
out (Table 1.1) that the main competitors of co-rotating mode TEcomp are
the counterrotating modes with smaller caustic radius, TEct(m−2),(p+1) and
TEct(m−3),(p+1). An evaluation of four existing coaxial gyrotron designs
[FKM+94, PBD+99, ADK+08, Ber11] shows that the operating modes lie
on the line p : m ≈ 0.57 (or, equivalently, CK ≈ 0.31), regardless of
their output power or frequency, as has been presented on several occasions
[Fra13a, Fra13b, FAI13], see Fig. 2.3. This is the condition where the main
mode is equally separated from its two main competitors; therefore, one can
regard that condition as an additional mode-selection criterion for coaxial-
cavity designs. The combination of both mode-selection strategies results in
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Figure 2.3: Spectral distance of co-rotating modes to their closest counterrotating competitor
in them-p plane. The shades of blue represent the relative distance to the respective competitor
Δχ/χ, where darker shades indicate smaller distances. Also indicated are areas of very small
and of very large caustic radius (in which mode selection is not relevant), the areas of typical
hollow-cavity (green; see [Thu16]) and of coaxial-cavity (orange; see text) modes and which
competitor is the closer one. The modes from [FKM+94, PBD+99, ADK+08, Ber11] are
marked yellow and the mode series [FAG+15] (b) proposed in this work in red.
There have been studies conducted on whether there is a maximum pos-
sible operating mode, at least for given boundary conditions, and what the
indices of such a mode are. Generally, studies suggest that there might be
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series (b) with design mode TEco49,29 having an eigenvalue of χ ≈ 158.058
as the optimum choice. Up to this eigenvalue, around 3200 modes exist,
compared to e.g. 640 for the mode TE32,9 mentioned in [ADK+08]. The
mode TE35,21 (χ35,21 = 113.133), corresponding to 170.0 GHz, has only
slightly higher mode indices than the one considered for the coaxial EU
ITER gyrotron (TE34,19, χ34,19 = 105.193) [RPK+10].
2.2 Axisymmetric Coaxial Cavity Design
problems above m = 45 [AD02, DKR05]. However in the frame of this
thesis, a TE49,29 gyrotron design with parameters very close to the present
design has been investigated for possible azimuthal instabilities [DAFJ14],
and it was concluded that azimuthal instability does not necessarily occur,
especially for high beam current.
2.2 Axisymmetric Coaxial Cavity Design
The CAVITY code package (routines GEOMT, COLDC, MCONV; see Sec-
tion C.2.1) has been used to find a cavity design for a coaxial TE49,29
(χ49,29 = 158.058) mode gyrotron with 237.5 GHz as the operating fre-
quency. For initial studies a hollow cavity was considered. Coupling spectra
of the modes to the electron beam were performed using SCNCHI. A coun-
terrotating beam has been used for some startup scenarios, but the gyrotron
performance was not as good as with a co-rotating beam. The optimized ge-
ometry for the TE49,29 mode cavity is given in Table 2.2 (first presented in
[FIA+14b]). The exact cavity radius for a standing wave would be around
31.754 mm, but to obtain a slightly forward-directed wave the cavity radius
has been chosen 31.780 mm, or 0.083 % larger (corresponding to cutoff fre-
quency 237.30 GHz). Parabolic smoothings were implemented to connect
the midsection with the downtaper and uptaper sections. See Fig. 2.4 for
an illustration of the final cavity design (including the coaxial insert, but
without nonlinear uptaper). The midsection part of the cavity wall has no
taper.
The CAVITY routine GYMOT was then used to find initial values for
the beam parameters (current, voltage, pitch factor) and for the magnetic
field to be applied. These values were refined after obtaining self-consistent
solutions with SELFC. In order to find an initial operating point and an
appropriate start-up scenario, SELFT was used.
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Table 2.2: Geometric parameters of the cavity.
Electron beam radius rb (10.24± 0.143) mm
Cavity radius RO 31.78 mm
Downtaper length LO,1 10 mm
Downtaper angle ΘO,1 3.5◦
Smoothing downtaper–midsection HO,1 2 mm
Midsection length LO(,2) 15 mm
Smoothing midsection–uptaper HO,2 4 mm
Uptaper length LO,3 20 mm
Uptaper angle ΘO,3 3.0◦
Total length 45 mm
Figure 2.4: Cavity design for the 237.5 GHz, TE49,29 mode gyrotron. Axial and radial coor-
dinates have the same scaling, in contrast to many cavity depictions, to emphasize the fact that
the straight part of the cavity is shorter than 1/4 of its diameter. Shorter cavities are a general
trend observed for most high-power, high-frequency gyrotrons.
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(guiding center spread), that ohmic loading is not calculated and that the
adverse effect of electron velocity spread on gyrotron performance is ex-
aggerated significantly. Therefore, COLDC, SELFC and SELFT were
replaced by COLDCAV and EVRIDIKI from the EURIDICE package
[APIV12, Avr15], see Annex C.2.2.
A second issue with the CAVITY package is the correct calculation and
numbering of mode eigenvalues for coaxial cavities. In order to solve this,
the affected routines SCNCHI and CHIMP were replaced by a completely
new routine SCNCHIMP. See Fig. 2.5 for comparison between CAVITY
and the design codes used in this work.
The geometric parameters of the coaxial insert resulting from simulations
using the axisymmetric Surface Impedance Model (SIM) are given in Ta-
ble 2.3, with groove parameter s/t = 0.5. (For information on the actual
corrugations, see Chapter 3.) The optimum operating parameters (angles
optimized in steps of 0.5 degrees, lengths optimized in steps of 1 mm) and
results according to self-consistent, time-dependent multimode simulations
[FAI+14] with EVRIDIKI are given in Table 2.4. The distance between
(nominal) beam radius and (nominal) insert radius, expressed in Larmor
radii, is (10.24 − 8.66)/0.08 = 20, which is the same, safe value as in
the coaxial 2 MW ITER gyrotron [RPK+10]. In order to ensure frequency
step-tunability, a magnetic field of up to 10 T is needed.
The alternative main operating mode TE49,22, having a larger caustic ra-
dius and thus resembling more a hollow-cavity mode, has also been studied
in some detail. Cavity geometry (derived from the TE49,29 mode design)
and operating parameters are given in Table 2.5.
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During the studies it has been found that SELFT has severe limita-
tions, especially that it is not possible to simulate a thick electron beam
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Figure 2.5: The CAVITY package as of end 2012 (left; [Ker96], own translation) compared to
the cavity design and interaction codes as presented in the frame of this work (right).
Table 2.3: Geometric parameters of the insert. The corrugation depth given is the parameter
used for SIM-based modelling and is not necessarily equal to the depth of realistic corrugations,
depending on their shape.
Reference radius (in upstream part) RI,1 8.66 mm
Upstream part length LI,1 10 mm
Upstream part angle ΘI,1 0.0◦
Width of parabolic smoothing HI,1 2 mm
Downstream part length LI,2+3 (15 + 20) mm
Downstream part angle ΘI,2+3 −1.0◦
Corrugation depth Dr,I(,2) 0.3 mm
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Table 2.4: Optimum operating parameters and simulation results for theTE49,29 mode design.
Cavity magnetic field at nominal beam position BO 9.58 T
Electron energy at the cavity entry WO 85.6 keV
Voltage margin to mode loss (overshoot) δU 2 kV
Beam current Ib 69.3 A
Nominal pitch factor at cavity entry gO 1.22
RMS spread in perp. velocity component ζv⊥ 6 %
Peak ohmic loading on the cavity wall ŵO 2.0 kW/cm2
Peak ohmic loading on the coaxial insert ŵI 0.2 kW/cm2
Output power Pout 1.9 MW
Electronic efficiency ηelec 33 %
2.3 Electron-Optical System Design
In this work, the focus of investigations was on the upstream part of the
electron-optical system, i.e. the magnetron injection gun, the compression
zone in the beam tunnel region, and the cavity. Detailed considerations on
the spent beam in the downstream region, especially the collector, have not
been undertaken; for a general discussion, see Section 2.4.
2.3.1 Fundamental Magnetron Injection Gun Properties
As a first approach towards the geometry of the MIG, the emitter slant angle
ΘE has been fixed to 25◦ (angle between surface normal and gyrotron axis:
65◦), under the assumption that this value is a good compromise between
producing a thin electron beam and making sure that the beam is laminar,
i.e. without intersecting electron trajectories.
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Table 2.5: Geometric and interaction simulation parameters of theTE49,22 mode cavity (with-
out consideration of velocity spread).
Electron beam radius rb (10.18± 0.08) mm
Cavity radius RO 27.10 mm
Downtaper length LO,1 10 mm
Downtaper angle ΘO,1 3.5◦
Smoothing downtaper–midsection HO,1 2 mm
Midsection length LO(,2) 15 mm
Smoothing midsection–uptaper HO,2 4 mm
Uptaper length LO,3 20 mm
Uptaper angle ΘO,3 3.0◦
Total length 45 mm
Reference insert radius RI ca. 8.55 mm
Cavity magnetic field BO 9.26 T
Electron energy at cavity entrance WO 63.8 keV
Beam current IO 59.3 A
Nominal pitch factor cavity entrance gO 1.24
Output power Pout ca. 1 5 MW
With an emitter radius RE of 65 mm and an emitter width of 4.3 mm
(3.9 mm projected to the z-axis), a beam current of 70 A can safely be
generated; and the emitter width projected to the gyrotron’s cross-section
is 1.8 mm, which is slightly below 2.8 % of the emitter radius. During the
detailed design process described in Section 2.3.3 it could be confirmed that
these values were a good choice and did not have to be changed afterwards.
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Figure 2.6: Radial dimensions of emitter, anode, and innermost parts of the superconducting
magnet. (1) emitter radius at 65 mm, (2) vacuum, (3) outermost part of the vacuum at 80 mm,
(4) outermost part of the anode at  135 mm, (5) high voltage oil, (6) bore-hole of the magnet
at 135 mm (i.e. innermost part of the magnet), (7) thermal insulation within the magnet, (8)
innermost part of the superconducting coil at 150 mm. See also Fig. 1.7.
In European high-power gyrotron designs, the radial distance between emit-
ter and outmost wall of the MIG is around 75 mm to 80 mm [PBD+97,
Rze07, PDD+05]. This distance is partly due to the required vacuum be-
tween cathode and (modulation) anode, see Fig. 1.10, and partly due to
the structural stability of the outer electrode, its cooling channels, and the
necessary ceramics between the outboard electrodes. In this work, a slight
improvement has been assumed, reducing the required distance to 70 mm.
Therefore, the present design would require a magnet bore-hole diameter of
DH = 2 · (65 mm+ 70 mm) = 27 cm, see Fig. 2.6 for a visualization.
Although not considered in this work, an inverse MIG could lead to less
material necessary for strucutral stability, cooling, and insulation – in addi-
tion to removed potential wells (see Section 1.2.2 and references therein) –,
and thus to an even smaller required magnet bore-hole.
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2.3.2 Requirements for the Superconducting Magnet
As discussed in Section 1.2.2 the gyrotron magnet field is a connectional
entity between MIG and cavity; therefore, it makes sense to base the MIG
design on a realistic magnet. The bore-hole diameter and the central field
of the magnet are critical values of its design, and it had quickly become
clear that no magnet design exists yet that fulfills the abovementioned re-
quirements. Therefore, a survey on appropriate, realistic magnet designs
was initiated.
In addition to the nominal values given in the previous Section, a cer-
tain flexibility of the magnetic field strength and direction at the emitter is
desired to perform tests and experiments with the gyrotron. However, the
inclination of the magnetic field should always remain zero in the cavity
and be sufficiently constant around the interaction point. With four restric-
tions of the field (strength and angle at both emitter and cavity positions),
the magnet needs at least four degrees of freedom, i.e. four independent
coil connections. In anticipation of the discussions on the launcher design,
Section 2.4, the magnet should not expand the electron beam too early such
that it could hit parts of the launcher, see Fig. 1.7 for illustration.
In previous market surveys it was requested from the magnet manufactur-
ers to reproduce the magnetic field profile that had been used in design sim-
ulations. However, in the frame of this study, it has been attempted to define
the magnet requirements as loosely as possible to give potential manufactu-
rers the most freedom in the magnet design. For further simplification, the
requirements were formulated in terms of magnitude and gradient of the
axial magnetic field (using Eq. A.8). The final values are listed in Table 2.6.
Requirements #1 and #2 refer to the magnetic field strength and homo-
geneity in the cavity, #3 refers to the field strength at the emitter (or, alter-
natively, to possible magnetic compressions), #4 refers to possible angles of
the field at the emitter, and #5 refers to the maximum electron beam radius
at the launcher. See Fig. 2.7 for a depiction of a magnetic field profile that
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Table 2.6: Main requirements for the magnetic field (B-) profile along the gyrotron axis. See
text for further explanation.
No. Description of requirement Value
#1 Minimum peak magnetic field
(defining axial coordinate z = 0)
BO,max = 10.5 T
#2 Deviation from BO,max in the region
−5 mm ≤ z ≤ +5 mm
|δB| ≤ 0.001BO,max
#3 Achievable field strengths BE at
one selected position zE in the region
−430 mm ≤ zE ≤ −380 mm




#4 Achievable field gradients dB/dz at




#5 Minimum B-field at position
z = +400 mm
B ≥ 0.12 BO,max
#6 Minimum bore-hole diameter DH DH ≥ 270 mm
Figure 2.7: Main requirements for the magnetic field (B-) profile along the gyrotron axis. The
regions listed in Table 2.6 are highlighted.
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would fulfil these requirements. One design which met the requirements
was obtained and used for the MIG design and subsequent studies.
2.3.3 Detailed MIG and Compression Zone Design
In this work the MIG design has been limited to the physical design and
electron-optical analysis of the components around and downstream of the
emitter. The rear parts of the MIG as well as technical features such as
ceramic rings, cooling pipes, or emitter details were not considered. One
reason for this is that the underlying magnet design is just an initial study
and that several geometric features of the MIG depend heavily on the details
of the field of the (final) magnet. Another reason is that it is apparently not
necessary to find a completely new approach towards MIG designs; hence,
no new findings are expected during a detailed design of technical compo-
nents. Furthermore, only a rough basic geometry of the beam tunnel has
been considered: The width of the ceramics ring between modulation anode
and body might be too small, and the diaphragm at the end of the tunnel has
a sharp edge to simulate a worst-case influence on the beam.
The basic physical t-CMIG design has been obtained using the code ARI-
ADNE [PV04], which, in turn, has been extended and improved to cope with
the t-CMIG geometry. One distinctive feature of the design is the modula-
tion anode step which contributes significantly to both quality and compact-
ness of the MIG. See Fig. 2.8 and [FAI+14, FPA+15c].
In order to avoid the phenomena described in Section 1.2.2 and references
therein, the basic MIG design fulfills the following design criteria simulta-
neously:
1. Electrons starting from anywhere on the cathode surface at zero ve-
locity either hit one of the anodes (modulation anode, body anode, or
insert) or enter the cavity with low pitch factor.
2. Potential wells are avoided or at least reduced to low voltages such
that trapped electrons need only a small kinetic energy to escape.
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Figure 2.8: Upper: Basic design of the triode coaxial MIG, magnet coils, beam tunnel and
cavity. Lower: Details of the MIG section with magnetic field lines (grey) and electron beam
(orange).
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3. The maximum electric field strength inside the MIG, especially at the
emitter surface, is small enough such that arcing between electrodes
is unlikely to happen.
4. The MIG is reasonably compact.
Figures 2.9 through 2.11 show that these three criteria are met: The pitch
factors of beam electrons in the cavity are rather constant at 1.22, while
none of the electrons emitted from other regions, i.e. any potential sec-
ondary electron, has a pitch factor above 2.5, which is considered a safe
value [PPZ+16]. In full simulations no particles are reflected back from the
cavity region. Two minor potential wells exist, one at the modulation anode
step, and one in the beam tunnel. While the well in the beam tunnel can be
reduced further during a detailed design, any attempt to reduce the potential
well at the anode step resulted in a worse beam quality.
For verification and further investigations, the code ESRAY [IZJ15] was
used. For several operating points, the resulting beam parameters (pitch
factor, RMS spread of perpendicular component, and beam thickness) from
both codes were compared. The results for pitch factor and beam thickness
were always in good agreement, far within the limits of expected experi-
mental accuracy.
The RMS spread of the perpendicular velocity component ζv⊥ was al-
ways two to three times higher in ARIADNE simulations than in ESRAY
simulations. This is consistent with previous comparisons of the code. How-
ever, these spread values of 0.2 to 0.7 percent only occur if the ideal con-
dition of a perfectly smooth emitter surface is assumed. ESRAY, in turn,
can model emitter surface roughness, which influences the initial velocity
distribution of the beam electrons [IZJ15, ZIP+16]. Using a typical struc-
ture size of 2 μm, the spread increases to 3 % or above, see Fig. 2.12 and
Tables 2.8-2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Upper: Trajectories of electrons from the emitter (red) and from other cathode
surfaces, i.e. possible secondary electrons (orange), in the MIG region. Grey: magnetic field
lines. Lower: Pitch factor distribution at the cavity entrance of those electrons which are not
caught by the modulation anode or by the insert.
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Figure 2.10: Visualization of potential wells in the MIG region. Shown are metallic surfaces
(black), the electron beam (orange), magnetic field lines (grey), electric equipotential lines
(cyan) and the depth of local potential wells. The potential wells cover only a small space and
their depth is below 5 kV.
Azimuthal emission nonuniformity, caused by nonuniform heating or by a
nonuniform work function, for example, has not been explicitly considered
in this work. However, there is a margin left between the 3.4 % spread de-
livered by the MIG and the 6 % taken as input in the interaction simulations.
For nominal electrode voltages during TE49,29 mode operation see Ta-
ble 2.7. The difference between accelerating voltage (87.43 kV) and beam
voltage (85.6 kV) is due to the voltage depression caused by the beam space-
charge. In the results presented here, no beam neutralization has been as-
sumed. Calculations including beam neutralization showed, however, very
similar results: basically, only the kinetic energy of the electrons changes
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Figure 2.11: Electric field strength in V/m (grey shades) and electron beam (colored according
to the local γ factor) in the MIG region. As one expects from basic electrostatics, the electric
field is strongest where potential differences are large, where distances are small, and where
roundings are significant. This is the case in both directions from the emitter, at the inner edge
of the cathode, and at the insert surface where it lies within the cathode. The emitter region has
been designed such that the beam crosses only areas where the electric fields are homogeneous,
which decreased velocity spread.
Figure 2.12: Trajectories of electrons released from an emitter (red) with rough surface (struc-
ture size: 2 μm), modeled by ESRAY. Geometry and parameters are the design parameters
given in the text.
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by the magnitude of the voltage depression. The anode potential has been
set to ground potential, but of course, only the voltages between the elec-
trodes matter. Figure 1.7 shows the typical electric connection of gyrotron
components.
Table 2.7 also shows the resulting beam parameters in the cavity immedi-
ately before the interaction point, calculated with ESRAY. Clearly, the MIG
delivers the beam required by the interaction calculations. Furthermore, the
magnetic field strength at the emitter position is given. One can see that
the magnetic compression between emitter and cavity as determined by the
field strengths is almost 25 % higher than the value determined from the
beam radii of 40, which is due to the nonadiabaticity of the electrons near
the emitter.
Table 2.7: Nominal electrode potentials and beam parameters, including relative standard de-
viations from mean values. Statistics were taken from electrons within the last five millimeters
before the cavity center, without consideration of any gyrotron interaction inside the cavity.
Anode & insert potential ΦA, ΦI 0 kV
Cathode potential ΦE -87.43 kV
Modulation anode potential ΦM -37.45 kV
Electron kinetic energy WO 85.61 keV (0.061 %)
Pitch factor gO 1.22 (8.6 %)
Axial velocity component βz 0.327 (5.0 %)
Perp. velocity component β⊥ 0.398 (3.4 %)
Beam radius rb 10.24 mm (0.87 %)
Magnetic field at emitter BE(,z) 0.1909 T
Magnetic compression (field) CB 50.2
Magnetic compression (beam) Crb 40.3
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2.4 Further Key Component Considerations
Launchers for coaxial-cavity gyrotrons have been designed for one-beam
[PBD+99, RPK+10] and two-beam [FKM+94, PBD+98, Ber11] output.
Independent of the launcher type, their fundamental design depends on the
caustic radius of the operating mode and scales roughly with the cavity di-
ameter. Both cavity and main mode presented in this work have properties
typical for high-power high-frequency gyrotrons; therefore, problems with
the basic launcher design are not expected. The operating wavelength of
1.26 mm is substantially shorter than the 1.76 mm of the 170 GHz ITER
gyrotrons, which could lead to difficulties in manufacturing of in-launcher
corrugations. However, during the design of a conventional-cavity launcher
for 236 GHz [KAF+16b], no potential problems were observed. As the cor-
rugation size in this case is up to 450 μm and as the machining tolerance is
well below 20 μm, no manufacturing issues are expected.
In the magnet specifications, criterion #5 (see Tab. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7) origi-
nates from the requirement that the beam should not decompress so quickly
that electrons hit the upper part of the launcher. However, according to
present understanding it would be difficult for magnet manufacturers to ac-
tually miss that requirement.
Due to the comparable launcher design, the design of the mirror system
is not expected to differ much from existing designs. But, since a large
gyrotron magnet is required, it could happen that the mirror box has to be
placed partially within the magnet. Possible solutions would be to increase
the end diameter of the launcher, leading to a higher kz of the wave and thus
to a longer beam output system, or to require the bore-hole of the magnet to
have a larger diameter at the top than it has in the center. Detailed launcher
and mirror box considerations on the one hand, and detailed magnet design
studies on the other hand would be necessary to obtain specific values here,
which might result in a compromise between a convenient mirror box design
and a simple magnet design.
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The output window for the gyrotron design in this work would not have
another thickness or would have to withstand more radiation power than
the windows currently considered for the ITER 2 MW coaxial gyrotron
[RPK+10]. Advantages of Brewster-angle windows are independent of the
incident frequency. Therefore, a window for the presented 238 GHz design
does not need special investigation.
A standard single-stage depressed collector could be used for the
gyrotron presented in this work, possibly with stronger coils and/or thicker
ferromagnetic shielding to compensate the high residual magnetic field from
the gyrotron main magnet. But since the interaction efficiency does not ex-
ceed 33 %, an SDC is not sufficient to increase the total gyrotron efficiency
to above 50 %.
Efficient multi-stage depressed collectors to increase the total efficiency
to above 60 %, such as proposed in [WPI+16a, WPI+16b, PWI+16], rely on
sophisticated static electric and magnetic field configurations and are there-
fore less robust against residual fields than SDCs [Wu16]. This issue could
be mitigated if the superconducting magnet for a high-frequency gyrotron is
already known and can be considered during the MSDC design. Still, such
collectors would have a significant size (length ca. 2 m) and weight (ca.
1 t) and could be a reason to restrict the magnet bore-hole size and thus the
gyrotron output power in order to obtain higher total efficiency.
2.5 System Evaluation
The evaluation of two features of the gyrotron design are of particular inter-
est: First, whether the system indeed supports operation at distinct frequen-





As introduced in Section 1.2.3 one of the gyrotron design criteria was suit-
ability for multi-frequency operation, resulting in the mode series TE35,21
– TE42,25 – TE49,29 (see Section 2.1.3). With the finished physical design
of MIG, magnet, and cavity, one can now verify in self-consistent beam op-
tics simulations in conjunction with time-dependent multimode interaction
simulations with realistic beam parameters whether startup and stable oper-
ation at the various frequencies can be achieved and whether obstacles occur
which could not be considered at the mode-selection stage.
Tables 2.8-2.9 reproduces the operating points and simulation results for
all three frequencies under consideration [FAP+15, FPA+15a, FPA+15b];
see also Tables 2.1 to 2.7. Despite the significantly different operating fre-
quencies, the overall magnetic field profile and consequently the optimum
electron beam radius in the cavity is almost constant; minor changes to the
profile, including magnetic compression, can be made by optimizing the
currents of the compensation and gun coils. On the other hand, the various
magnetic field strengths in the emitter region require substantially different
modulation anode voltages (percentages of the TE49,29 values are given in
Tables 2.8-2.9) in order to keep the pitch factor at reasonable values, demon-
strating that a diode MIG will probably not be suitable for a multi-frequency
gyrotron. In the TE35,21 mode scenario, the anode-anode voltage is even
significantly larger than the modulation anode; both voltages have essen-
tially switched compared to the TE49,29 case. Cavity pitch factor, beam
radius, electron energy, and beam current have been optimized for all three
operating points under the assumption that accelerating voltage and current
density corresponding to the TE49,29 operating point are at the technical
limits of the gyrotron’s HVDC power supply.
The MIG simulations returned velocity spreads from 3.4 % to 6.8 %.
Included here is a typical emitter surface roughness of 2 μm, but no other
sources for velocity spread such as azimuthally or radially inhomogeneous
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emission caused by material impurities, varying work function, or varying
emitter temperature. In order to account for this, the input velocity spread
for interaction simulations was increased to 6 % and 8 %, respectively.
The voltage depression on the beam is only around 2 kV for all three
operating points. The change in relative beam thickness is only due to the
significantly varying wavelength; thus, a tube optimized for 170 GHz would
allow larger output power since it could have a broader emitter which can
deliver more current.
The beam shape for all three frequencies is shown in Fig. 2.13. Despite
huge leaps in magnetic fields and voltages between the scenarios, the beam
shapes remain similar. However, with the present geometry and even with-
out the maximum electric field restriction of 7 kV/mm it was not possible to
obtain a stable beam for the next frequency step, TE56,33 (271.3 GHz), due
to the high magnetic field strengths near the cathode nose (see Fig. 2.11 at
(-0.375;0.055)). This, together with the required emitter thickness (at most
3.8 mm) and magnetic field (11 T) led to the conclusion that the TE56,33
mode operation regime is beyond technical feasibility. On the other hand,
operation of mode TE28,17 (136.2 GHz) would be neither restricted by the
magnet nor by the interaction itself, but the spread of the electron velocities
is far above 10 % without modification of the MIG design.
The most serious issue concerning coaxial-cavity multi-frequency gy-
rotrons seems to be ohmic loading on the insert wall at the lower frequen-
cies. For lower frequencies one would expect lower losses (see Annex B.7),
which is indeed the case for the losses on the cavity wall. In contrast, the
loading on the insert is significantly higher for the lower-order modes due
to their broader first maximum and due to the fact that the field strength
decreases exponentially towards the insert, see Table 2.10. This means that
either the output power (the beam current) has to be reduced substantially
or that the insert radius has to be modified.
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Figure 2.13: Beam shape in the MIG for the three operating modes at 170 GHz, 204 GHz, and
238 GHz, respectively. The colors of the beam electrons indicate their starting position along
the emitter.
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If reducing the output power is not an option, one comparably realistic so-
lution to this issue could be to use an axially movable insert with varying
radius, similar to [IDT08], since the insert has to be tapered anyway as ex-
plained in Annex B.4, see Fig. 2.14. With a typical taper angle of 1° the
necessary shift would be 5 mm to 6 mm. As indicated in the Figure, one
could then also apply various corrugations on the various parts of the insert,
each optimized for the respective mode and wavelength: 0.35 mm depth for
TE42,25, and 0.48 mm depth for TE35,21. This method would, however,
most possibly increase insert tilt and misalignment, which is not favourable,
as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
See Fig. 1.7 for the overall design of a gyrotron with MIG, magnet and
cavity as described in this Section.
Figure 2.14: Principle of a movable tapered insert: The distance between cavity wall and insert
at the reference point (roughly in the middle of the interaction region) can be changed, leading
to different mode patterns and to a changed ohmic loading on the coaxial insert. If different
corrugations are applied in different places of the insert, the effective corrugation (again, near
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2.5.2 Output Power at Higher Beam Current and Higher Loading
The presented design can reach an output power of close to 2 MW. However,
it is a general observation that MW-class gyrotrons do not reach their full
design power under realistic conditions. Therefore, if the proposed gyrotron
was built as presented, one should not expect more than 1.8MW at 238 GHz.
The critical limitations on the output power are beam current density and
the capabilities of the cavity, insert, and collector cooling systems. As men-
tioned in Section 2.1.1, conservative values for current density and ohmic
loading have been assumed. A current density of 4.5 A/cm2 will not im-
pede the emitter lifetime significantly. Simple estimations predict that an
electric conductivity of around 2 · 107 S/m can be achieved in the cavity
wall (copper at 250 ◦C and 240 GHz); with the possible output power scal-
ing with
√
σ, i.e. 20 % higher (see Annex B.7). Thus, a moderate increase
of the beam current by 11 % could lead to gyrotron operation at 2 MW.
Deliberately pursuing a TE49,29 mode design with significantly more
than 2 MW continuous-wave output power based on the presented design
appears to be problematic. First, the necessary beam energy must result
from a higher accelerating voltage, implying a new – probably larger – MIG
design, and/or a higher beam current, which in turn requires increased emit-
ter current density and/or a larger emitter radius. As a result, one would have
to push current density and magnet bore-hole diameter beyond even the op-
timistic values stated above and in Section 2.3.2, respectively. Second, one
would need an additional mirror system and diamond window (Brewster-
angle window for a step-tunable gyrotron) without even remotely using
their full capability of additionally 2 MW. Third, the multi-stage collec-
tor, already assumed to be of critical size (see Section 2.4), would have to
be scaled accordingly. For these reasons, a realistic 240 GHz, > 2 MW
gyrotron design needs in-depth technical considerations (and solutions),
alongside a reliable experimental basis e.g. from CW gyrotrons above
1 MW and 200 GHz and with large magnetic compression.
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2.6 Recommendations for Future Gyrotron
Design Processes
During the design of the gyrotron presented in this work a few measures
have been identified which can make the design process more efficient:
• It is of utmost importance to agree on design goals and on technical
boundary conditions from the very beginning on. An existing physi-
cal gyrotron design can of course be adapted to, for example, a higher
emitter current density or to a higher efficiency, but obtaining a good
initial design takes much less effort than optimization of all compo-
nents, which is necessary for most minor changes of the boundary
conditions.
• For otherwise similar designs, the expected output power is propor-
tional to the allowed ohmic losses in the cavity and to the emitter
current density. Thus, two designs can be comparable only if the un-
derlying assumptions for both are identical, which, as stated above,
should be defined at an early stage.
• Output power and efficiency depend significantly on the choice of
beam parameters such as beam thickness, electron energy and veloc-
ity spreads, and misalignment. Optimization of the gyrotron design
is usually done using ideal beam parameters (no thickness, spread
or misalignment), but its outcome might differ from an optimization
using realistic parameters. Therefore, estimated values for realistic
beams should be included in the cavity design from the beginning.
• For MIG and cavity optimization, automatic procedures should be
developed and used more frequently, e.g. based on an evolutionary
algorithm or on simulated annealing, as has been done in the past
[RBI+09]. These procedures should at best be independent of the
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type of MIG (e.g. diode/triode, inverse) and cavity (e.g. coaxial,
tapered).
• For coaxial-cavity gyrotrons with corrugations the acutal effect of the
corrugations should be determined using different corrugation mod-
els, e.g. SIM, SHM, and SIE. If only one model is used, it should be
benchmarked to an eigenmode solver.
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3.1 Coaxial Cavity with Broken Axisymmetry
This Chapter is dedicated to an in-depth evaluation of the design decribed
in the previous Chapter. As the topic of the present work is a coaxial-cavity
gyrotron design for unprecedentedly high frequencies, the design evaluation
will primarily focus on issues which are concerned with both the high fre-
quency (or, equivalently, with the small wavelength) and the coaxial insert.
Two specific questions of more general interest, which also arise during the
design of conventional gyrotrons and/or gyrotrons at lower frequencies, will
be adressed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Other topics, which are not included
here, would encompass detailed studies of emitter properties and behav-
ior, emitter heating, optimization of beam tunnels, thermal expansion of
components in detail, BCI and ACI, launcher and collector design, cooling,
mechanical stability, questions concerning operation and maintenance, and
alignment issues not concerned with the coaxial insert, only to mention a
few. As expounded in the previous Chapter, the presented design – apart
from some aspects of the magnet – was kept at conservative values and it
does not contain any unrealistic assumptions that would require additional
in-depth studies. From these considerations, two key questions remain, both
of which cannot be answered if axisymmetry of the cavity is assumed.
The first question is which size and shape the longitudinal corrugations of
the insert should have. In reality, milled corrugations have parallel walls and
more or less rounded edges. However, for practical reasons, only wedge-
shaped corrugations are considered in this work, with the walls pointing
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exactly in radial direction with respect to the insert center, and with con-
centric circle segments as top and bottom surfaces. These top and bottom
parts are always assumed to be of equal arc length. Thus, the corrugations
can be described uniquely by only two numbers: corrugation depthDr,I and
corrugation number MI. As has been investigated a few years ago, the ac-
tual shape of the corrugations does not influence the mode eigenvalues and
quality factors, and usual corrugations can be described by wedge-shaped
corrugations with a certain effective depth [ZM11].
In the presented interaction calculations, the Surface Impedance Model
(SIM; see [Ker96] and Annex B.3) has been used exclusively. In this model
the insert surface is regarded locally as a plane with rectangular grooves, the
number of which is large enough such that the groove width is sufficiently
smaller than the wavelength. The only free parameter describing the corru-
gations is then their (effective) depth Dr,I. More accurate modelling could
be done by more advanced models such as Space Harmonic Method (SHM)
and/or Singular Integral Equation (SIE) [ZGS04]. Alternatively, there are
more elaborate variants of the standard SIM [IALT11].
In the limit of small corrugation width, wedge-shaped corrugations, rect-
angular corrugations, and corrugations of realistic shape are equivalent. The
only remaining variable to be determined is then MI. For a technical cavity
design, the number of corrugations would have to be determined by practi-
cal considerations, i.e. how thin those corrugations can be made. The cor-
rugation width will be considered small enough (and MI considered large
enough) if SIM and direct field calculations are in sufficient agreement.
The second question is which influence tilt and shift of the insert have on
gyrotron interaction, considering the small operating wavelength of only
1.26 mm, and how to cope with such misalignment. In fact, only the
shift needs to be considered, since, with an emitter-cavity distance of e.g.
412 mm, a tilt of 0.14° of the insert at its base is equivalent to at least 1 mm
displacement in the cavity, while the tilt itself is negligible. This can there-
fore be perfectly described by a shift only, and two-dimensional simulations
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are widely sufficient. Conversely, an intrinsic tilt of the insert can be com-
pensated by a proper shift, using the same argument as in [DAFJ14], ta-
ble III for a tilted electron beam. Concerning the position of the electron
beam within the coaxial cavity, it is assumed that gyrotron and magnet can
be shifted towards each other by at least by 1 mm such that the beam can be
aligned to the insert or to the cavity wall (or neither). In the following, the
displacement between insert and wall is expressed as DIO, between insert
and beam as DIb and between beam and wall as DbO.
3.2 Required Number of Corrugations
The final number of corrugations on the coaxial insert,MI, is a tradeoff bet-
ween a number for which the SIM and an actual calculation of the mode pat-
terns and eigenvalues correspond to each other (ideally: ∞) and a corruga-
tion number which is most easy to be realized (ideally: 0). In the mechanical
workshop of IHM corrugations having a widthDϕ,I of 0.3 mm can be man-
ufactured without problems, while in the central workshop at KIT widths of
down to 0.2 mm are considered possible [Kob15]. With an insert radius of
8.6 mm,Dϕ,I = 0.3mmwould correspond toMI = 90 corrugations around
the circumference. In this Section, the optimum number of corrugations for
the given geometry will be deduced, based on very general considerations.
In order to distinguish between corresponding modes in geometries with
different MI, the notation TEmp{MI} will be used.
Calculations have been done using the two-dimensional finite element
(FEM) eigenfrequency solver of COMSOL. The solver returns two orthog-
onal stationary solutions with the same frequency for asymmetric (|m| > 0)
modes, from which the rotating modes could be constructed by time-
dependent linear superposition, and one solution for symmetric (m = 0)
modes. Perfectly conducting metallic surfaces were assumed. Unless stated
otherwise, plots show the magnitude of the local transverse electric field. In
order to obtain meaningful results for corrugation numbers up to 360 (re-
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garded as “large enough”), the mesh size has been set to 20 micrometers
within the corrugations and to less than 70 micrometers in more homoge-
neous regions, with a small growth factor inbetween. The solver can return
eigensolutions of any 2D shape and does therefore not rely on eigenmodes
of pre-defined geometries. This has the advantage that its solutions can
readily be benchmarked with analytic calculations, but also has the disad-
vantage that there is no possibility to directly calculate the (hollow-cavity)
mode content of solutions. However, one has to keep in mind that the out-
put results are eigensolutions of the problem, each with one clearly defined
eigenfrequency. Only in the case where the coaxial insert disappears in the
direction of propagation of the mode, as it happens at a certain z-position
in the uptaper/launcher region, the wave would collapse into a number of
hollow-cavity modes, each with its characteristic cutoff frequency, transver-
sal and longitudinal structure, in particular TEmpl → TEmp′l′ . Figure 3.1
shows the used mesh during the calculations and some details of one se-
lected solution. The mode on the right is TE45,30{100}, which has a rather
small caustic radius and therefore its field maximum is close to the insert.
Mind that even though the aperiodic coupling between mode and insert is
strong, the mode pattern above 0.3 mm (one corrugation depth) from the
insert is not visibly influenced by the corrugations.
Figure 3.1: COMSOL triangular mesh (left) and simulation results (right) of eigenmode cal-
culations with 100 corrugations on the insert. See text for details.
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For small numbers of corrugations, primes were used to avoid resonant ef-
fects that might have occured if corrugation number and azimuthal mode
index were not prime relative to each other. Since there were no differences
in results between simulations with 100 corrugations and with 101 corruga-
tions, more convenient numbers forMI > 100 were used. In the subsequent
misalignment studies, the corrugations were aligned antisymmetric with the
direction of insert-wall misalignment (i.e., the misalignment direction points
in the direction of a radial wall of one corrugation), see Fig. 3.2, to repre-
sent an average/random twist of the insert. The opposite cases – symmetric
alignment with a top or a bottom wall in misalignment direction – led to
eigenmodes which have larger or smaller eigenfrequencies; however, this
difference exceeds a noticeable relative frequency shift of 10−7 only for
much smaller wavelengths, much larger corrugations, and smaller relative
caustic radii than in the scenarios discussed here.
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the insert twist versus direction of misalignment as
used in the misalignment simulations (left) and a possible twist not considered (right).
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If the number of corrugations is too small, resonance effects are expected
to occur. Those effects can be understood as coupling between high-order
and low-order modes (as would be intended in rippled-wall corrugations
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[Ker96]), as interferences caused by Bragg reflections, or as interaction be-
tween two periodic structures, the azimuthal mode maxima, and the grooves.
For an otherwise constant coaxial-cavity geometry (including a constant
caustic radius close to the insert radius), it follows from basic geometri-
cal considerations that wavelengths and azimuthal indices of modes have
approximately linear dependence, and therefore it is intrinsically impos-
sible to distinguish between effects caused by longitudinal dimensions of
the same order (λ ∼ Dϕ,I) and by angular dimensions of the same order
(m ∼ MI). Thus, one can conclude that the various interpretations of the
resonance effects are equivalent.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the effect of different corrugation numbers: while
mode TE46,30{89} has visible contributions of field patterns with rotational
symmetries 3 and 9, TE46,30{100} appears fully symmetric. It has been
found that for most modes, the relation for constructive higher resonances
|2m−MI| = q (3.1)
holds (see also [Ker96], section 2.4.), where q is the dominant lower-order
symmetry, e.g. 2 · 46− 89 = 3 in the depicted example.
A quantitative analysis of the azimuthal distortion of modes can be based
on their change in eigenvalue, which is given by COMSOL as the respective
eigenfrequency. The ten modes given in Table 1.1, which are most relevant
for interaction simulations, were studied. Figure 3.4 shows the eigenvalues
as functions of corrugation number for MI = 59 to MI = 225, normalized
to their values for MI = 225. The following behavior can be observed:
• Modes with smaller caustic radius, i.e. with higher field near the in-
sert, are generally more affected by small corrugation numbers than
modes with larger caustic radius, as they should be by all changes to
the insert.
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Figure 3.3: Mode TE46,30 in a coaxial cavity with 89 corrugations (left) respectively 100
corrugations (right) on the insert.
• For large MI, eigenvalues increase with increasing MI. This can be
understood if the insert surface is considered as an intermediate state
between a perfect metallic surface (MI → 0) and a surface with per-
fect impedance (MI → ∞) of the same radius: the larger the contri-
bution of the impedance is, the more can the field penetrate through
the surface and the larger is the effective cavity cross-section covered
by the mode, corresponding to a larger eigenvalue. However, as one
can see from the numbers, this effect is below 0.1 %.
• A linear increase in MI will lead to a less-than-linear increase of the
mode eigenvalue (d2χmp/dMI2 < 0), which is due to the infinitesi-
mal nature of the impedance surface. Mind that the normalization in
Fig. 3.4 is arbitrarily chosen to be at MI = 225.
• The changes in eigenvalue are homogeneous in corrugation number
MI and relative caustic radius CR only for MI  100. Smaller cor-
rugation numbers result in less predictable behavior, probably due to
occurring resonances with the respective azimuthal index as soon as
wavelength and groove width are of the same order.
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For large corrugation numbers MI, the COMSOL solutions should ap-
proach the SIM predictions as the latter assumes MI → ∞. In Table 3.1,
eigenfrequencies of the ten modes for MI = 360 are shown. Exact geo-
metric values, expressed with the same precision as the stated results, are
RO = 31.78000 mm, RI = 8.589292 mm, Dr,I = 0.3009566 mm. For
MI = 360, the exact frequencies f360 are still below, but already very close
to their SIM values fSIM. The features observed and explained above, that
eigenvalues of modes with smaller caustic differ more from their SIM val-
ues and that the SIM values are always higher, are preserved. Therefore,
the presented results, SIM as well as COMSOL, can be considered verified.
Mode TE45,30 will be the main focus of the following studies, since it has
the smallest caustic radius CK ≡ mχmp of the ten modes chosen, leading to
highest sensitivity to the number of corrugations and misalignment.
Figure 3.4: Eigenvalues vs. corrugation number for ten modes using COMSOL. Modes are
sorted according to their relative caustic radius, with TE45,30 having the smallest radius.
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Table 3.1: Comparison between eigenfrequencies determined with the SIM and those deter-
mined with the COMSOL eigenfrequency solver.
m p mχmp fSIM (GHz) f360 (GHz) f360/fSIM
49 27 0.324 227.3593 227.3593 0.9999999
49 28 0.317 232.3405 232.3403 0.9999991
50 29 0.314 239.2895 227.2891 0.9999985
49 29 0.310 237.3132 227.3125 0.9999970
48 29 0.306 235.3375 235.3360 0.9999936
49 30 0.304 242.2821 242.2803 0.9999924
49 31 0.298 247.2541 247.2505 0.9999853
47 30 0.296 238.3464 238.3413 0.9999786
46 30 0.292 236.3972 236.3895 0.9999673
45 30 0.288 234.4694 234.4458 0.9998995
A more detailed quantitative analysis of very high-order modes in wave-
guides with corrugated insert has been developed, based on spacial Fourier
harmonics. In the following, the transverse electric field of the modes was
understood as E⊥ = Er + iEϕ, where both components are functions of
the radial coordinate r and of the azimuthal coordinate ϕ. The radial co-
ordinate r has been fixed to rb ≡ 10.24 mm, therefore, the 2π-periodic,
complex function E⊥(ϕ) remained. (Note that this function differs from
E⊥ ≡ Ex + iEy in Annex A by a factor of eiϕ in order to account for
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where Eq are complex Fourier coefficients. The spectrum of |Eq|2 over q
gives the relative power of q-fold rotational symmetric contributions. It is
obvious that an axisymmetric field pattern would give E⊥(ϕ) = E0 and
a constant field would give a one-fold symmetric pattern (plus higher har-
monics), which is consistent with the intuitive understanding of the contri-
butions of the Eq . Along the azimuthal coordinate a large prime number of
discretization steps, namely nϕ = 59359, was chosen to avoid common di-
visors or multiples of the step number and the azimuthal index, which might
lead to numerical errors. Due to 2 · 45 − 89 = 1 (Eq. 3.1), it is clear that
TE45,30{89} would not have been a good choice for illustration in Fig. 3.3,
since it simply adds a linearly increasing field over the cavity cross-section.
For illustration, Fig. 3.5 shows three power spectra up to about
q = 80. As one can see (and expect), TE45,30{100} has one large am-
plitude for q = m = 45; the other contributions, e.g. the resonance at
q = 55 = MI −m, are significantly lower. Mode TE46,30{89}, which was
shown on the left in Fig. 3.3, has large contributions of q = m = 46,
q = 43 = 89 − 46, and q = 37; and smaller ones at q = 20 (which
might be related to the number of azimuthal discretizations nϕ), q = 52,
and q = 54. The visible pattern in Fig. 3.3 could result from the differences
Δq = 46 − 43 = 3 and Δq = 46 − 37 = 9. Mode TE46,30{100} has
only the contributions q = m = 46 and, at smaller power, q = 20 and
q = 100− 46 = 54 left.
Figure 3.6 shows power spectra for modeTE45,30{MI}with selectedMI.
For MI < 100, the spectra have strong components in addition to q = 45,
in particular q = 14 = 59− 45 for TE45,30{59} and q = 34 = 79− 45 for
TE45,30{79}. For MI > 100, only q = 25 remains strong for all MI, but
not significant. All other spectral components are not far above the numer-
ical noise level, as obtained by spectral analysis of mode TE45,30{0}, i.e.
with a smooth insert. Hence, one can conclude that MI = 100 is sufficient
for the geometry considered in Chapter 2, in the sense that the eigenvalues
and transversal profiles of the main mode and of its most severe competi-
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Figure 3.5: Power spectra for modesTE45,30{100},TE46,30{89}, andTE46,30{100}.
tors are sufficiently well predicted by the SIM. The much stronger criterion
MI > |m|+ χmp ([IALT11], Eq. 14), which would demand more than 200
corrugations, is thus not considered mandatory.
With RI ≈ 8.6 mm and Dϕ,I,min ≈ 0.2 mm, one could safely manu-
facture MI,max ≈ 135 corrugations with the required dimensions. There-
fore, the corrugation number analysis in this Section supports the design
described in the previous Chapter.
3.3 In-Depth Analysis of Insert Misalignment
3.3.1 Overview
Being the desired set-up, perfectly aligned geometries, i.e. geometries
where emitter, insert (if present), electron beam, and cavity wall are ex-
actly concentric versus each other, are usually considered in hollow- and
coaxial-cavity gyrotron studies. In reality, however, concentricity can only
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Figure 3.6: Power spectra (real parts of the amplitudes) for TE45,30{MI} with MI ≤ 100
(upper) and MI ≥ 100 (lower). See text for discussion.
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be achieved to a certain extent. Even if one assumes perfectly cylindrical
components (no elliptical deformations, no unintended bends), misalign-
ments – lateral displacements (shifts) or angular displacements (tilts) –
between the axes of the following components will inevitably occur:
• Magnet,
• Magnetic field axis (equivalently: electron beam axis) at the cavity,
• Magnetic field axis at the emitter,
• Gyrotron body (as a whole),
• Cathode with emitter,
• Cavity wall, and
• Coaxial insert.
Gyrotron body axis, emitter axis, cavity axis and – commonly – insert axis
are fixed against each other, as are the mechanical magnet axis and the mag-
netic field axis at the cavity. However, gyrotron body and magnet can usu-
ally be moved versus each other such that the magnetic field axis at the
emitter coincides with the emitter axis. Tilting the gyrotron or using dipole
magnets of sufficient strength, the magnetic field axis in the cavity region
could now be aligned with either the cavity wall axis or with the insert axis
(or with neither of both). See Fig. 3.7 for an illustration: Only if the insert
can be aligned and if dipole coils are used, all field axes (red, yellow) can
coincide with mechanical axes (green, blue). Assuming that cavity wall and
insert cannot be aligned, the following questions are to be answered:
1. Should the electron beam be aligned with the wall, with the insert or
neither?
2. How can the effects of this misalignment on electron beam and RF
field be simulated?
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Figure 3.7: Possibilities to align gyrotron components. Green: Mechanical gyrotron structure.
Blue: Coaxial insert. Red: Magnet without dipole coils. Yellow: Effect of dipole coils. Labels
written in boldface refer to axes that influence the gyrotron interaction directly.
The first question will be answered in Section 3.3.2, the second question
in the subsequent Sections. As already mentioned above, only shifts need
to be considered concerning the insert misalignment. This allows one to
keep considerations restricted to the two dimensions of the cross-section
of the cavity, an approach that is found widely in the literature, see e.g.
[DP95, DN04, ZM11].
In addition to the static misalignment the coaxial insert vibrates due to
the internal cooling. The amplitude of this dynamic misalignment can be
estimated as 50 μm (extrapolation from 30 μm in [PBD+99]) and could be
taken into account in interaction simulations as time-dependent static mis-
alignment. As a first estimation and until such interaction code extensions
exist, only static misalignment is considered in this work.
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3.3.2 Phenomenology
Via conformal mapping the electro- or magnetostatic fields in a cavity with
arbitrarily misaligned insert, e.g. the voltage between differently charged
wall and insert, can be described analytically in a bipolar coordinate system.
Unfortunately, the Helmholtz differential equation in bipolar coordinates is
not separable in those coordinates; thus, an analytic description of the trans-
verse field of a TE mode (or of any other nontrivial electromagnetic field)
is not possible with two independent indices m and p. This corresponds
to the observation that modes in extremely misaligned cavities do usually
not form neat mode patterns1, especially not patterns that resemble aligned-
cavity modes. “Extremely misaligned” with respect to a given mode refers
in this work to an insert that is misaligned strongly enough that it overlaps
with the onset of the first maximum of that mode. See Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 for
illustration.
For small enough misalignment, mode patterns converge to aligned-
cavity modes and, at least for large enough caustic radii, to hollow-cavity
modes with their well-defined, distinct azimuthal and radial indices. Fortu-
nately it turns out that modes even in cavities with practically inacceptable
large insert misalignment still resemble hollow-cavity modes. Figure 3.10
shows that for 1 mm misalignment, mode TE49,29{100} basically retains
its shape. The first, inner mode maximum is pushed away by the insert
misalignment by less than 50 μm, which is smaller than the cyclotron ra-
dius of the electrons (80 μm) and around 1/6 of the theoretical beam width
(286 μm). This can be explained if the mode pattern is understood as Gaus-
sian microwave rays being reflected at the cavity walls with spread angle
ψ = 2 arccos(m/χmp): while the mode pattern is determined by the shape
of the wall, the insert plays a role only if it is in the direct path of the rays
(or, due to the relatively long wavelength, next to those paths). By contrast,
a smooth insert pulls the first maximum slightly towards itself, opposite to
1 as opposed to e.g. modes in rectangular, elliptical, or confocal-parabolic cavities
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Figure 3.8: Some examples for modes in the design cavity around 238 GHz where the insert is
misaligned by the extreme value of 13 mm. Modes are sorted from (a) to (i) according to where
the maximum electric field touches the insert, which might correspond to the relative caustic
radius of equivalent modes in aligned (or hollow) cavities. Neatly structured mode patterns of
otherwise heavily disturbed modes, such as (g) and (i), seem to result from a beneficial relation
between cavity geometry and wavelength. The misalignment has been chosen such that Graf’s
theorem is not applicable; however, modes with caustic radii larger than mode (a) resemble
regular hollow-cavity modes, indicating that the non-applicability of Graf’s theorem is not a
sufficient condition for irregular mode shapes.
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the misalignment. With the considerations given in Section 3.3.4 this is
disadvantageous concerning electron energy spread.
3.3 In-Depth Analysis of Insert Misalignment
Figure 3.9: Mode TE49,29{100} in a coaxial cavity with misalignment of (a) 3.0 mm
(239.130 GHz), (b) 2.5 mm (238.390 GHz), (c) 2.0 mm (237.850 GHz), and (d) 1.5 mm
(237.540 GHz). With decreasing misalignment the mode pattern becomes more regular.
In analogy to the considerations in Section 3.2 one could describe the
misaligned mode pattern in terms of Fourier components of the complex
electric field along the nominal electron beam radius (Eq. 3.2). However,
this approach has been used there only because the SIM was not applicable.
In the following, an exact description of TE modes in misaligned cavities
within the assumptions of SIMwill be given, rendering the Fourier approach
obsolete.
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Figure 3.10: Graphical comparison of mode TE49,29{100} in an aligned cavity (upper half)
and in a cavity with insert misalignment of 1 mm to the right (lower half). Due to the calculation
procedure both modes are slightly rotated towards each other. The boxes on the right-hand side
demonstrate how tiny the effect of insert misalignment experienced by the mode maximum is.
3.3.3 Theory of Misaligned Modes
In this Section the theory of misaligned modes in cavities with corrugated
insert, assuming validity of SIM, is presented. The derivations here are a
logical continuation of the considerations in Annex B and follow the same
formalism.
Calculation of Eigenvalue and Field Amplitudes
In order to derive the basic equations for the misaligned insert, one can
follow Zhang and Thumm [ZT00]. The general expression for the Bz com-
ponent expressed in the coordinate system of the inner rod (rin, ϕin) using
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Bessel (Jm) and Neumann (Nm) functions with constant coefficients B̂J,m,
B̂N,m is








Using Graf’s addition formula for misalignment between the axes of inner
rod and outer wallDIO, one can express the same field in the coordinates of










Graf’s theorem is valid for Neumann functions only if DIO < r because
the pole of the Neumann functions at rin = 0 cannot be approximated by
functions which are smooth at this point. This inequality can only be vio-
lated if the misalignment is at least half the insert radius, 2DIO ≥ RI, which
is not considered for physical reasons anyways. The impedance boundary




























for the misaligned insert. The following considerations will be restricted to
a perfectly conducting outer wall, with impedance ZO = 0.
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Jq−m(k⊥DIO) = 0 ∀q ∈ Z
(3.5)
which has to be solved for unknown field amplitudes B̂m (that replace B̂J,m
and B̂N,m, see Eq. B.13) and for eigenvalue χO ≡ k⊥RO. With the defini-







































































































one can write Eq. 3.5 as a vector equation:
K ′ · ̂Bin = 0 (3.8)
Here, ̂Bin represents the field amplitudes with respect to the inner-rod coor-
dinate system, whileK relates these amplitudes to the electromagnetic field
at the cavity wall, specifically as K ′ to the boundary condition.
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vanish and ̂Bin is the kernel of K ′. For almost all (in a mathematical





are single roots, thus the kernel is one-dimensional, i.e.
the solution is unique up to a (real-valued) constant: the energy content
of the mode. If the misalignment vanishes, DIO = 0, K ′ is a diagonal ma-




) ≡ ∏m K ′mm(χ). This product is obviously zero if (at least)
one of the K ′mm is zero, and hence it can be reduced to the well-known
Eq. B.21 for all azimuthal indices m individually.
For a given maximum number of azimuthal indices mmax the number




below a given χmax is roughly independent of
the misalignment, which confirms the intuitive understanding that possi-
ble eigenmodes neither appear nor vanish just by moving the insert. But
this also means that by counting all roots corresponding to any given m up
to χmax, all those misaligned-cavity eigenmodes representing “different ra-
dial indices” are included, even though m and p might completely lose the
intuitive meaning they had in hollow cavities.
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Azimuthal Components
The individual field components at the outer wall (expressed in the outer
wall system) B̂q,O can be obtained via




Kqm(χO)B̂m ∀q ∈ Z (3.9)
Similarly, for a beam concentric to and expressed in coordinates of the outer
wall, with χb = χO/RO · rb:




Kqm(χb)B̂m ∀q ∈ Z (3.10)
If one attempts at describing the outer wall boundary condition in terms of
the inner wall coordinate system, one has to identify the indices q and r in
the expression for ZI analogous to Eq. 3.4, which seems less straightfor-
ward. For an impedance corrugation, the respective matrix shall not van-
ish, but return the boundary fields for all azimuthal components. Thus,
to obtain an equation of the form Eq. 3.8 that can be solved, one has to
substract the impedance boundary condition from individual matrix terms.





qm , which is comprehensible since for each root χO
both matrices have to vanish simultaneously, and a transposition is the only
nonarbitrary matrix transformation that ensures this property. ̂BTout is then
the cokernel of K ′.
Of course, one has to express the field components at the coaxial insert
in its own coordinate system, which, with field amplitudes analogous to
Eq. 3.8, yields
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Kmq(χI)B̂q ∀m ∈ Z (3.11)
Here, χI = χO/CR. It turns out that, in numerical calculations with appro-
priately high eigenvalue precision, the field amplitudes are independent of
the chosen coordinate system, ̂Bout = ̂Bin =: ̂B, as it should be. The az-
imuthal components ̂Bin(RI) and ̂Bout(RO), on the other hand, do depend
on the choice of the coordinate system. Of course, it makes only sense to
express the components at any radius in the proper coordinate system, i.e.
̂Bin(RO) is not a reasonable expression.
Mind that with the presented method, the eigenvalue χO (equivalently,
the cutoff wavenumber k⊥) for each solution is the same for all field com-
ponents with indices q (or m). This means that an eigenmode in the
misaligned cavity is not represented as a sum over aligned-cavity modes∑
mp ampTEmp (which would of course have individual cutoff frequen-
cies), but over mathematically constructed fields with various azimuthal
symmetries. Those fields do not necessarily “fit” into the waveguide, i.e.
they do not individually fulfill the boundary conditions, and all oscillate at
the same frequency. Therefore, this kind of decomposition is not directly
comparable to the decomposition of an electromagnetic field into (hollow-
or coaxial-cavity) eigenmodes, as it would for example be relevant for mode
conversion calculations at the end of the insert.
To emphasize this, one could for example consider a rectangular wave-
guide instead of the misaligned coaxial cavity. In analogy to the above
situation, a chosen rectangular-waveguide mode TEMN at cutoff shall –
for whatever reason – be expressed as a linear combination of circular-
waveguide modesTE©qp. As this is a purely mathematical procedure, the un-
derlying physics must remain unchanged. If the circular-waveguide modes
had various cutoff frequencies, some would be below cutoff and some
above, and consequently there would be dispersion along the waveguide.
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This would be in contradiction to the presupposition for mode TEMN , so
the TE©qp modes must all have the same frequency. In order to fulfill the
rectangular boundary condition, the relative strengths of the TE©qp modes
must be chosen properly, and of course, none of them fulfills this rectangu-
lar boundary condition individually. It is also apparent that the radial indices
p of the obtained hollow-cavity modes TE©qp are irrelevant since the modes
are only fixed by their cutoff frequency and by their relative strength, and
therefore all modes TE©qp with the same azimuthal index q are equivalent.
Due to their identical cutoff frequency but different (and, because of the
irrelevant p, ambiguously defined) eigenvalues, the TE©qp do not even coex-
ist in the same circular waveguide. To emphasize the distinction between
those TE©qp and what is usually understood as a set of “circular-waveguide
modes”, the TE©qp are termed “azimuthal components” in this work.
In the above example of a rectangular waveguide it had been assumed, but
not proven that an expansion of mode TEMN in azimuthal components is
unique and converges to the given mode for a large number of components.
This is different from the misaligned-cavity geometry, where the require-
ment for Graf’s theorem, 2DIO ≥ RI, ensures these assumptions.
Normalization Constant
The normalization constant U2⊥ of a mode in the misaligned cavity can be
calculated following Eq. B.27, where the aligned-cavity mode electric field




Due to the mutual orthogonality of the modes, the absolute square of the
sum over the components is equivalent to a summation over the absolute
squares of the individual components, which can be integrated analytically
considering Eq. B.29. As already discussed, the two boundaries have to be
expressed in their respective coordinate system, which results in
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with the field contribution within the corrugations as defined in Eq. B.19.
All summands are clearly always nonnegative, as it should be for energy













χ2I − q2 +
)) (3.13)
but here, since none of those individual summands has a physical meaning
for itself, some of them can be negative, especially for large misalignment,
for large insert radius, or if k⊥Dr,I → π/2.
Azimuthal Index of Misaligned Modes
As already discussed in Section 3.3.2, the eigenmodes (with defined eigen-
value χO) of a tapered cavity with corrugated misaligned and perhaps tilted
insert do not necessarily correspond to hollow-cavity modes TEmpl. Espe-
cially in non-rotationally symmetric systems, one should not expect that it
is generally possible to uniquely assign “axial”, “azimuthal”, and “radial”
indices. But at least under Vlasov approximation one can by definition con-
sider TE modes that have a well-defined axial index l and for each transver-
sal slice at coordinate z a “transversal index”w, wherew(z)  (m, p) in ax-
isymmetric cavities. The latter equivalence implies a possible z-dependence
of the traditional indices: m = m(z), p = p(z). Mind that this does not
mean mode conversion, it just indicates that the same eigenmode resembles
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a hollow-cavity mode TEm1p1 at one axial coordinate z1 and a different
hollow-cavity mode TEm2p2 at another coordinate z2.
Despite this, it is convenient to retain the hollow-cavity mode designa-
tion “TEmp” as far as possible. This should at least cover geometries with
small enough misalignment where one can obtain both indices by counting
azimuthal and radial maxima, such as in Fig. 3.9c-d or in the lower half of
Fig. 3.10, at each axial position z. (Since mode profile transitions on trans-
verse planes are smooth, this implies that m and p remain the same along
the whole cavity.) Here, hollow-cavity mode componentTEmp within mode
TEw is large enough such that its profile dominates over all other profiles
TEm′p′ . Physically speaking, componentTEmp has the highest energy con-
tent of all components (Eq. 3.12):





The corresponding radial index pdom is then the p-th root wheremdom = m,
counting from χ = 0 [FAG+16b].
Figure 3.11 shows the found roots within a certain χ-CR region, using a
matrix withm, q = 0 ... 65, for two alignments. The radii ratios are sampled
according to the axial coordinate, and the dominant azimuthal component is
color-coded. One observes that roots with the same dominant azimuthal
index mdom lie on the typical χ-CR curves, indicating that the described
assignment of azimuthal indices is consistent between different CR. Curves
with lower mdom are steeper than modes with high mdom and are more af-
fected by the misalignment, which confirms that modes with smaller caustic
radius are interact stronger with the insert than modes with larger caustic.
Figure 3.12 shows the eigenvalue curve of modes TE49,29 and TE45,30 for
several misalignments.
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Figure 3.11: Roots of a characteristic function for DIO = 0 μm (upper) and DIO = 200 μm
(lower) within a chosen χ-CR region. The dominant azimuthal index mdom is indicated for
each root.
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Figure 3.12: Eigenvalue curves of modesTE49,29 (upper) andTE45,30 (lower) for misalign-
ments 0 μm, 100 μm, 150 μm, and 200 μm. Increasing misalignment as well as increasing
the coaxial insert radius increases the main mode eigenvalue. Over the same CR range, the
eigenvalue of mode TE45,30 changes almost ten times more. Hollow-cavity eigenvalues are
158.058 and 156.040, respectively.
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Figure 3.13: Energy content of azimuthal components q for mode TE46,27. See text for
discussion.
Alternatively to Eq. 3.14 one could ask for the dominant aligned-insert
component, which would additionally include the negative “I” term from
Eq. 3.13. However, as already pointed out, the resulting term has no direct
physical meaning and might even be less than zero. For relevant scenarios,
the coaxial-cavity modes are very similar to their hollow-cavity counter-
parts anyways; thus, the additional term is much smaller than the term used
in Eq. 3.14.
In Figure 3.13 the normalized energy spectrum of mode TE46,27 at a
misalignment of 350 μm is shown: the green curve represents the energy
components with respect to hollow-cavity modes, while the black curve rep-
resents the components with respect to aligned-insert modes. Both curves
largely agree, especially for the largest components. One can see that the
next-largest components are q = mdom ± 2, which appears to be typical for
misalignment larger than 300 μm also for the ten most relevant modes, while
smaller misalignment leads to q = mdom±1 as next dominant components.
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As long as m/χO  RI/RO, the amplitudes B̂m are all of the same or-
der, but decrease quickly for higher m, which corresponds to the relative
field strength of the mode at the insert position. On the other hand, the
matrix elements K ′qm of Eq. 3.7, and likewise the Kqm, generally increase
quickly with increasing m above RI/RO · χO due to N ′m(χO/CR). Thus,
from the components B̂q(RO) in Eq. 3.9 one can obtain a dominant term
B̂mdom,B (RO) with a reasonable value mdom,B . However, one cannot al-
ways directly infer from mdom,B to mdom, and the values for mdom,B are
slightly less consistent over CR.
For the TE49,29 coaxial-cavity midsection described in this work, as-
signment of the dominant azimuthal component as azimuthal index usually
works for misalignment up to 1000 μm. However, as soon as up- and down-
taper are included, the dominant azimuthal index varies along the cavity
axis for misalignment larger than around 400 μm. Usually, one of the strong
components visible in Fig. 3.13 takes over, leading to azimuthal index jumps
of Δmdom = ±2. This does not necessarily mean that gyrotron operation
would become unstable at this point, but it indicates that interaction simu-
lations based on modes with defined azimuthal and radial indices cannot be
trusted.
Fraction of Unwanted Mode Content
Even under the assumption that only the desired operating mode is excited
in the (misaligned coaxial) cavity and that it is guided through the nonlinear
uptaper into the launcher without any mode conversion, it will transform
into a hollow-cavity mode TEmdom,pdom as soon as the coaxial insert ends
(see Fig. 1.11). Therefore, the expected stray radiation level is at least the
unwanted amount of energy that is not contained in the dominant hollow-
cavity component:
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This principle is schematically shown in Fig. 3.14.
The center of the cavity would here be an appropriate reference axial
coordinate to determine Cstray; however, the dependence of the unwanted
mode content on the axial position is insignificant. As an example, Fig. 3.15
shows the nine strongest azimuthal components of (arbitrarily chosen) mode
TE46,27 in a cavity with 300 μm misalignment, i.e. slightly smaller than in
Fig. 3.13. The dependence of the components on the local cutoff eigenvalue
(and thus on z) is small in absolute terms and even smaller in relative terms.
In this special case, components q = 44, q = 45, q = 47 and q = 48
each have almost the same strength of around 28 % of the dominant com-
ponent mdom = 46, which thus carries less than 50 % of the mode’s total
power. Furthermore, one can observe that the component strength is roughly
symmetric to the dominant component, i.e. Umdom−Δq ≈ Umdom+Δq for
relevant Δq.
Figure 3.14: Stray radiation content of a mode in a cavity with misaligned insert. The stray
radiation consists of the power carried by the non-dominant azimuthal components as well
as by the part of the dominant component that differs from the corresponding hollow-cavity
mode. Energy conversion from the non-dominant components into the hollow-cavity output
mode does not take place because of the absence of a structure that could change the azimuthal
indices.
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Of course, the total stray radiation in the gyrotron is higher than Cstray, as
it results not only from the fact that the dominant mode component has in
fact a wavevector (slightly) different from that of the corresponding hollow-
cavity mode, but also from spurious modes, mode conversion in uptaper
and launcher, diffusive reflections from the mirrors, and reflections from the
output window [RPK+10, PDD+05]. In the following it is assumed that,
if a MSDC is used, the RF power lost by stray radiation as such will not
decrease the gyrotron efficiency (as defined by the ratio of radiation output
and electric input of the tube) below the desired requirement of e.g. 60 %.
However, one would assume that the accumulated radiation in the mirror
box can be reflected back into the cavity – not necessarily in opposite direc-
tion of the operating mode, but as waves with all possible kz components –
Figure 3.15: Energy content of nine azimuthal components for mode TE46,27 versus eigen-
value χ (arbitrary units). The inhomogeneous sampling results from the nonlinear dependence
of χ on z. See text.
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and disturb the interaction if its power relative to the generated RF power is
significant. If an upper limit for internal stray radiation is defined and the
basic stray radiation (with an aligned insert) is estimated, one can conclude
the maximum permitted insert misalignment from Eq. 3.15.
Table 3.2 gives power estimations for a 2 MW DEMO gyrotron with a
MSDC. Values have been chosen such that typical requirements on powers
and efficiencies are met. In this example, electron beam generation con-
sumes 7225 kW (P1 + ... + P8), while the auxiliary systems need 15 kW
(P9 + P10 + P11), totalling 7240 kW. The beam power distributes over mi-
crowave radiation outside of the window (2050 kW, P3+P4), residual elec-
tron energy (5000 kW, P1+P2), and internal losses (175 kW, P5+ ...+P8).
The internal losses can be apportioned into ohmic losses (65 kW, P7 + P8)
and stray radiation (110 kW, P5 + P6).
From these considerations one can conclude that the stray level Cstray
should not exceed 3.3 % in order to keep the total stray radiation in the gy-
rotron below 5 % of the converted electron energy. A less conservative ap-
proach would allow total stray losses of 8 % (P5 = 145 kW), which results
in Cstray ≤ 6.6 %. Even for reduced basic stray radiation P6 = 30 kW,
Cstray should not exceed 7 % to keep total stray losses below 8 %. Of
course, the exact target values for stray radiation depend on the chosen
power and efficiency estimations, but they do not differ considerably if other
(realistic) values P1, ..., P11 are chosen.
Table 3.3 shows the stray levels Cstray in percent of the ten most relevant
modes (see Table 1.1) over the cavity midsection for misalignment from
100 μm to 200 μm. In the aligned case, coaxial-cavity and hollow-cavity
modes basically coincide, and the stray level is negligible. For a misalign-
ment of 200 μm, stray radiation exceeds 7 % of the total RF energy. Stray
radiation and its variation depend mostly on the mode eigenvalue for small
misalignment, and increasingly on the relative caustic radius of the respec-
tive mode for larger misalignment. It increases strongly with increasing
misalignment, corresponding to the exponential inner onset of the TE mode
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Table 3.2: Power and efficiency estimations for a 2 MW gyrotron with MSDC.
Partial power Variable Value (kW)
Electron energy recovered by MSDC P1 4000
MSDC bombardment/heating P2 1000
RF outside window: Gaussian content P3 2000
RF outside window: Non-Gaussian P4 50
Stray radiation due to misalignment P5 70
Other internal stray radiation P6 40
Ohmic loading on the insert P7 5
Ohmic loading on other components P8 60
Operation of cooling systems P9 5
Operation of control systems/diagnostics P10 5
Operation of the magnet P11 5
Efficiency or share Formula Value (%)
Total system efficiency P3P2+...+P11 61.7
Gyrotron efficiency P3+P4P2+...+P8 63.6
Interaction efficiency P3+P4+P5P1+...+P8 29.3
Collector efficiency P1P1+P2 80.0
Gaussian mode content P3P3+P4 97.6
Internal losses P5+...+P8P3+...+P8 7.9
Ohmic losses P7+P8P3+...+P8 2.9
Stray losses (internal radiation) P5+P6P3+...+P8 4.9
Stray level Cstray P5P3+P4+P5 3.3
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fields. For any misalignment, the stray level is roughly the same for the
design mode and for its main competitors; therefore, it suffices to state that
a certain misalignment induces a certain amount of stray radiation. Tak-
ing the above considerations into account, insert misalignment should not
exceed 150 μm for the 238 GHz 2 MW gyrotron to operate properly, and
should remain below 200 μm even if comparably large stray radiation can
be tolerated.
Table 3.3: Stray radiation levelsCstray in percent for the ten most relevant modes and for three
misalignments. Minimum and maximum stray level values were evaluated under consideration
of the entire cavity midsection.
Mode 100 μm 150 μm 200 μm
TE45,30 1.16 – 1.17 3.17 – 3.19 7.2 – 7.3
TE46,30 1.22 – 1.22 3.31 – 3.34 7.6 – 7.6
TE47,30 1.27 – 1.28 3.47 – 3.50 7.9 – 8.0
TE48,29 1.32 – 1.33 3.56 – 3.57 8.0 – 8.1
TE49,27 1.35 – 1.35 3.53 – 3.55 7.5 – 7.8
TE49,28 1.36 – 1.37 3.62 – 3.63 7.8 – 8.1
TE49,29 1.38 – 1.38 3.71 – 3.72 8.1 – 8.4
TE49,30 1.39 – 1.40 3.79 – 3.81 8.4 – 8.7
TE49,31 1.40 – 1.41 3.87 – 3.90 8.7 – 9.1
TE50,29 1.43 – 1.44 3.86 – 3.87 8.7 – 8.7
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Ohmic Loading and Quality Factor
The total ohmic loading on a surface with radius R by a mode in a mis-


















Here, DS is the skin depth of the surface and Γ(z) is the axial mode pro-
file. In full analogy to the formula for the ohmic Q factor in the aligned
cavity, Eq. B.32, one can express the ohmic quality factor in the misaligned
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In order to determine the coupling factor2 for misaligned fields one has to
use the summation over azimuthal components (Eq. 3.9) before expand-
ing the field in a series of cyclotron harmonics s (as in the aligned case in
Eq. B.47). Clearly it is the characteristic matrix K that has to be expanded
here, as it is the r-dependent quantity. Nevertheless, since K is a compli-
cated, however linear combination of Bessel and Neumann functions, Graf’s
theorem is still applicable (for each m separately). Thus,
2 also known as coupling constant or coupling coefficient
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In the expression for the coupling factor (Eq. B.50), the expressions for
eigenvalue, wavevector, and frequency can be simplified to cRO, which, to-
gether with Js−1(kqprC), is constant for all azimuthal components of the
same harmonic s. For clarity, the total field energy (Eq. 3.13) can be ex-
pressed by the sum of its components. Therefore, the coupling factor is





Here, Eq. 3.10 applies, using B̂q−s(rb) =
∑
m B̂mKq−s,m(kqprb), as
in Eq. 3.18. Clearly, this coupling factor is not well-defined because the
azimuthal index q of a mode in a misaligned cavity is neither, which itself
is a consequence of the underlying requirement that the coupling depends
only on the radial – and not on the azimuthal – coordinate (see Eq. B.43).
However, for not too large misalignment one would expect that the diagonal
elements of K are substantially larger than the nondiagonal elements, thus
one could assign q → mdom to obtain a good approximate value for the
coupling.
For aligned cavities, only Kq−s,q−s and U⊥,qp are nonzero, and Eq. 3.19
simplifies to the well-known coupling factor, see Eq. B.50.
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Numerical Implementation
This Section gives an overview of how the theory of misaligned inserts has
been implemented in the code SCNCHIMP (see Annex C.2.4). Eight-bit
precision is sufficient for all calculations; no numerical instabilities have
been encountered. A typical full calculation for the cavity and frequency
given in this work takes one day using a server with 16 Intel Xeon E5 dual-
CPUs at 2.9 GHz. The most central question concerning numerical imple-
mentation of the theory presented here is how to treat the infinitely large ma-
trix K ′. So far, the approach first presented in [DP95] is used exclusively in
the literature, whereK ′ extend over valuesm = (m0−Δm) ... (m0+Δm)
and q = (m0 −Δm) ... (m0 +Δm) with sufficiently large Δm for a given
set of interesting azimuthal indices {m0}. This approach will be referred to
as the “Small matrix approach” (SMA). In order to prove convergence for










where K ′(m0,m0) denotes the (m0,m0)-minor of K
′.
However, during calculation of eigenvalues form0 in the misaligned case,
one also obtains spurious roots (and, in the normalized case, poles) due
to the higher-oder matrix determinant. Those modes are spurious insofar
as they correspond to azimuthal indices m = m0 which are the central
indices of other Small matrices and are determined there with the desired
high precision.
For large, but reasonable misalignment and for very high-order eigen-
values, the required matrix size exceeds 30 times 30 entries, which cor-
responds to a high density of spurious eigenvalues. For several, adjacent
central azimuthal indices m0, many of those matrices have identical en-
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tries. Therefore, combining these small matrices into one single matrix with
m = 0 ... (mmax +Δm) and q = 0 ... (mmax +Δm)
• reduces the total number of matrix elements to be calculated,
• enables re-using results from time-consuming Bessel and Neumann
function calculations,
• gives every root a physical meaning, regardless of how precisely roots
for m → 0 or m → mmax +Δm are determined, and
• reduces the number of matrix determinants to be calculated.
This approach will be termed “Large matrix approach” (LMA) and will be
discussed from now on. Figure 3.16 illustrates the relation between SMA
and LMA. One major disadvantage of the LMA is the fact that the matrix de-
terminant can become very large, especially for small m. However, this can
be mitigated by normalizing each matrix element to the (mmax+Δm+1)-th
root of the absolute value of the product of the matrix’s diagonal elements
before subsequent calculations. One could also consider a full Large matrix,
i.e. one that includes elements outside the band ±Δm around the main di-
agonal, since the corresponding Bessel and Neumann functions have to be
calculated anyways. However, the results – eigenvalue and field amplitudes
– will not change because the matrix elements decrease by Jn(k⊥DIO)with
distance n from the main diagonal and are therefore typically very close to
zero for large n.
For any geometry and pre-defined value Δχ, two subsequent roots χw1 ,
χw2 of K
′(χ) can be closer to each other than Δχ, and there is no method
to predict the distance χw2 − χw1 . However, statistically there is a typical
minimum distance between subsequent roots, which can serve as the maxi-
mum step size for a root search to find all eigenvalues with high probability.
As an example, for m0 = 49 and Δm = 26, Δχ ≈ 5 · 10−6. After one
root is found, it should be resolved up to a precision of δχ ≈ 10−9 to obtain
correct results in subsequent calculations.
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Figure 3.16: Illustration of the Small matrix approach (upper) versus the Large matrix ap-
proach (lower). Orange areas represent nonzero matrix elements. As one can see, the overlap
of identical Small-matrix elements in the LMA is large. Since at least one element per row
and per column in the Large matrix has to be determined anyway, an efficient algorithm allows
to calculate all Large-matrix elements (including the ones outside of the Δm band) without
additional need for Bessel and Neumann function calculations.
In order to analyze the bahavior of relevant modes one would usually con-
sider a rectangle in the CR-χ plane for each misalignment offset, where the
dependence on CR might include the effect of an insert tilt since both radii
ratio and tilt-induced misalignment are functions of z. In both cases, SMA
and LMA, root search can be efficiently parallelized over the axial coordi-
nate sampling iz .
Since one would start at a certain χmin, one needs a (z-dependent) offset
of radial indices. Additionally, due to the numerical procedure, it happens
that roots e.g. of modes with m  mmax + Δm show in fact dominant
indices mdom = m. In many, but not all cases, those modes have a large
caustic radius, which results in eigenvalues that are independent of iz and
can therefore be filtered out automatically.
Otherwise this filtering has to be done manually, e.g. by checking whether
roots occur at one iz while no roots with the samem and with similar eigen-
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values are present at iz−1 and iz+1. However, it could be by coincidence that
a proper root at, say, iz+1 has not been found because it is extremely close to
another proper root, either corresponding to an inner mode (see Section 3.4)
or to a mode with different azimuthal index m′. Then, iz+2 has also to be
considered, where, however, the spurious mode might appear again. Such
semi-regular patterns are relatively easy for a human to recognize, but very
difficult to code.
Typically accepted values for the misalignment are k⊥DIO  1.25 (or
DIO/λ⊥  0.2) [DP95], which would be 0.25 mm for a 240 GHz gyrotron.
Qin et al. calculated a drop in efficiency from around 50 % to 45 % for a
misalignment of λ/8 for both smooth [QYL+15] and corrugated [QLY+14]
inserts, with the beam aligned to the cavity wall. For the 238 GHz gyrotron
this critical limit corresponds to 160 μm, which coincides with the results
from the above stray level investigations.
3.3.4 Voltage Depression
In addition to the mode deformation described above, misalignment of in-
sert, beam, and wall versus each other also influences the voltage depression
on the electron beam, which changes the energy distribution of the electrons
and therefore affects gyrotron operation. For the same reasons as above,
two-dimensional analyses are sufficient to obtain reliable results.
In order to calculate the depression on an arbitrarily positioned and
shaped beam in hollow cavities or in coaxial cavities with arbitrary mis-
alignment, the novel code WickedQueen has been developed by the author,
as published in [FAG+16a]. The used formulas are solely based on the
method of image charges (mirror charges) [Smy68] in the less known case
of geometries with translational symmetry. The electron beam is hereby
described as a bundle of line-charges or, in the case of axisymmetric homo-
geneous beams, as one effective line-charge using the known analytic for-
mulas [DK81]. For hollow cavities, one mirror charge per original charge is
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induced, while for coaxial cavities, each original charge induces infinitely
many mirror charges. However, the series of mirror charges converges to the
two geometrical poles of the cavity geometry which allows proper trunca-
tion of this series. Due to the superposition principle, voltage depression at
each point within the electron beam (and, in fact, within the whole cavity)
is then the resulting potential of all line-charges. In Fig. 3.17, this con-
vergence can be seen. Figure 3.18 displays a thick misaligned beam in an
aligned cavity. Also for geometries with more realistic beam thickness and
misalignments, there are typically many electrons with high depression on
the side away from the insert (“HD”), equally many electrons with low de-
pression on the side near the insert (“LD”) and some electrons very close to
the insert with very low depression (“VLD”).
Figure 3.17: Original (“0”) and mirror charges of n-th degree of a thick misaligned beam
in a misaligned coaxial cavity. The signs of the charges are color-coded and alternate every
iteration. Negative n represent mirror charges within the insert, while positive n represent
those outside of the cavity wall.
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Figure 3.18: Voltage depression within a thick misaligned beam in an aligned cavity; see text.
As already mentioned, the electron beam should be placed at the mode max-
imum to ensure optimum interaction efficiency. Since the mode maximum
does hardly move if the insert is shifted versus the cavity wall by a rea-
sonable amount DIO, one can safely assume that the electron beam has to
remain in place for all DIO. Figure 3.19 shows voltage depression distri-
butions for the TE49,29 set-up and insert misalignment up to 1 mm (see
also [FAG+16a], fig. 5). 20011 electrons have been sorted into 50 voltage
bins for each misalignment. In all cases, a VLD tail exists, covering around
200 V. For all misalignment larger than 200 μm one can distinguish the sta-
tistical HD and LD peaks of similar size. Between those peaks the voltage
depression distribution is basically flat, with relative shares only slightly
below 2 %, corresponding to the moderate HD and LD peaks. Solely for
perfect alignment only one large statistical peak exists. As a good approxi-
mation (for larger misalignment), the width of the voltage depression distri-
bution is basically flat and grows linearly with misalignment, in the shown
case by 2 V per micrometer misalignment. A misalignment of 1 mm implies
1.2 keV peak-to-peak RMS spread, or 1.4 % of the total beam energy.
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Figure 3.19: Voltage depression distributions for several misalignments.
3.4 Occurrence of Inner Modes
Here and in the following, considerations are restricted to typical coaxial
high-power gyrotron geometries, where CR ∼ 3 and CK ∼ 1/CR. In
Annex B.4 and the citations therein it is mentioned that the corrugations
cause additional modes to form, the so-called “inner modes”. It is known
that those modes have a high field density at or within the corrugations and
therefore impose a high ohmic loading on the insert, which strongly de-
creases their overall quality factor. Therefore they are not suitable as oper-
ating modes. However, these inner modes – as defined eigenmodes of the
electromagnetic field in the cavity – are as valid as the normal “outer” modes
and can have a comparable coupling to the electron beam. Any exclusion of
them as competing modes in interaction simulations, such as EURIDICE,
should therefore be justified a posteriori, for example by comparison of
quality factors.
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In the χ-CR plane, inner modes correspond to those intervals of the eigen-
value curves where dχ∗/dCR > 0. In Fig. 3.20, points A to D all lie in such
an interval, and one would suspect that they represent inner modes. Apart
from that, the detailed nature of inner modes remained somewhat obscure.
Having COMSOL as a powerful Laplace solver at hand it was possible
to track down and study the inner modes in a more realistic scenario than
the SIM could provide. “Track down” because in the relevant geometry
the inner modes appeared around 150 GHz to 175 GHz, which was rather
close to, but not exactly at the frequency predicted by the SIM. This dif-
ference is reasonable since the inner modes originate from the corrugations
and are therefore dependent on the particular groove shape, which differs
slightly between SIM assumptions and the used COMSOL geometry. Fig-
ure 3.21 shows four inner modes with constant radial index p∗ = 18 and
with increasing azimuthal indices m = 34, 37, 41, 45, i.e. with decreasing
CK. The chosen modes roughly correspond to positions A to D in Fig. 3.20,
respectively. One can observe the following properties:
• Inner modes are, in fact, real eigenmodes of the RF field and are not
e.g. artificial results from assumptions within the Surface Impedance
Model.
• The mode structure of inner modes is very similar to that of normal,
outer modes, apart from the additional circular field maximum near
the insert.
• The actual azimuthal field maxima of the additional ring lie in the
same directions as the conventional field maxima, as opposed to the
outer maxima which are shifted by half a period (see Fig. 1.6).
• Inner modes do not necessarily have their caustic radius or their con-
ventional field maximum near the insert surface.
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Figure 3.20: Location of four (CR, χ) pairs A, B, C, D of a “true” inner mode (black curve).
Reproduced from [Avr06], figure 2.4 (page 66), where the curve corresponds to TE15,7∗ for
Dr,I/λ = 0.2 and CR = 2.1 ... 5.
Figure 3.21: Transversal field patterns of inner modes. (A) TE34,18∗ at 153 GHz; (B)
TE37,18∗ at 159 GHz; (C) TE41,18∗ at 167 GHz; (D) TE45,18∗ at 174.2 GHz. Labels
A to D are roughly equivalent to position A to D in Fig. 3.20. For all four subfigures, fields are
scaled to the maximum occuring electric field strength, i.e. (C) indicates that the fields inside
the corrugations are very strong. See text.
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• The additional field maximum is much stronger than the conventional
maximum, especially for inner modes that have eigenvalues well sep-
arated from their outer-mode neighbors.
From these observations one can conclude that inner modes νq can indeed be
interpreted as an additional set of modes which are caused by and located
predominantly within the corrugations of the insert. In cases where they
have eigenvalues close to an outer mode χm,p, both modes couple to form a
pair of hybrid modes: one with a decreased eigenvalue χ∗m,p, and one with
an increased eigenvalue χ∗m,p+q .
3.5 Cavity Expansion and Deformation
During Operation
Regardless of whether the cavity wall is made of pure copper, thermally hard
copper alloy (e.g. Glidcop), or other highly thermal and electrical conduc-
tive materials, ohmic heating will lead to expansion of the cavity. Assuming
a typical thermal expansion coefficient of copper of 17 μm/(m K), the cylin-
drical cavity will expand by 0.17 % (54 μm in radial direction) if heated
up from 20 °C to 120 °C, and the operating frequency will be reduced by
around 400 MHz. This effect is normally taken care of during the techni-
cal design phase; however, one might additionally consider the smaller cold
cavity during elaborate start-up simulations.
There are no immediate reasons to expect cavity deformations during nor-
mal operation, e.g. by grossly inhomogeneous cooling or by mechanical
action. However, a brief analysis of deformation effects will be made here
in order to give an impression of what could be observed under such cir-
cumstances. Only first-order deformations, i.e. ellipses, are considered. As
opposed to e.g. modes in misaligned cavities (see Section 3.3.2), modes
in hollow cavities of elliptic cross-section can be expressed analytically via
Mathieu functions [AS64], which corresponds directly to the observation
that elliptic-cavity modes always have “neat” profiles, i.e. profiles that have
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Figure 3.22: Two high-order modes in an elliptic cavity, representing the two classes of modes
that were observed. See text.
periodic structures along mutually orthogonal curves (along the elliptic-
hyperbolic coordinate lines of a suitable coordinate system). As shown in
Fig. 3.22, there are two main classes of elliptic-cavity modes:
• Modes of the more common class look very much like asymmetric
(|m| > 0) cylindrical-cavity modes, including clearly identifiable
azimuthal and radial indices. As in the circular cavity there are al-
ways two orthogonal solutions at the same frequency. Position and
elliptic shape of the first mode maximum are not significantly altered
by a nearby corrugated circular insert. Their outer field maxima on the
outmost ring are of equal strength, indicating that these modes would
impose a rather uniform ohmic loading on the wall despite large de-
formation.
• Modes of the second class resemble rectangular-cavity modes which
are squeezed into the elliptic boundary. They have two caustics and
are of course heavily disturbed if an insert is added in the cavity cen-
ter. As for axisymmetric modes (m = 0) in the cylindrical cavity
there is only one solution per frequency, indicating a linear polariza-
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tion. Due to their shape their wall loading would be inhomogeneous
along the cavity circumference, with the actual peak loading position
depending on the particular shape of the mode profile.
Those modes exist independently of the eccentricity of the ellipse, and there-
fore also in quasi-cylindrical cavities with reasonably small eccentricity.
However, the second class of modes should become indistinguishable from
symmetric modes. Analytic expansion of coaxial-elliptic-cavity modes into
aligned-circular-cavity modes, for example in order to calculate the beam
coupling, should be possible, but is of limited use.
A more quantitative analysis can be based on maximum temperature-
induced deformations, as given in Table 3.4 together with the correspond-
ing eigenfrequencies, under the assumption that such deformations are not
larger than thermal expansion. With those still small deviations from the
cylindrical cavity, the eigenfrequencies do not change since the cavity cross-
section remains basically constant.
Figure 3.23 shows the mode patterns of scenarios No. 1 and 2 directly
adjacent to each other. As one can see in the deformed case, the first (in-
nermost) mode maximum shifts by roughly twice the difference in wall ra-
dius, i.e. 100 μm towards the insert in vertical direction and 100 μm away
from the insert in horizontal direction. This factor of 2 depends only on the
relative caustic size of the considered mode, but not on the magnitude of
deformation, and decreases with increasing caustic size.
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Table 3.4: Frequency of mode TE49,29{100} at cutoff in cavities with various temperature-
induced deformations, given as expansions/contractions in horizontal (x) and vertical (y) di-
rections.
No. Phenomenon/Situation Δx (μm) Δy (μm) f (GHz)
1 Cold cavity ±0 ±0 237.31
2 Deformed cold cavity
(worst case)
+54 −54 237.31
3 Nonuniform heat-up +54 ±0 237.11




Figure 3.23: Mode TE49,29 in the perfectly circular cavity (No. 1 in Table 3.4; upper left
quadrant) and in the corresponding elliptic cavity (No. 2; upper right and lower left quadrants).
The lower right quadrant shows the difference in field strength between both scenarios: the
greyer the area, the smaller is the difference between both fields, while saturated colors signify
large differences.
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The physical design of MIG and cavity for a 2 MW 238 GHz coaxial-cavity
long-pulse gyrotron has been developed. With perfectly aligned compo-
nents an interaction efficiency of more than 30 % can be reached using
present-day technology, considering a triode magnetron injection gun, re-
alistic beam parameters, and a sufficient voltage margin to ensure operation
stability during possible overshoots.
Operation at significantly different frequencies (multi-frequency opera-
tion), e.g. operation at 170 GHz, 204 GHz, and 238 GHz, is especially fea-
sible for hollow-cavity gyrotrons operating at higher-order modes, provided
a proper mode series selection. In coaxial-cavity gyrotrons, however, ohmic
loading on the insert increases significantly with decreasing frequency,
which implies either short-pulse operation only, a flexible or movable insert,
or different insert dimensions for different target frequencies. None of the
other investigated gyrotrons components appear to be critical in this respect.
In order to do systematic cavity and MIG optimizations in the future, it is
advisable to precisely define the technical and physical boundary conditions
and the design goals at an early stage and to automatize the optimization
process as much as possible.
Although it seems technically possible to build a superconducting
gyrotron magnet with sufficient field strength and bore-hole diameter, its
development effort and manufacturing exceeds that of state-of-the-art mag-
nets. Furthermore, the strong magnetic field and large bore-hole requires a
prolonged beam tunnel and stronger magnetic fields in the collector region
compared to present-day designs. Definition of a minimal set of magnet
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requirements instead of a detailed magnetic field profile has proven to be
sufficient at an early design stage.
In order to obtain experimental and manufacturing expertise with coaxial-
cavity MW-class gyrotrons at frequencies significantly above 170 GHz, it
would be advisable to focus on the 200 GHz region and the highest output
power that the magnet bore-hole – at best including dipole coils for beam
adjustment – and and an optimized MIG design can provide.
The required number of longitudinal corrugations on the coaxial insert is
relatively moderate, with approximately twice the design mode’s azimuthal
index being sufficient: MI = 100. The dimensions of the corrugations
are then around 0.3 mm × 0.3 mm, which can be manufactured without
difficulty. As a small, however noticeable discrepancy between SIM and
FEM has been observed in the aligned geometry, the validity of SIM should
be verified in misaligned geometries.
At high frequencies stray radiation increases drastically even for small
misalignment of the coaxial insert, with around 150 μm misalignment cor-
responding to stray radiation below 4 % in the design presented in this work.
In order to maximize interaction efficiency the electron beam has to remain
aligned with the cavity wall, which increases the energy spread of the elec-
trons significantly due to nonuniform voltage depression. Therefore, precise
aligment of the insert in evacuated tubes is an indispensable capability.
Mathematical description and simulation of insert misalignment is pos-
sible for modes with eigenvalues up to at least 180 and for misalign-
ment beyond the operational tolerance. With the codes WickedQueen and
SCNCHIMP developed in the frame of this work, in-depth studies of mis-
aligned cavities can be conducted, e.g. on the detailed dependence of mode
eigenvalues and stray radiation on insert shift and tilt, or on mode conver-
sion at the end of the insert. In order to run detailed time-dependent, self-
consistent multimode simulations of cavities with misaligned (including vi-
brating) insert, the interface to interaction codes has to be completed.
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Regarding the disadvantages of the coaxial insert, an in-depth comparison
between multi-frequency hollow- and coaxial-cavity gyrotrons for DEMO
frequencies, both theoretically and experimentally, should be carried out in
the future. It might turn out that for small wavelengths the insert is not
convincingly effective (or less effective than other means) for suppression
of competing modes, but that its decrease of voltage depression and parasitic
oscillations is indispensable. If so, a smooth insert with a radius well below
the caustic radius of the operating mode with lowest frequency would be
sufficient.
In order to obtain a reliable concept for a DEMO gyrotron the next critical
components, inverse triode MIG and multi-stage depressed collector, need
to be designed in detail. For highly efficient high-power gyrotrons emitting
at small wavelengths, thin emitters that can support large current density
over a long lifetime become increasingly important.
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A Derivation of Equations Relevant for
Gyrotrons (Classical Electrodynamics)
In Annexes A and B the gyrotron-relevant theory used in this work is de-
rived from very first principles. This Annex A is focussed on general elec-
trodynamic phenomena, while Annex B contains the theory of TE modes
in cylindrical waveguides with aligned and corrugated coaxial insert. Main
purpose of these Annexes is to provide the theoretical basis for Section 3.3.3
and for other formulas in the main part of this thesis. Most of the deriva-
tions herein have been reformulated with respect to the cited literature for
the sake of intelligibility, formal exactness, and/or elegance.
As the elaboration below encompass electrodynamics from its very foun-
dations to the description of specific phenomena it might also provide some
inspiration for further theoretical investigations of gyrotron-relevant phe-
nomena.
A.1 Physical Model Assumptions
In typical fusion gyrotrons, the electrons move in a magnetic field of the
order of several teslas, at frequencies above 100 GHz. Their velocity per-
pendicular to the magnetic field is typically above 10 % of the vacuum speed
of light c. Thus, their angular momentum is more than 106 times larger than
their spin. Furthermore, their de-Broglie wavelength is at the nanometer
scale, much smaller than the wavelength of the microwave photons, and
consequently, their energy (and momentum) is by a factor 106 larger than
the energy of the photons (which is around 1 meV). The energy of the pho-
tons, however, is considered to be much larger than the experimental upper
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bound for a hypothetical photon rest mass [O+14]. The number of pho-
tons in a typical high-power gyrotron cavity is at least of the order of 1018.
For these reasons, the gyrotron interaction may be regarded as a classical
(non-quantum) interaction [Jac99]. Of course, gravitational effects can be
ignored as well.
A.2 Definitions and General Relations
All coordinate systems are right-handed. The metric tensor ημν has sig-
nature (+,−,−,−). Thus, raising or lowering indices leaves the sign of
the scalar (temporal) component unchanged, while the three vector (spacial)
components change their sign. Einstein’s summation convention holds. The
four-dimensional quantities are defined as follows:












• D’Alembert operator (in m−2):  = ∂μ∂μ = 1c2 ∂t
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• Dimensionless momentum (4-velocity) and invariant velocity yμ (in
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Mind that the ordinary charge density ρ = γnqe is not a Lorentz
invariant.















• Momentum density (mass current density; in kgm−2 s−1):
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• Electromagnetic field tensor (in kgC−1 s−1): Fμν := ∂μAν−∂νAμ
It follows that Fμν = −F νμ and thus Fμμ = 0. The definitions of
the electric and magnetic fields are:
E := −ceiF 0i = −cei
(












0 −E1/c −E2/c −E3/c
E1/c 0 −B3 B2
E2/c B3 0 −B1




Some simple known quantities can now shown to be scalars / relativistic
invariants (i.e., are a product of a covariant and a contravariant vector):
• Charge conservation and continuity equation:
c∂μj
μ ≡ ∂tρ+∇ ·j = 0 c∂μιμ ≡ ∂t+∇ ·ι = 0
• Lorenz gauge: ∂μAμ ≡ 1c2 ∂tΦ+∇ · A = 0
• Four-momentum: pμpμ ≡ W 2c2 − p · p = m2c2
• Relation between relativistic factor γ and speed β:
uμu
μ ≡ γ2(1− β2) = 1
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A.3 Maxwell’s Equations and Lorentz Force
The following considerations are loosely based on [LL97], sections 23, 28
and 30. The Lagrange density of the classical electromagnetic interaction
can be found to be:
Λ = −πμyμ −Aμjμ − c
4Z0
FμνFμν (A.3)
The first term is the kinetic energy of free particles, the third term describes
the energy of a free electromagnetic field, and the second term describes
the potential energy: the coupling between particle charges and field. All
quantities are expressed as energy densities (energy per invariant volume).
The respective action is defined as the integral of the Lagrange density
over the whole space and over a time interval [t1; t2] in any inertial frame,




















The principle of stationary action now states that the action is invariant under
variation of the free parameters of the system, which are the coordinates xμ
and the potentials Aμ, inside the fixed boundaries. The current density will
be written as jμ = nqecuμ if necessary. The potentials themselves are
explicit functions of the coordinates (the action is a functional); therefore,
the chain rule applies:
0
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These six summands can be rewritten as follows:




























Since the parameters have to be kept constant at the integration bound-
aries (at t1 and t2), its first summand is zero.
• The same applies to the second term where the charge density varies
with the coordinates, but its integral over R3 is the sum of all charges,

















• In the third and fourth terms one can exchange the summation indices:
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• In the fifth term the potentials Aμ are explicitly written, then the inte-






























































which is zero since the variation is zero at the boundaries t1, t2 (first












• In the sixth term the variation can be written explicitly. Similarly to
Σ5, since the fields are zero at infinity and since the coordinates at the
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Thus, the stationarity condition for the action – with the terms sorted by

























Since this expression needs to be valid for all times and for all variations
of the free parameters, both integrands need to be equal zero independently.
Therefore, one obtains the following equations using some of the relations








Equation A.4 are the inhomogeneous Maxwell’s equations (source terms of
the fields), and Eq. A.5 is the Lorentz force (fields acting on charges), as
will be shown in the following Sections. Both equations are written with
covariant expressions only. Solving these two equations iteratively is called
“ballistic approach”.





and using the relations in Section A.2 one can confirm the inhomogeneous
Maxwell’s equations (Gauss’s and Ampère-Maxwell laws) [LL97, Jac99].
Under Lorenz gauge, Eq. A.4 can also be written as:
Aμ = Z0jμ (A.6)
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As one can easily check, any antisymmetric tensor fulfills:
0 = ∂μFνσ + ∂νFσμ + ∂σFμν (A.7)
Thus, the homogeneous Maxwell’s equations (Faraday law and Gauss’s law















=∂t B −∇× E
0 = ∂1F23 + ∂2F31 + ∂3F12 = ∇ · B
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A.4 Voltage Depression
See [Tsi93, DK81, GC84, CB93] and references therein for details and more
sophisticated analysis. Gauss’s law in integral form reads
∮
∂V
E · dS = Qencl
ε0
where Qencl is the electric charge enclosed by a volume V with boundary
∂V . For an axisymmetric problem and for a constant charge distribution




Eϕ = 0 Ez = 0









For a thin beam of charged particles – or, equivalently, for a charged metallic
surface – with κ(r) = κX · δ(r − rX), the potential reads then
ΦX(r) =
⎧⎨







, rX ≤ r
For a thin beam with radius rb in a metallic cylinder with radius RO, the re-
sulting potential is just the sum of both individual potentials. If the metallic
cylinder is grounded, it will charge in such a way that the potential outside
of the system (for all r > RO) equals zero. This can only be achieved if
































, rb ≤ r ≤ RO
0 , RO ≤ r
The potential Φd acts on the electron beam opposite to the voltage acceler-
ating the beam, and is thus termed “voltage depression” (potential drop).
In practice, with κb being proportional to the beam current, there is a
limitation for the current at which the voltage depression is as large as the
accelerating voltage – the “limiting current” –, and a hollow-cavity gyrotron
with these parameters is theoretically expected to fail operation.
In the case of a double cylinder (with inner radius RI, outer radius RO)
with an aligned hollow beam inbetween, the resulting potential is the sum
of all three potentials. If the inner and outer cylinders are grounded, which
is the case for coaxial insert and cavity wall of a gyrotron, the resulting
potential has to be zero for both r ≤ RI and r ≥ RO:
Φ(r) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩







































, RO ≤ r
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This leads to a voltage depression (potential at the beam position) of:
Φd = Φ(rb) =
κb
2πε0
ln (rb/RO) ln (rb/RI)
ln (RO/RI)
(A.9)
For typical gyrotrons, the voltage depression with coaxial insert is by a fac-
tor of 5 to 7 smaller than for the same configuration without coaxial insert,
mostly due to the small ratio rb : RI. In the limit RI → 0, the terms in-
cluding RI in Eq. A.9 cancel each other and the result is the same as in the
hollow-cavity case.
It should be noted that in a realistic (thick) electron beam in a gyrotron
cavity with axially dependent radii, the details of the above considerations
are a bit more complicated, but the general results are very much the same.
In a realistic beam, voltage depression is different for different radial posi-
tions of the electrons and thus contributes to the energy spread of the elec-
trons. It can also be dependent of the azimuthal coordinate if beam, outer
wall, and inner rod are misaligned versus each other, or can even be depen-
dent of the longitudinal coordinate if the three physical entities are tilted
towards each other. Furthermore, electron beams in gyrotrons tend to neu-
tralize (at least partly) during CW operation due to residual atoms/ions in
the tube. This effect screens the charge of the beam and reduces the sever-
ity of the limiting current in hollow-cavity gyrotrons. The residual voltage
depression on a typical partly neutralized beam in a hollow cavity is similar
to the depression on a nonneutralized beam in the same cavity with coaxial
insert.
Only in some cases, voltage depression can be expressed analytically us-
















Especially in a plasma (of particles with mass me) the canonical momen-
tum (term in brackets) has to be regarded as the relevant quantity. For a
stationary plasma, this term should vanish. (In this case, the Hamiltonian
remains constant if changes in the electric potential are neglected, i.e. the
canonical momentum acts as an adiabatic invariant.) If one now substitutes
Aμ = − meq2enj






For each space-time component of this current density, this is the simplest





plays the role of a Lorentz-invariant angular frequency: it
is not dependent on the wavelength 2π/k. ωP is called the plasma frequency.
In a plasma consisting of several particle species with different masses, such





is close to the electron plasma frequency because of their smallest mass.
Nonrelativistic, but more strict derivations of ωP can be found in e.g. [RS83,
Sta05, Sta10].
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A.6 Lorentz Force
Since the electromagnetic field is usually induced by a vast number of par-
ticles, the source terms in the Maxwell’s equations are expressed as charge
densities. The Lorentz force, on the other hand, is usually viewed as acting
on individual charged (macro-)particles. Spacial integration of Eq. A.5 in
one inertial frame (e.g. the lab frame) over a point-like particle with four-










⎟⎠. If μ runs over the spacial indices and
ν = 0, one obtains the expression for the electric force:
dp
dt
= qe E (A.12)




= qev × B (A.13)
If μ = 0 and ν runs over the spacial indices, one obtains the energy gain of




= qev · E (A.14)
While the magnetic field component accelerates the particle (Eq. A.13) it
does not change its kinetic energy.
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A.7 Motion of a Charged Particle in an
Electromagnetic Field
See e.g. the corresponding sections in [LL97] and [Sta05].
A.7.1 General Considerations; Cyclotron Motion
The three-dimensional quantities X = E,B, p, v in the Lorentz force equa-
tion (Eq. A.11) can be split into their axial component X‖ ≡ Xz ≡ X3 and
their transverse components Xx ≡ X1, Xy ≡ X2, which themselves can
be combined into complex-valued “transverse” variablesX⊥ := X1+iX2.





F 1ν + iF 2ν
)
vν (A.15a)
=qeE⊥ + iqev‖B⊥ − iqev⊥B‖ (A.15b)
and two equations for the axial momentum and the transferred power:
dp‖
dt
=qeE‖ + qeIm(v∗⊥B⊥) (A.16)
dW
dt
=qev‖E‖ + qeRe(v∗⊥E⊥) (A.17)
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With the ansatz p⊥ = p̂e−iΩt and p⊥ = γmev⊥, one obtains the cyclotron





The sign indicates the direction of the movement, which, with the z-axis
pointing towards the observer, is clockwise (left-hand screw around the
z-axis) for a positively charged particle. One can see that the cyclotron
frequency increases with decreasing particle energy (γ) and vice versa.











A.7.2 Motion in Crossed Fields
To consider the general case of crossed electric and magnetic fields, one can












The ansatz p⊥ = p̂eiΩt + pdr, where pdr is time-independent, yields
iΩp̂eiΩt =qeE⊥ − i qeBz
γme
p̂eiΩt − i qeBz
γme
pdr




which relates the magnetic field acting additionally to a central potential to the Coriolis force
in a rotating coordinate system [FLS62].
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One knows from the previous considerations that the term on the left hand
side is equal to the second term on the right hand side (it is just the cyclotron
motion), hence one obtains a charge-independent drift velocity perpendicu-
lar to both the electric and the magnetic field:
vdr = −iE⊥
Bz







where the right term averages out over one cyclotron period.
A.7.3 Grad-B Drift
Another important situation is a weakly inhomogeneous magnetic field




one can expand the quantities p⊥, v⊥ andBz in values for the homogeneous













z + (x∂x + y∂y)B
(0)
z
Here, the interesting quantity is v(1)⊥ averaged over one cyclotron period,
with 〈X〉 = 1τ
t+τ∫
t
X(t′)dt′. The corresponding Lorentz force reads now:
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⊥ (x∂x + y∂y)
〉
B(0)z
The first terms on both sides are just the homogeneous-field case and thus
cancel out from the equation. The rightmost term in brackets is the prod-
uct of two small values and can thus be ignored. One looks for solutions
where 〈v(1)⊥ 〉 = const., thus d〈p(1)⊥ 〉/dt
!
= 0. Dropping the (0)’s and writing
v
(1)
⊥ ≡ vdr leads to:
〈vdr〉Bz = −〈v⊥(x∂x + y∂y)〉Bz
Assume that the field is sufficiently homogeneous such that rC = const.,
i.e. rC  Bz|∇Bz| . With x⊥ = rC(cos(Ωt) + i sin(Ωt)) and consequently






cos2(Ωt)∂x + sin(Ωt) cos(Ωt)∂y+





















∂⊥Bz ≡ − iWC
qeB2z
∂⊥Bz
As a conclusion, an inhomogeneous magnetic field causes an average drift
of charged particles perpendicular to the field direction and to the field gra-
dient. Consequently, this drift is termed Grad-B drift. The drift depends on
the particle charge, i.e. it separates positive and negative charges.
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A.8 Magnetic Compression and Busch’s Theorem





where dS is a directed surface element. Application of Green’s theorem on








If the total surface consists of three parts with B ‖ dS for all surface ele-
ments dS of surfaces with indices i = 1, 2 and B ⊥ dS for i = 3, it follows
that B1S1 = B2S2. For the special case of circles Si = πr2i , which is






For a hollow beam of electrons (which follow the magnetic field lines, see
Section A.7.1), these radii describe the beam radius at the respective mag-
netic fields. If such a beam enters an increasing magnetic field, it is magnet-
ically compressed.
For particles in electromagnetic fields, conservation laws apply only for
canonical, but not for kinematic observables.2 Consider now a single parti-
cle in a magnetic field. Since no energy is transferred to or from the particle,
2 Obviously, the kinetic momentum is not conserved for an electron accelerated in a static
electric field, just to mention a simple example.
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the canonical momentum of this system will remain constant [Bur01]. Inte-
gration over a closed loop (around surface S) yields the adiabatic invariant








The second part of the integral can be written (using Stoke’s theorem) as
a surface integral qe
∫
S
(∇ × A) · dS, which is equal to qeΨ because of
B = ∇× A. In the case of a homogeneous magnetic field, ∮
∂S
p ·dl = 2πrp
and r = rC = const., thus
const. = qeΨ+ 2πrCp (A.20)




In electron beam optics, this result is termed Busch’s theorem, after [Bus26].
Another popular formulation of this theorem is using p = merCϕ̇ and
assuming the initial momentum pst to be zero:






With respect to a chosen axis, the vector k of a plane electromagnetic wave
consists of an axial component kz and a transversal component k⊥ with
k2 = k2⊥ + k
2
z . Standing waves have kz = 0 and are termed “at cutoff”;
their frequency is ω = ω⊥ = ck⊥. If one moves in a frame with velocity
vgr relative to a standing wave, its frequency is increased by the relativistic
factor between the two frames, i.e.
ω =
ω⊥√
1− ( vgrc )2




with ω following from the wave vector decomposition as:
ω(kz) =
√
ω2⊥ + c2k2z (A.21)
Let now a charged particle gyrate in a weak plane wave, having no pz .
Within a time interval [0; τ ] or within a distance L := vgrτ , the gyra-
ting particle remains in the same period with a weak rotating electric field
E⊥ = Êei(ωt−kzz) as long as their phases do not differ by more than 2π.
This resonance condition can also be fulfilled for higher harmonics of the
cyclotron frequency sΩC:
ωτ − kzL ≤ sΩC τ ≤ ωτ − kzL+ 2π
⇔ ω − sΩC ≤ kz vgr ≤ ω − sΩC + 2π
τ
Exact resonance would be given for τ → ∞, provided that little or no energy
is exchanged between particle and wave (orthogonality: v · E ≈ 0):
ω(kz) ≈ sΩC + kzvgr (A.22)
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The term kzvgr is known as Doppler term; it is clear that the resonance con-
dition is independent of the chosen reference frame, one could for example
go back to the lab frame where the wave is at cutoff and the electron moves
at vgr. The interaction between electron beam and microwave field in a
cavity can thus be universally illustrated in a Brillouin diagram (dispersion
diagram; see e.g. [Thu16]), where the frequency ω of the waveguide mode
is displayed as a function of the z-component of the wavevector, kz: Equa-
tion A.21 describes the dispersion line, a hyperbola, while Eq. A.22 is the
straight beam line. Possible interaction points are the intersections of line
and hyperbola, which can be either one point (in the case of gyrotrons) or
two points, of which one typically lies in the forward- (kz > 0) and one in
the backward-wave region (kz < 0).
In LOGs, azimuthal index and harmonics number of the mode must agree,
m
!
= s, for optimum operation.
A.10 Diffractive Quality Factor
Diffractive quality factor and output power are per definition related with
frequency and energy content by
QdiffPout = ωW (A.23)
The radiated power in axial direction Pout is just the stored energy moving
at group velocity along one cavity length, WvgrLO , whereas the group velocity
can be expressed as vgr = c
2kz
ω (see Eq. A.21). For a wave with axial index








B Theory of TE Modes in Coaxial
Gyrotron Cavities
B.1 Transversal Field Profile
Maxwell’s equations written in complex transverse coordinates (where, if
translational symmetry is assumed,X‖ ≡ Xz at any position z for the fields
X = E,B) read as follows:
1
r




−i∂⊥E‖ + i∂‖E⊥ = −∂tB⊥ (B.1b)
−i∂⊥B‖ + i∂‖B⊥ = 1
c2






∂tE‖ − ∂‖B‖ + μ0j‖ (B.1d)
With absence of sources, the harmonic ansatz X = X̂(r)eiωte−ik‖ze−imϕ
for the field components and considering only TE waves (E‖ = 0), one
obtains ∂⊥ = ∂r − mr , ∂∗⊥ = ∂r + mr and
1
r
∂∗⊥rÊ⊥ = ωB̂‖ (B.2a)
k‖Ê⊥ = −iωB̂⊥ (B.2b)





∂∗⊥rB̂⊥ = −∂‖B‖ (B.2d)
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Applying the operator r∂∗⊥r on Eqs. B.2b and B.2c yields










∂∗⊥rÊ⊥ = 0 (B.3c)
Substituting Eqs. B.3a and B.3b into Eq. B.3c and using ω ≡ ck and
k2⊥ = k
2 − k2‖, one obtains
r∂∗⊥r∂⊥B̂‖ + r
2k2⊥B̂‖ = 0 (B.4)
Executing the transverse derivative and with 1k⊥ ∂r ≡ dd(k⊥r) , Eq. B.4 can











2 −m2) B̂‖ = 0 (B.5)
Thus, B̂‖ can be expressed as a linear combination of Bessel and Neumann
functions
B̂‖(,m)(r) = B̂J · Jm(k⊥r) + B̂N ·Nm(k⊥r) (B.6)
with constant coefficients B̂J and B̂N which depend on the imposed bound-
ary conditions, e.g. at two radii RI, RO. For a derivation using standard
cylindrical coordinates, see e.g. [Mei66] Volume 2, II.4, eq.s 234ff. With
eigenvalue χO := k⊥RO resulting from a solution respecting the imposed
boundary conditions and with the (absolute) caustic radius |m| =: k⊥RK of
a mode, notice how the (normalized) area occupied by a solution, (χ2−m2),
appears naturally in the Bessel equation. For each m, several roots exist,
numbered with p = 1, 2, ...; hence, χO ≡ χmp.
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It should be emphasized here that the azimuthal index m can be both a
positive or a negative integer (or zero). The negative sign before m in the
harmonic ansatz ensures that ifm is positive, the mode rotates in mathemat-
ically positive direction (i.e., in the same direction as the electrons rotate if
B‖ > 0). This is the same convention as in e.g. [Avr06], and opposite to
[Ker96]. In order to remove ambiguity, the notationTEctmp forTE−|m|,p has
been introduced by K. Avramidis [Avr06] and is used in this work for the
same purpose. Since J−m = (−1)mJm (see [AS64], eq. 9.1.5) and since
in most formulas only m2 appears, the sign does not play a significant role
and will be omitted in formulas where it is obvious that only nonnegative











Using these explicit expressions, one can use a special property of the Bessel
(and Neumann) functions to write Ê⊥ as follows:

























A rather general boundary condition (to determine k⊥ and to fix one of the
free parameters B̂J , B̂N ) is now an impedance boundary condition at two
radii in the cylinder-symmetric system: inner radiusRI and outer radiusRO
(see e.g. [Ker96]). Such a boundary condition can be imposed by a metallic
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wall with a surface structure that behaves like an array of small resonant
circuits (see e.g. the considerations on split-ring resonators as metamaterials
[BBM+05, Shv14]); it includes the usual Neumann boundary condition as
a special case. Since the electric component of the wave corresponds to the
voltage between two surface structure elements and since E‖ = 0, the Eϕ
component is the only useful. Coupling Eϕ and Br (e.g. by small circuits
parallel to the wall surface) would result in a real-valued resistance; thus,
only a coupling to Bz is feasible. This leads to the two following boundary

















One can easily see that the unknown coefficients B̂J and B̂N are
each identical in these two equations if the characteristic equation (with



































Nm (χO)−N ′m (χO)
)
(B.12)
(Mind that [AS64], 9.1.34 does not simplify this relation.) From this equa-
tion, one can obtain the famous eigenvalue curves χO(CR).
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It is also apparent that, if ZI and ZO are known, one of the two values B̂J ,












which can be used to rewrite Eq. B.6 as
B̂‖,m(r) =B̂m ·
(





⎜⎝N ′m (k⊥RI) Nm (k⊥RI)









Concerning th characteristic equation, Eq. B.12, there are some special
cases which one might consider:
1. If the radii ratio CR goes to infinity (i.e. if the inner radius goes to
zero), all values of Neumann functions with small arguments become
much larger than the values of Bessel functions; thus,
k⊥ZO
iμ0ω
Jm (χO)− J ′m (χO) = 0
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If the radii ratio CR goes to infinity,
J ′m (χO) = 0
One can see that the impedance on the inner surface does not play a
role anymore, as it should be.



















Nm (χO)−N ′m (χO)
)
This is formally the same equation as above if one exchanges χO with
χI and ZI with ZO.
4. If the impedance at both walls is zero (or if the frequency ω goes
to infinity), the equation simplifies to the cross-product (see [AS64]
9.5.30/31)










As above, if the radii ratio CR goes to infinity,
J ′m (χO) = 0
Of course, one would arrive at the same condition if one just takes
the singularity-free solution of Eq. B.5, B̂‖(r) = B̂Jm(k⊥r), and
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respects the boundary condition of a perfectly conducting surface
Eϕ(RO) = 0 (or equivalently Br(RO) = 0). The canonical num-
bering of eigenvalues is such that χO ≡ χmp is the p-th root of
J ′m (χmp) = 0.
It is common to characterize TE modes by their (relative) caustic radius
CK = |m|/χmp. Modes with large caustic radius are termed “whispering-
gallery modes”, while those with small caustic are termed “volume modes”.
While this distinction has originally been made for hollow-cavity modes, it
also applies to coaxial-cavity modes. Due to the dependence of χO on p the
relation between χO and m can readily be translated to a relation between
m and p. In the frame of this work it appeared useful to automatically scan
a certain area in them-p plane for modes of either type. For these purposes,
a variable termed “mode character” h has been introduced, which can take
real values around the interval from 0 to 1 and returns the following p for
given m:
pmin = max {0.6 · h− 0.1; 0.20} · |m|
pmax = min {0.5 + 0.3 · h; 0.65} · |m|
Hence, for h = 0, modes with 0.2 ≤ p/|m| ≤ 0.5 are described, which are
typical whispering-gallery modes, while for h = 1, typical volume modes
with 0.5 ≤ p/|m| ≤ 0.65 are pooled. The value h = 0.5 encompasses both







As hmp is a purely phenomenological value, the above numbers were chosen
by convenience and could be chosen otherwise.
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B.2 Axial Continuation of the Transversal Profile









B̂‖ = 0, one can now include the longitudinal
field profile Γ(z):
k2⊥Bz(x, y, z) = k
2








k2⊥Bx(x, y, z) = Γ
′(z)∂xB̂‖(x, y)
k2⊥By(x, y, z) = Γ
′(z)∂yB̂‖(x, y)
obviously fulfills ∇ · B = 0, i.e. B(x, y, z) is a solution of Maxwell’s
equations in three dimensions. Thus, in cylindrical coordinates,












B.3 Impedance Boundary Condition of
Longitudinal Corrugations
Given a corrugated inner or outer wall at radius R. For simplification, the
corrugation cross-section shall be regarded locally as a rectangular shape
(width Dϕ, depth Dr), which is a good approximation if Dϕ  2πR and
Dr  R. There are M corrugations; thus, the periodicity of corrugations is
2πR/M . The corrugation width shall be smaller than half the cutoff wave-
length Dϕ < λ⊥/2. The magnetic field in the rectangular groove can then
be described as
B̂R,z(r) = B̂R cos(k⊥(r − (R∓Dr)))
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where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the inner (outer) surface, see
[Ker96]. According to Eq. B.3a, the corresponding electric field in the cor-
rugations equals ÊR,ϕ(r) = −iωk⊥ B̂R sin(k⊥(r−(R∓Dr))). The impedance
















· tan (k⊥Dr) (B.18)
Expressing the actual, complicated corrugation structure by an averaged, ef-
fective impedance is called the Surface Impedance Model (SIM). This is of
course only reasonable if the structure is sufficiently smaller than the wave-
length. If this is not the case, one will observe resonant/interference effects,
which can also be interpreted as coupling to modes with lower azimuthal
indices [Ker96], Bragg reflections, and so on. See Section 3.2.
In order to describe the field components within the corrugations later, de-














· tan2 (k⊥Dr,I)− tan (k⊥Dr,I)− k⊥Dr,I
)
(B.19)
For reasonable calculations it is not advisable to neglect the fields inside the
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B.4 Eigenvalue Curves for Cavities with
Corrugated Insert
Equation B.17 substituted into Eq. B.14, yields
− 2π
CR
cos (k⊥Dr,I) · B̂z(,m)(r) ≡ B̂m ·Km(k⊥r) =
= B̂m ·
(





⎜⎝N ′m (k⊥RI) Nm (k⊥RI)











Consequently, the smooth-wall boundary condition at r = RO leads then to
the characteristic equation for χO:
0 = [∂χKm(χ)]χO :=
(










































Mind that the derivative of the characteristic function Km is taken first,
then χ = χO is set and then χI is replaced by χO/CR. The quantity
dI := 100 ·Dr,I/RO is used as corrugation parameter (e.g. in CAVITY,
see Section C.2.1, as DdIM, where the unit and first decimal positions of dI
are used) and can then be given independently of the transversal cavity di-
mensions. For Dr,I ≈ λ/2, i.e. large impedance, typical values of dI are
between 1 and 3. Equation B.21 can readily be generalized to cavities with
impedance corrugations on both walls.
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It makes sense to keep the number MI and transversal geometry of the cor-
rugations constant over z, thus MIDϕ,I/2πRI =: Cϕ can be considered
















with Cϕ chosen to be between 0 (narrow gaps) and 1 (broad gaps). Con-
cerning roots of K ′m, CR is then relevant only in the matrix term and Km
is explicitly independent of Dϕ,I. Of course, this is only possible due to the
averaging (Eq. B.17); and the conditionDϕ < λ⊥/2 has still to be fulfilled.
For CR → ∞, the dominant term in the matrix of Eq. B.21 is the Neu-
mann derivative, since the Bessel function and its derivative approach zero
and since N ′m(x) = Nm−1(x) − mx Nm(x) grows by a factor of CR faster
than the Neumann function. Thus, in this case, the characteristic function
derivative reduces to











Compared to the solutions χO in the hollow cavity (or in the case of a
smooth insert), the cosine function implies additional eigenvalues νp, p ≥ 1










These eigenvalues certainly belong to additional TE modes, so-called “inner
modes”, see Section 3.4, and the other modes will be termed “outer modes”
accordingly.
For decreasing CR, the eigenvalues of inner modes approach zero, while
the outer-mode eigenvalues χmp tend to increase; thus, the respective curves
χmp(CR) and νp(CR) intersect at certain points. The shapes of the curves,
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and thus the intersections, depend on MI·Dϕ,IRO . The mode numbering be-
comes now inconsistent in the sense that for different Dr,I, MI, or Dϕ,I, the
same eigenvalue χO (up to a very high accuracy) might belong to a differ-
ent root index p, counting from 0 on upwards. In numerical calculations,
this also means that two neighboring roots can be arbitrarily close to each
other, so any chosen step size will either increase the computation time (es-
pecially for very high-order modes) or increase the probability of missed
double roots. A possible eigenvalue (and mode) numbering for a fixed ge-
ometry is the following:
• χ∗mp is the p-th root of the characteristic function derivative K
′
m.
• χmp is the root of Km with an eigenvalue close to the p-th root of the
hollow-cavity characteristic function J ′m.
Each “perturbed” eigenvalue curve χ∗mp(CR) has then intervals where it is
an outer mode and intervals where it is an inner mode. In most of the first
case, dχdCR < 0, while in the second case
dν
dCR
> 0. If the radius of the insert















In order to enhance the diffractive quality factor Qdiff of a mode, it has to
come closer to cutoff, i.e. its eigenvalue has to be increased with increasing
axial coordinate z [IKP96, Ker96]. This leads to the favourable conditions
dCR
dz
< 0 (for outer modes)
dCR
dz
> 0 (for inner modes)
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The opposite sign stands for decreasing values of Qdiff . In a coaxial gy-
rotron with narrowing coaxial insert, to select one mode to be enhanced (or
unaffected) and its competitors to be disrupted, one could choose a main
mode that is in an inner-mode interval, while the main competitors are outer
modes. However, the electromagnetic field of modes with sufficiently large
dχ
dz is concentrated on the inner rod and hence these modes have large ohmic
loading on the insert, i.e. QΩ is small, see Section 3.4 [IKP96, Avr06]. Thus,
the optimum choice for an operating mode is where dχdz ≈ 0, while for its
main competitors either dχdz > 0 or
dχ
dz < 0 holds.
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B.6 Normalization Constant for TE Modes
B.6 Normalization Constant and Energy Content of
TE Modes with Impedance Boundary Conditions
Ameasure for the relative interaction strength of a TE mode is the integrated















Using the definitions of Eϕ and Er (Eqs. B.7a, B.7b), and using χ = k⊥r,
χI = k⊥RI, χO = k⊥RO (the cutoff wavevector k⊥ is known from the



















Since B̂z is a linear combination of Jm and Nm and thus fulfills the Bessel


























































































































With longitudinal corrugations (Eq. B.17) on the insert and with smooth








)− B̂2z (RI) · (χ2I −m2 +)
)
(B.29)
where B̂z(r) can be calculated from Eq. B.20. As one can easily derive from
Eq. B.27 and from Section B.2, the actual stored field energy in a cylindrical








B.7 Ohmic Wall Loading and Ohmic Quality Factor
See [Jac99], 5.18 and 8.1. The magnetizing field H at either wall of the
coaxial cavity, close to the surface, is considered. One can choose the lo-
cal coordinate system such that the origo lies in the surface of the wall, ex
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points outwards (from the wall material into the vacuum), ey is tangential to
the wall, and ez points along the cavity axis. Neglecting the sources of the
electric displacement field and Maxwell’s displacement current and intro-
ducing the electric conductivity σ (withj = σ E), Maxwell’s (macroscopic)
equations read
∇ · D = 0
∇ · B = 0
∇× H = j = σ E
∇× E = −∂t B
Using simple vector algebra, one obtains for the magnetizing field H (and
analogously for A, E, j):
Δ H = σμ ∂t H
where μ = μ0μrel. The field in x-direction vanishes; however, the change
of the other two field components in x-direction is strongest. Hence, one
obtains for the tangential magnetizing field Htang = |Hyey +Hzez| (not to
be confused with perpendicular component H⊥ = Hx + iHy):
∂2xHtang ≈ σμ ∂tHtang
The harmonic ansatz Htang(x, y, z, t) = Ĥtang(y, z)eiωte−ikx returns
Htang = Ĥtang(y, z)e
iωteix/DSex/DS
for the field inside the wall, where DS :=
√
2
σμω is the skin depth.
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The corresponding current (which is perpendicular to the magnetic field di-
rection) results from Ampère’s law, and the tangential electric field (first-











The work per unit volume on the electrons is then the time-average over the















Integration from x = −∞ to 0 yields the total ohmic losses per surface












Using Eq. B.16 and ω = 2πμrelc/λ, one obtains for the ohmic loading on















The field component B̂‖,m(R) can be estimated from Eq. B.14. For a typical











which leads to the conclusion that the loading by the z-component of the
field is much larger than that by the ϕ-component.
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The ohmic quality factor QΩ := ωWPΩ of a TE mode in a cylindrical cavity
can now be obtained using Eq.s B.29 and B.31 (with Γ(z) ≡ 1):














)− B̂2z (RI) (χ2I −m2 +)




One can readily define the individual contributions of insert wall QI and
cavity wall QO.
If no insert is present, B̂z(RI) vanishes and the remaining field ampli-











Applying the general relation for powers and quality factors to the stored en-
ergy and frequency, PΩQΩ = ωW , leads from Eq. B.33 with the definition








Since the skin depth is typically less than 1 μm, hence smaller than possible
corrugations, the metallic surfaces can be regarded as perfect conductors
when the mode eigenvalues are calculated. Thus, nonideal surfaces do not
impede the applicability of the SIM (Section B.3), but one might need to
calculate the ohmic loading inside the corrugations in more detail, e.g. for
each kind of the surfaces (bottom, top and side) separately [DZ04], denoted
 in this work. In realistic scenarios, however, the corrugations will not be
perfectly formed, which slightly influences both ohmic loading and mode
eigenvalues.
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B.8 Interaction of Modes and Particles
The following considerations are based on [Bor91]. The hollow elec-
tron beam, aligned to the cavity wall, is thought to consist of nb beam-
lets with guiding centers x⊥ib ≡ rbeiϕib . Each beamlet consists of nC
(macro-)particles, located at x⊥iC ≡ rCeiϕiC with respect to the guiding
center. In the following, only one particle will be considered and the count-
ing indices i will be omitted. Then, the location of the particle (e.g. in the
outer-wall coordinate system) is
xb + xC = x⊥ = reiϕ (B.35)




One can now return to Eqs. A.15b-A.17, i.e. to the Lorentz force on indi-
vidual particles (or macroparticles):
dp⊥
dt
=qeE⊥ + iqev‖B⊥ − iqev⊥B‖ (B.37)
dp‖
dt
=qeE‖ + qeIm(v∗⊥B⊥) (B.38)
dW
dt
=qev‖E‖ + qeRe(v∗⊥E⊥) (B.39)
For TE modes one may neglect the transverse magnetic fields due to the
RF waves, leaving only the static external, axial field to be accounted for
(termed “adiabatic approximation” of the magnetic field). Furthermore, the
acceleration due to E‖ can be separated from the equations. Using Eq. A.8
in complex notation and W =: Re(W⊥) yields
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The time-derivative can now be executed on the perpendicular momentum























The transversal field is now expressed as a sum (linear superposition) of
eigenmodes, using an unitless axial envelope Γmp(z) from the longitudi-
nal field profile considerations, Eq. B.8 for the transversal field profile, and
Eq. B.28 for normalization. Factorization of the longitudinal and transversal
terms is an appropriate approximation only if the tapering ∂zR(z) is small.
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Written in this form, it is obvious that the double fraction in the sum (second
factor) depends only on the given geometry; numerator and denominator
are well-defined also for large kmp. The denominator is commonly denoted
1/Cmp (as in [Bor91, Ker96]). The third and fourth factors are equivalent
to Vmp and ∇× ψmp in [Bor91], respectively, since ψmp ∼ B‖.
For a hollow cavity with smooth walls, the numerator (see Eq. B.6) and














Inserting the mode decomposition Eq. B.43 into Eq. B.40/B.42 and prepar-
































B.8 Interaction of Modes and Particles
Recalling that positive and negative integers are interchangeable as indices
of Bessel and Neumann functions, the term after the multiplication sign can





































The dimensionless coupling factor for each mode (for one chosen s) con-
sists of the absolute parts of the right side of Eq. B.48, normalized to the
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If only one harmonic and modes in a small kmp range are considered, the
second factor may be omitted. The beam radius for optimum coupling is at






One can also set rb = RI or rb = RO to compare the coupling of the beam
with the “wall couplings”, i.e. with the respective ohmic loss.
B.9 Tunability Step Size
As discussed for example in [FAG+15], the eigenvalues of typical high-
order cavity modes (there: 31 ≤ m ≤ 43, 11 ≤ p ≤ 17 with a relative error
of less than 0.3 %) can be linearly approximated by
χmp ≈ 3.415p+ 1.268m− 5.11
During frequency-step tuning, the excited modes are in most cases az-
imuthal neighbors, hence
Δχ ≈ 1.268
With the relations χ = 2πk⊥RO and ω = ck, one obtains for steps between
modes near cutoff:
RO ·Δω ≈ 61 mm ·GHz (B.52)
Reference [ZT05] gives several examples for step-tuned gyrotrons in its sec-
tion 3, e.g. 58 mm · GHz for a TE22,6 mode gyrotron, 59 mm · GHz for
a TE25,10 mode gyrotron, 57 mm · GHz for a TE31,8 mode gyrotron, and
62 mm ·GHz for a coaxial TE34,19 mode gyrotron.
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C.1 Numerical Approaches
In order to solve an electrodynamics problem numerically, one can base the
calculations on formulas at any level of abstractness and on any appropriate
approximations. A typical approach for the calculation of gyrotron inter-
action are Particle-In-Cell-Codes using Lorentz and Maxwell’s equations
directly: the electrons are treated as point-like multiparticles (having the
charge of a large, but fixed number of electrons), moving through a mesh
that has electric and magnetic fields assigned to each node. The Lorentz
force acting on a multiparticle at a defined position is interpolated from
the fields of the surrounding nodes, while the field at each node is, if not
fixed or externally imposed, calculated via the Maxwell’s equations with
the multiparticles as sources. Alternatively, one can use approximations and
simplifications that are typical for gyrotrons, such as
• axisymmetry, thus separation of the azimuthal coordinate;
• small tapering, thus separation of the axial coordinate and neglect of
mode conversion;
• description of the electron trajectories as small orbits around defined
guiding centers;
• slowly varying field amplitudes |∂X/∂t|  ω · |X|, thus decoupling
them from the fast interaction regime;
• conservation of the electrons’ axial momentum; and/or
• disregard of RF magnetic fields.
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C.2 Codes Used / Developed
C.2.1 CAVITY Package
CAVITY is a KIT in-house package of twelve routines for design, simula-
tion and optimization of gyrotron cavities, both hollow and coaxial. Its core
functions have been written between 1986 (SELFC) and 1997 (SELFT),
with improvements until 2011. The routines (or applications) are indepen-
dent executables, however linked by interface files which are used as output
by some, as input by other routines. The package is almost exclusively writ-
ten in FORTRAN-77, with one exception being the Tcl/Tk user interface
(by Harig, Kern, Illy 1997), which can also serve as a developer interface.
The CAVITY routines are not parallelized. See also [Ker96], section 5.2,
and Fig. 2.5. The following routines have been used for this work.
MAXPO (Iatrou, Kern 1996)
MAXPO estimates the maximum possible output power of a gyrotron for
a set of general design parameters such as frequency f , efficiency ηtot,
beam radius rb, dimensionless variable μ, maximum emitter current den-
sity jE,max, and so on.
GEOMT (Kern 1993)
GEOMT is the main tool to define a geometry. Cavity wall and, if desired,
coaxial insert are defined by an axial profile of straight lines with inclination
angles, perhaps joined by parabolic smoothings. Parts of the insert can be
corrugated, defined either by the corrugation depth DxyM or by the corru-
gation parameter WxyM, with x and y being the ones place and tenths place
of dI and w := Cϕ tan (k⊥Dr), respectively, and by s/t= Cϕ separately.
Alternatively, the auxiliary package GEOFREE can be used for geometry
input from external files, e.g. for geometries with arbitrary contour.
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SCNCHI (Borie 1993)
For a given geometry, a given z range and a given rb range, SCNCHI finds
all modes within a certain frequency range (or, eigenvalue range, therefore
the name scan chi) and above a certain relative coupling with respect to the
desired main mode. Optionally, the coupling factor G(z, rb) for a given
mode can be calculated or a scan over the CR-χ plane can be performed to
find relevant modes.
In coaxial cavities, SCNCHI can not find all roots due to numerical over-
flow of the Neumann functions. Therefore, unpredictable shifts in the radial
index appear that are dependent on the axial coordinate. Thus, the calculated
coupling is in most cases incorrect. Due to the memory-saving program-
ming style of the CAVITY routines, this could not be fixed without major
rewriting of the code.
CHIMP (Borie 1993)
Within a given eigenvalue and radii ratio range, this routine finds the eigen-
value curves χmp using detailed input of insert impedance corrugation and,
if necessary, rippled-wall corrugation. Corrugation variables can be swept
over. For a given mode possible conversions can be found. The correctness
of these results, however, relies on the proper identification of mode eigen-
values and mode indices, which is not always given for coaxial cavities due
to the same reasons as in SCNCHI.
COLDC (Borie, Dumbrajs, Kern 1989-1993)
COLDC calculates cold-cavity, i.e. excitation-free, axial field profiles Γ(z),
eigenfrequencies, and quality spectra for the modes found by SCNCHI. The
field profile is found in Vlasov approximation [VZO+69], i.e. considering
a waveguide with only small irregularities.
Several options are available to find reasonable field profiles, which is
especially relevant if a completely new geometry is investigated. As with
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the following routines, consistent assignment of eigenvalues and mode in-
dices is required for accurate calculations.
GYMOT (Borie, Kern 1989-1993)
Using the cold-cavity (or, at a later stage, self-consistent stationary or self-
consistent) field profiles, the equation of motion of traversing electrons is
solved such that required interaction parameters (BO, Ib, We, gO) and pos-
sible power and efficiency can be determined. Possible output are starting
current curves over Ub or BO. GYMOT has proven to be a very powerful
tool in the cavity design phase of this work.
SELFC (Borie, Kern 1986-1993)
SELFC calculates stationary self-consistent single-mode solutions of equa-
tion of motion and field profile (in Vlasov approximation). As it includes
both the influence of the field on the electrons and of the electrons on
the field, it gives more accurate results than COLDC and GYMOT alone.
SELFC also calculates ohmic loading on insert and cavity wall.
MCONV (Braz (Höchtl), Wien, Kern 1993-1994)
This is a tool for calculation of mode conversion within a z-range of a given
cavity. It is mainly used to confirm that the main mode does not convert to
other modes in the uptaper section.
SELFT (Kern 1995, 2008-2011)
SELFT provides time-dependent self-consistent multimode simulations of
the gyrotron interaction. As such it is the core routine of the CAVITY
package. Apart from numerical parameters (length of time steps, number
of macroelectrons) the user can define a startup scenario and choose the
modes to be included. The code uses output data from other routines such
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as GEOMT for the cavity geometry and SELFC/SELFT for the initial axi-
al field profiles. Typical output are time-dependent power levels, spectra
and axial profiles of the individual modes. Not implemented are thick or
misaligned beams and ohmic loading considerations. During interaction
simulations with SELFT, an unexpectedly strong correlation between corru-
gation depth and output power as well as between velocity spread and output
power drop was found.
C.2.2 EURIDICE Package (Avramidis 2006-2016)
The EURIDICE package [APIV12, Avr15] has the same scope as the
CAVITY package: to provide the necessary means for reliable gyrotron cav-
ity designs. Its two main components are COLDCAV and EVRIDIKI, in a
similar fashion as COLDC and SELFT are central to CAVITY; other rou-
tines are ISTART (for starting current calculations), BEAMSHIFT, INTER
and SELF (self-consistent solution of gyrotron interaction). EURIDICE is
written in Fortran and parallelized with MPI.
COLDCAV
Coldcav finds the cold-cavity profiles of given modes in a defined cavity, and
returns the corresponding eigenfrequencies and quality factors. It also cal-
culates the necessary z-dependent eigenvalues in advance (what is SCNCHI
and CHIMP in CAVITY). COLDCAV can consider broadband boundary
conditions as described in [WATJ15].
EVRIDIKI
EVRIDIKI simulates self-consistent time-dependent multimode interac-
tions in gyrotron cavities. Apart from the basic physical (such magnetic
field strength, beam radius, voltage, current and pitch factor) and numeri-
cal parameters (such as time step, number of electron beamlets and phases),
several advanced parameters can be set, such as spreads in γ, g and rb as
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well as parabolic magnetic field taper. The electron beam can also be read-
in particle for particle, thus providing arbitrarily shaped beams. The code
has originally been designed for simulations of hollow cavities and of co-
axial cavities with aligned corrugated insert, but interfaces exist to simulate
other geometries such as cavities with misaligned insert (e.g. SCNCHIMP
output) or with inner-outer corrugation.
C.2.3 Design-o-mat (Franck 2012-2016)
As follows from the considerations in Section 2.1.2, the gyrotron design
outcome depends on the particular design process, i.e. which parameters
are calculated in which order respecting which boundaries. For the gyrotron
design in this work, MAXPO usually returned values that were much more
pessimistic than the outcome of corresponding interaction and MIG simu-
lations, and the code does not foresee that the user can change the order
of parameter calculation. Therefore, a completely new C++ routine, named
Design-o-mat, was written to serve the same purpose as MAXPO. Its inter-
nal calculation scheme is given in Fig. 2.1.
As of 2016, Design-o-mat can be used in three operation schemes. In the
standard scheme, the user provides an input file with frequency and output
power as the key parameters of a gyrotron design. Within the technical
boundary conditions, the code then suggests optimum parameters (such as
operating mode, cavity length, beam voltage and current) which may or may
not be respected by the user during the next input. The code also returns
interesting values such as main competitors, time scales and parameters for
launcher simulations. After the design for the main mode is complete, the
code calculates the corresponding values for all other modes in a multi-
frequency series.
The other two operation schemes focus on multi-frequency design, based
on the considerations described in Section 2.1.3. The more user-oriented
scheme displays all mode series with central mode in a given range of az-
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imuthal index, caustic radius, eigenvalue and frequency, and the user can
analyze their suitability for multi-frequency operation in more detail. The
other scheme just displays the most suitable series.
C.2.4 SCNCHIMP (Franck 2014-2016)
This code had originally been developed to fix the radial index issue in
SCNCHI on the cost of speed and memory efficiency (which are much less
an issue than 20 years ago). Since the coupling spectrum in SCNCHI in
fact depends on the axially varying eigenvalue calculated later with CHIMP,
it had been considered useful to combine both routines into one, hence the
name SCNCHIMP. Some less important features of SCNCHI and CHIMP
have been left out of the new code, but new features were added, most im-
portantly the possibility to calculate field distributions in misaligned cavities
based on the theory and methods described in Section 3.3.3, but also to in-
clude a magnetic field with parabolic taper (compatible to the EVRIDIKI
input) and a tilted insert. SCNCHIMP has been tested for eigenvalues up to
180, azimuthal indices up to 60, misalignment up to 1 mm and root precision
up to 10−9. Modes with longitudinally varying dominant azimuthal index
cannot be treated properly by the code; hoewever, those modes only occur
for physically unacceptable large misalignment. SCNCHIMP is written in
Fortran-95 and almost the entire code could be parallelized with OpenMP.
See Section 3.3.
C.2.5 WickedQueen (Franck 2015-2016)
The WickedQueen C++ code has been developed in the context of this work
to calculate voltage depression on beam electrons in misaligned cavities.
Its fast and elegant calculations are based solely on the method of image
charges and can therefore also be used to benchmark e.g. finite-element ap-
proaches. The output data of WickedQueen – the voltage depression dis-
tribution of the electrons – can be used as energy spread input data for
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interaction simulations, such as EVRIDIKI. More details are provided in
[FAG+16a].
For an overview of the interconnection of the cavity design routines de-
scribed in Sections C.2.1-C.2.5, see Fig. 2.5.
C.2.6 ARIADNE (Pagonakis, Xidakis, Vomvoridis 2007-2016)
ARIADNE is an electron beam optics code written in C++ for self-
consistent calculation of electron trajectories in electrostatic, magnetostatic,
and RF electromagnetic fields. It uses the finite-element method on a curvi-
linear mesh with second-order interpolation for the fields at electron posi-
tions. A multitude of commands from relatively low level to high level can
be used to define physical components and phenomena typical for gyrotron
MIGs and collectors such as metallic surfaces with defined potentials, emit-
ters, magnet coils, beam neutralization, or secondary electrons.
C.2.7 Opic (Illy, 1999-2016)
Opic is a code package capable of simulating gyrotrons MIGs and collec-
tors. Its core routine is ESRAY, a trajectory code written in C++ and paral-
lelized with OpenMP. It uses a 2D non-orthogonal, but structured quadrilat-
eral mesh and the finite-difference method to solve the Poisson equation.
Further routines are dedicated to grid generation (GRIDGEN), magnetic
field generation from coil definitions (MAGGEN) and visualization/data
output (OVIS). As of 2016, a unique feature to ESRAY is its capability
to include effects from emitter surface inhomogeneities auch as roughness
and varying temperature.
Since ARIADNE and ESRAY use complementary numerical approaches,
the codes can be – and have been – used to verify each other.
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Nuclear fusion could provide reliable energy by the 
2050s. In magnetic confi nement fusion, heating and 
control of the fuel plasma can be achieved using micro-
waves produced by gyrotrons. However, gyrotron design 
studies are still needed to fi nally achieve the stable and 
effi cient megawatt-level output above 200 GHz that is 
required for a demonstration power plant (DEMO). In 
this work, the physical design of cavity and electron 
source of a coaxial 2 MW fusion gyrotron is developed 
based on present-day technology, on a new mode-selec-
tion scheme, and on a realistic 10.5 T magnet design. 
The gyrotron design frequency is 238 GHz, with auxiliary 
frequencies at 170 GHz and 204 GHz. A robust analysis of 
the most severe effects of possible insert misalignment 
is presented in this work: Mode deterioration is studied 
based on a fi eld expansion, and voltage depression vari-
ation is calculated using an effi cient method.
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